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1. INTRODUCTIO*

This final report covers the period 9-1-84 to 11-30-86. During this

time the program involved a research effort on ionized cluster beam

deposition (ICB), an effort to synthesize LiNbO3 films by sputter deposition,

and the development of a high speed ellipsometer for in situ film deposition

monitoring.

The work on ICB has mainly involved the installation and operation of a

single source ICB system and the design and installation of a triple source

ICB system. The purchase of the ICB systems were the result of successive

1983 and 1984 University Research Instrumentation Program (URIP) grants.

2. THIN FILM FACILITY

A 1983 DoD University Research Instrumentation Program Grant to ISU was

used for construction of the first phase of a major thin film facility for

research on film growth. Specifically, the grant was to provide funding for

purchase of a single source ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) ionized cluster beam (ICB)

deposition system which would be coupled by a UHV transistor system to film

diagnostics chambers and other deposition systems. One of the other

deposition system, a UHV sputtering system had been constructed previously as

part of a research program on deposition of AlN thin films supported by

AFOSR. A high resolution electron energy loss spectrometer with LEED and UPS

capability was constructed with support from DoD, DoE, and ISU.

A 1984 DoD URIP grant provided for construction of a three source ICB

system and a scanning Auger spectrometer. Figure 1 shows the layout of the

thin film facility and Figure 2 provides an overview of the facility at the

current time.

This grant provided support for much of the detailed design and for

installation of the equipment as well as for initial film growth research in

the facility. All systems in the facility were custom designed and custom

.* e .. * . .. % %."
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built to be compatible with a central transfer system (Figure 3) and UHV

environmental conditions.

2.1 ICB Systems

Two identical UHV chambers were built to house either one or three ICB

sources, with ports for RHEED, ellipsometry and sample transfer. The initial

ICB source, purchase from Eaton Corporation, the vacuum chamber and the

control system are shown in Figure 4. This source was found to be very

unreliable and discussions with Eaton Corporation resulted in a second

generation source. This source was modified for UHV use and mounted on an 8

inch O UHV flange for convenient insertion and removal from the vacuum

chamber. Figure 5 shows this second generation source with the necessary

ceramic insulators so that it could be biased up to 10 kv relative to the

chamber walls. The single second generation source has been used for several

deposition studies reported in other sections of this report.

with reasonably satisfactory performance by the single source system, a

three source system was designed and built using the same chamber %"°1

configuration but modifying the base plate to allow for three sources and

shutters. Figure 6 shows two of the sources in place on the base plate.
'.I-

2.2 Sputter Deposition System

Our group has been very successful in the preparation of oriented

piezoelectric films by DC magnetron sputtering. As part of the thin film

facility, an UHV compatible sputtering system was designed and constructed.

Initially a commercially available magnetron sputtering head was purchased

and installed in the chamber. The UHV chamber compatibility resulted in a

significant reduction in impurities in the deposited films such as oxygen in

A1N. By transferring substrates into the system from the load lock, the

sputtering chamber remains evacuated between depositions. T-1

.,* .~~ .~** ~ .1- .* -%°
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The commercial sputtering head, however, was totally unsatisfactory for

deposition of oriented piezoelectric films. Previous experience with small

locally built sputtering heads indicated that such designs could be used

successfully to prepare such oriented films. A large scale head compatible

with UHV conditions was therefore built for the thin film facility. The new

10 inch head has successfully produced oriented AIN films with very low

oxygen concentrations.

2.3 Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy

The High Resolution Electron Energy Loss Spectrometer (HREELS) is

designed to detect vibrational modes on surfaces. A commercial unit was -

purchased from Leybold Heraeus (EELS 22 system) and placed in a locally

designed vacuum system.

Because of the low energies of the electrons probing the surface, very

low magnetic fields are required. Netic and Co-Netic alloy sheets were

employed to reduce the magnetic fields to acceptable levels.

Since sample cleanliness in essential to the detection of surface modes,

recent work has concentrated on sample preparation. This includes the PI,

installation of a differentially pumped ion gun, a sample heater, and a

sample holder that will eventually be used in conjunction with a load lock.

Figure 7 shows the typical loss spectra for an amorphous Si film.

Valence band and core level Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS)

were used to study r.f. sputter deposited hydrogenated amorphous germanium

carbide films (a-Gel-xCx:H; 0 < x < 1). The optical gap of the films ranged

from 0.8 - 1.0 eV in a-Ge:H to 1.2 - 2.3 eV in a-C:H. Valence band EELS of

clean sputter etched a-Ge and a-Ge:H films (x-0), as compared to that of Ar +

sputter etched Ge(lll) and hydrogen covered single crystals of Ge,

respectively, indicated preferential sputtering of hydrogen by Ar ions, in

contrast to recent observations on r.f. sputter deposited a-Si:H, where Ar+

. ..,0
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etching did not cause complete depletion of hydrogen from the surface. In

a-Gel-xCx:H alloy films (0 < x < 1) loss peaks related to carbon and Ge-C

bonds were identified. Auger analysis of as prepared a-C and a-C:H films

(x-1) indicated relatively clean surfaces. Typically, only 1 - 2% oxygen was

found on the surfaces. EELS experiments indicated graphite-like surface

structures. In addition, the hydrogen bulk content had no influence on the

spectra, suggesting that the surfaces of the a-C:H films were hydrogen

depleted. The Auger carbon lineshape further confirmed this assumption.

2.4 Auger Spectroscopy

A scanning Auger based on the Perkin Elmer 545 system has been

constructed. It incorporates a Kratos rastorable ion gun for depth p.'..-

profiling. Lateral resolution for imaging and Auger mapping is about 1 pm.

A depth profile of a Ge film on Si is shown in Figure 8. Routine depth

profiles and Auger maps showing lateral distribution of elements can be made

on all the films being grown. s. .-

The Auger chamber makes use of differential pumping of the ion gun and a 
-' .

load lock to maintain a low pressure at all times in the analysis chamber. A

base pressure of < 2 x 10-10 Torr is routine.

2.5 High Speed Ellipsometry

The use of RHEED to monitor film growth during deposition is not

practical with ICB because of the high electric fields in the system. For

this reason ellipsometry is being investigated as an alternate probe.

Comiercially available systems are, however, too slow to provide the desired

time resolution for film nucleation studies. We, therefore, elected to

construct a system with < 0.1 sec/data point resolution.

Two different very high speed ellipsometers have been constructed as

part of a thesis project (see the M.S. thesis by M. Fleshner included in the

' ',_,,,,".,m.i',.-'-' ,' r -".-'.''.i.''-.'" .'.''i""""".".". % . . / ' -.. . . - .' . ' - ' .. - q -
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appendix). Using a Jones matrix formalism, generalized expressions for the

intensity of light were calculated for these designs. Based on these

expressions, unique alignment procedures were developed for the two

ellipsometers. An electronics feedback mechanism also had to be developed.

A software package was written such the ellipsometers could be operated by a

Hewlett Packard 9836 computer. The software included a complex math module,

procedures to calculate a discrete Fourier transform, the value of any Bessel

function with any argument, a digitizer control package, procedures to reduce

the raw data to (T,A) and a program which interprets (T,A) to provide film

thickness, index of refraction, and the reflectivity of the unknown film.

Special adapters are now being designed such that one of the

ellipsometers can be mounted on the three source ICB system for film growth

studies.

43. FILM DEPOSITION STUDIES

As the deposition equipment became operational several film growth

studies were initiated. The growth of aluminum on silicon and germanium

epitaxy on silicon were used to obtain experience with ICB deposition in

preparation for more detailed studies on cluster size and acceleration
voltage effects on film growth.

'Studies were also started on the reactive r.f. magnetron sputter

deposition of LiNbO3 films on silicon and sapphire substrates for device

applications.

3.1 Aluminum on Silicon

We have applied the ICB technique to the growth of Aluminum films on

(001) silicon substrates. Details of the growth are given in the McCalmont

thesis attached to this report.
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Crystal quality and orientation of the films were determined by x-ray

diffraction. A low resolution 0-29 scan yielded only one Al reflection,

indexed as (220). The question naturally arose as to whether or not the film L

was epitaxial. Figure 9 shows a pen copy of the precession photograph of

this system together with sketches to visualize the spots from the various

domains. The pen copy has been substituted for the photograph because the Al

reflections were quite weak and did not reproduce well. The 0-2e scan probes

only the central, vertical line on the picture.

The Al (220) reflection is easily visible. About ten other reflections

can be seen from the Al film; they are weak, extended, and diffuse, W'_

indicating that the film is polycrystalline, but with very highly preferred

orientations. It is interesting to note the indices of these reflections.

Aluminum is face-centered cubic, and it is impossible in a cubic cell to have

a (111) and a (020) plane only about 100 apart as is observed. Similarly,

the (220) and (002) reflections cannot both lie on the same line. Thus,

there are two preferred orientations. Both have the (110) direction

perpendicular to the surface.

This domaining is simple to understand. The (220) Al to (400) Si d- P

spacing mismatch is about 5%. The two energetically equivalent orientations

available to the aluminum during the growth place the (110) direction of Al .

parallel to either the (100) or (010) directions of the Si substrate surface.

A third, less likely, orientation is indicated by another very weak pair

of (200) reflections. Inokawa and Takagi (1985) show electron diffraction

patterns of A. also grown by ICB on (001) Si. The major two preferred

orientations were identified, but this third one was not observed by them.

To summarize, the investigated ICB Al films are polycrystalline, but

with most of the crystallites epitaxially grown on the Si substrate. A final

interesting observation is the presence of diffuse streaks, parallel to the

<111> axes of Si and connecting the Si reflections. These are presumably due

to a straining of the substrate or thermal diffuse scattering.
-C-°"

"-'i.
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As more experience is obtained with ICB deposition, it may prove a

useful technique for metallization of silicon substrates for ohmic contacts. ::.

3.2 Ge Film Deposition

Although our initial efforts in the growth of Al films by ICB provided "%r
interesting results, there were considerable problems with the crucible

nozzle plugging. To avoid the crucible problem, we chose to use Ge

deposition as a method to evaluate the ICB system. Also, epitaxial Ge films

on silicon substrates provide the first step toward the growth of GaAs on Si.

A series of Ge films have been deposited in the single source ICB.

Details of the depositions are included in the McCalmont thesis and

associated paper attached at the end of this report. A typical RHEW) pattern tA M

for (100) Ge on (100) Si is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 7.3 in the attached thesis by McCalmont is a precession

photograph of a 0.5 um thick (001) Ge epitaxial layer on a (001) Si substrate

grown by ICB. Each spot in the photograph is doubled: the inner spot is a

Ge reflection and the outer one is from the Si crystal. The intensities of

the Ge reflections are usually weaker than those of Si because of the

thinness of the layer. The lattice mismatch between Ge and Si is about 4%, '-U- ,

yet the epitaxial quality is excellent. , ',

As capabilities for deposition of GaAs are not yet available locally, 0..'

several of the Ge coated silicon substrates have been sent to another Ja-

laboratory for CVD growth of GaAs.

Epitaxial Ge films have also been obtained on (100) GaAs substrates.

These films were deposited during the ICB source checkout procedure so

extensive evaluation of the films has not been done. %.P J-

'.

% %
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Figure 10 MNW pattern of (100) Ge film on (100) Si: substrate with electron
beam parallel to (110).

a) Observed RHEED pattern. Streaking due to very flat film surface.
The center streak is the spectral reflection.

b) General electron diffraction pattern for the diawnd structure with
the electron beam parallel to the (110). The asterisks indicate ** .

positions of possible double diffraction reflections.
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3.3 Sputter Deposition of LiNbO3

Lithium niobate films have been sputter deposited and analyzed to

determine their suitability for transducer or resonator material. A set of . _

sputtering parameters was determined as the most relevant variables in the

r.f. sputter deposition of LiNbO3 thin films. The parameters were then

optimized with respect to each other to obtain the best quality (in regard to

crystallinity) thin films. The optimized parameters were:

An applied radio-frequency power of 300 watts.

A target-substrate separation of 8 cm.

A sputtering pressure of 3m Torr.

An oxygen content of 50% in the sputtering gas.

A substrate temperature of 5500C - 600°C.

A sapphire substrate.

Details of this work are given in the thesis by J. Martin in Appendix C.

With these optimized parameters in effect, the resulting films were

deposited with a deposition rate of approximately 1300 A/hour. The DC bias

during the deposition was around 350 volts. Infrared scans of the films

revealed a definite LiNbO3 crystalline curve with distinctive peaks. X-ray

diffraction patterns and RHEED photos demonstrated that the films were highly

oriented polycrystalline LiNbO3. Auger electron spectroscopy on these films

indicated an almost identical stoichiometry as bulk single crystal LiNbO3,

with little contamination. The relative permittivity of these films was

determined to be 15-16. No piezoelectric effect was observed using the

composite resonator structure.

Several possible explanations were supplied concerning this lack of

piezoelectric response. While LiNbO3 deposited on p+ membranes appears 5,.

unsuitable for use as a composite resonator, very possibly due to the p+

membrane, sputtered LiNbO3 could be used for other piezoelectric devices

which require thinner films and do not demand a substrate with a poor lattice

match or p+ doping. SAW devices on sapphire would be an example.

.. ., -

Le I
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Further work will be done. A better sputtering system (more automated) 0

will be used so that slower deposition rates, and thus possibly better films

can be produced. An applied DC bias can be added to the sputtering system so

as to more likely pole the sputtered films. Mother possibility would be to

try an entirely different method of sputtering lithium niobate, such as

completely reactive sputtering.

%. %

6z~~ &r
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, scientists and engineers from the fields of surface

physics and integrated device fabrication have focused much attention on

the area of thin films research. As a result, a renewed interest has

developed in the nondestructive experimental technique called

ellipsometry, first introduced over a century ago. For many years, the

slow and laborious technique of null ellipsometry was used to

characterize the surfaces of filmed and non-filmed materials. However,

the introduction of many new deposition techniques has inspired new

questions as to exactly what takes place in the first moments a film is

put down. Hence, an interest has arisen to develop very high speed

ellipsometers, which can observe and even monitor the growth of thin

films in situ.

* With the advent of high speed small computers and digital devices,

it is now possible to perform ellipsometric measurements at rates in the

micro-second regime. This paper deals with the construction of two such

very high speed ellipsometers. Chapter 1 discusses the general theory

of ellipsometry. Chapter 2 gives an overview of the ellipsometer

systems currently available, and detailed descriptions of how some of

these ellipsometers function. Chapter 3 describes, in detail, the

photoacoustic modulated ellipsometer, developed for this work. Chapter

4 discusses a new type of ellipsometer, (which will be called the dual

analyzer ellipsometer), developed for this work. This ellipsometer can

acquire a set of ellipsometric data at speeds over 10 times faster than

e.'-''- . ."". "' " . .' "" .- .- ". " ". "- '- "- .- ". " ". . " -- e .- ".-e -1-. -- -
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the fastest photoacoustic modulated ellipsometers currently available.

Also, Chapter 4 includes a discussion as to precisely where this new

type of ellipsometer system fits in the general categories outlined in

Chapter 2. Finally, Chapter 5 deals with the interpretation of the raw

data obtained by ellipsometers. The interpretation of ellipsometric

data is a vast subject. Therefore, the two most commonly used methods

of interpretation were implemented here.
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1. THEORY OF ELLIPSOKETRY

Ellipsometry can be generally defined as the measurement of the

state of polarization of a polarized vector vavel. In particular,

optical ellipsometry deals only with polarized vector waves of light.

Ellipsometry is generally conducted in order to acquire information

about a particular optical system, which somehow modifies the state of

polarization. Measurement of the initial and final states of

polarization describes the type of modification that the polarization

has undergone. From this information, it is possible to determine the

complex index of refraction of a planar interface or a single thin film,

the thickness of the film, or even such things as the stochiometry of

the surface. In addition, ellipsometry is a nondestructive technique,

and therefore, has a wide range of applications from measurements on

metals to measurments on cell-surface materials.

In order to understand how the initial and final states of

polarization are measured, it is necessary to understand the various

methods of representing polarized light. Three representations of

polarization will be discussed: the ellipse of polarizations, the Stokes

vector (and Poincare sphere), and finally the Jones vector.

1.1. Representations of Polarized Light

Polarization is a property that all vector waves have in common.

Polarization refers to the time development at a fixed point in space of

a field vector. The electric field vector E is usually chosen to to

define the state of polarization for light, since the electrons in I
% '- %-. % % -. ,%Nh% -. _ ... .- .
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matter interacting with electromagnetic radiation in the visible region

experience a much greater force due to the electric field than the

magnetic field.

1.1.1. The ellipse of polarizations

The following discussion is based on a similar discussion in Ref.

2. Consider the case of a monochromatic plane wave of electromagnetic

radiation, where the electric field vector, 9, is harmonic in time and

is transverse to the direction of propagation (the z axis). R can then

be written

Ex - alcos( + 61) 1.1

Ey - a2cos( + 62) 1.2

M0 1.3

where r is the variable part of the phase, namely x - wt - kz,

a1 and a2 are spacial functions but time independent, and 61 and 62 are

constant phase factors.

The factor T can be eliminated from equations 1.1 and 1.2 yielding

E 2 E 2 E
+ - - 2-- cos6 - sin

a12  a22  a, a2

where 6 0 62-61. This is the equation of an ellipse. Notice that the

equation of an ellipse degenerates into the equation of a line when 6 -

m, and into an equation of a circle when Eox - Eoy and 6 - (2m+l)n/2,

m =,t1,t2,±3, ...

A graph of locust of points solving equation 1.4 is shown figure

1.1. The ellipse is inscribed into a rectangle whose sides are parallel
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to the coordinate axes and vhose lengths are 2a1 and 2a2. The principal

semi-axes a and b of the ellipse and the angle , which the major axis

makes vith x, are specified by the formulae

a2 + b2 -a 1
2 + a2

2  1.5

tan2* - tan2acos& 1.6

sin2X - -sin2ssin8 1.7

vhere tanX w ± b/a and tan* a a2/a1 . Note that -90 < X _ 90 specifies

the shape and orientation of the ellipse and * characterizes the

ellipticity and the sense in vhich the ellipse is being described. '

Therefore, to'completely characterize the polarization ellipse, three

independent quantities are necessary, either the amplitudes a1 and a2

and the phase difference 8 or the major and minor axes a,b at the angle

X, vhich specifies the orientation of the ellipse.

1.1.2. The Stokes vector and Poincare sphere

It is convenient to characterize the state of polarization by

certain parameters first introduced by G. G. Stokes in 1852 called

Stokes parameters . The Stokes parameters of a plane monochromatic wave

are the four quantities

so  a1
2 + a2

2  1.8

s a1
2 

- a2
2  

1.9

2 2ala 2cos6 1.10

s3 - 2ala2sin8 1.11

vhere a1, a2 and 6 are defined above. Since an ellipse can be

characterized by three independent variables, the four Stokes parameters

must be related by an identity, namely

;.' A. 2
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Figure 1.1. Elliptically polarized vave. The vibration~al ellipse for
the electric field vector
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o2 sl2 s22 s32. 1.14

The parameter so is proportional to the intensity of the vave. s1, s2

and 53 are related to the angles X and * defined above in the folloving .v.

way

s I - socos2Xcos2* 1.13

s 2  Socos2Xsin2* 1.14

s3 - s0sin2X . 1.15

The relations 1.13-1.15 indicate a simple geometric representation

of the states of polarization, i.e., s1, s2, and s3 may be regarded as

the Cartesian coordinates of a point on a sphere E of radius s0 , such

that 2X and 2* are the spherical angular coordinates of this point. See

figure 1.2. To every possible state of polarization of a plane

monochromatic wave of a given intensity (so = a constant), there

corresponds one point on E. The sphere E is called the Poincare sphere.

The set (SO'SlS2,s3) is commonly called the Stokes vector of the

polarization.

1.1.3. The Jones vector

A more concise representation of polarization than those described

previously is the Jones vector representation. Assume a single

monochromatic, uniform, transverse electric travelling plane wave of

arbitrary polarization. If such a wave travels in the direction of the

z axis, then the electric field vector can be written as,

Znz Zuz
E(z,t) = [Ecos(wt - -+ fix)]i [Eycos(lot - -+ &y)lj 1.16x x

.!
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The Poincare sphere

Figure 1.2. Poincare's representation of the state of polarization of a
monochromatic vave
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vhere Lx and L1 represent the amplitudes of the linear, simple harmonic

oscillations of the electric field components along the x and y axes,

and &A and &y represent the respective phases of these oscillations.

B(z,t) can be written in the form of a 2 x 1 column vector as follows.

,tcos (wt-2 z/ X+ ) .P
K(z't) 1.17

Ycos ((at-2nlz / X1.
"V.

Suppressing the temporal and z spatial dependence and using phasor

notation equation (1.17) can be replaced by

9 -1.18

'14]°
vhere ... Ex. IExIei&X and E - IEyIei 6Y.

Equation 1.18 is the desired concise representation of polarized

light mentioned above and is knovn as the Jones vector of the wave1 . As

vas the case vith the previous representations of polarized light, the

Jones vector contains complete information about the polarization of the

vave i.e., it contains complete information of the amplitudes and phases

of the field components. The Jones vector is a complex vector because

its elements are phasors. The components of the Jones vector represent

tvo sinusoidal linear oscillations along tvo mutually perpendicular ..

directions.

1.2. The Jones Katrix Formalism

The intensity of light incident on the photodetector is the

fundamental quantity measured at the photodector of any ellipsometer.

%.'4
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Therefore, it is neccessary to obtain an expression for the intensity of

the light. The Jones matrix formalism is often used to obtain this

expression.

1.2.1. The relative intensity

,-'U The intensity of the rave represented by equation (1.18) can be

vritten to vithin a multiplicative constant as

I , IEx2  
. I'EI 2  1.20

vhere 9T is the Hermitian adjoint of the Jones vector R.

In most applications of ellipsometry, one is interested in a

.. relative intensity and not the absolute intensity. A vave is said to be
.

•.. normalized and its Jones vector is said to be normal. Such a wave

satisfies the condition

STE- 1 1.21

Figure 1.3 gives some examples of Jones vectors for various states of

polarization I .

1.2.2. The rotation matrix

Figure 1.4 shovs the resolution of the electric field vector R

along tvo coordinate systems (x,y) and (x',y'). The law of

transformation of the Jones vector under the effect of a coordinate

rotation can be vritten in matrix as

E -'j coss 1.22
Ey' -sins cos1

or more concisely,

U%
e%
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xy, - R(,)E 1.23

vhere
ScOSe sina ]

I(a) 1.24
L-sine cosa I

R(a) is called the rotation matrix. Similarly, R(-aL) is called the

antirotation matrix. R(a) and R(-a) are extremely useful in determining

the relative intensity of the light measured in an ellipsometer.

1.2.3. The Jones matrix

Recall that the fundamental principal in ellipsometry is the

measurement of the modification of the initial and final states of

polarization of light interacting vith some sort of optical system.

Consider a uniform monochromatic transverse electric plane wave incident

on a nondepolarizing optical system. Figure 1.5 shovs a schematic

diagram of the optical system.

In the absence of non-linearity and other frequency-changing

processes, the pair of oscillations, Eox, and EOy, at the output of the

optical system are related to the pair of oscillations, Eix and Eiy, at

the input of the optical system by the folloving linear equations

Eox, " TIiEix + Tl2Eiy 1.25

Boy, M T21Eix + T22Eiy . 1.26

Equations 1.25 and 1.26 can be vritten in matrix form as

Eoy, T21 T22 Eiy

or more concisely,

. . . . . . . . .
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E. S

Figure 1.5. Incident on and emergent from the optical system S are
plane vaves of Jones vectors £i and go referenced to
Cartesian coordinate systems (x,y,z) and (x',y',z'), at the
input and output of S, respectively. gto - (T)Ri vhere (T)

iis the Jones matrix of S

%
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Ro TEi , 1.28

where

T1 1 T1 , 1.
T T21 T22  1.29

Equation 1.29 expresses the Jones vector representation of the

polarization of the output wave as a linear matrix transformation. The

2 x 2 matrix T is called the Jones matrix of the optical system. T

describes the overall effect of the optical system on the incident wave.

The effect of N optical systems is demonstrated in figure 1.6. The

Jones matrices of the N systems are TI, T2, ..., .TN The combined

effect of the N systems on the output Jones vector can be written

STNTN1, ... TEi 1.30

or more concisely,

- TcombEi  1.31

where

Tcomb - TNTN-1, ... T1  1.32

Tcomb is the Jones matrix of the combined system.

The following are examples of Jones matrices of optical systems

commonly used in ellipsometry
1.

The isotropic retarder

e- j 2 nnd / k

T - e- 2 /X 0 1.330 e-j2nnd/X

An isotropic retarder is a plane parallel section of an isotropic medium

of refractive index N-n- jk. The Jones matrix T for this device
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St  S11

{b| _: (TI) (T11) . .. (TN *)  _. ,

Ei Eo

S1  S1S

(c) (Tcomb)

P

Figure 1.6. The combined effectof N optical systems S1,S11 , ... ,SN1, of
Jones matrices (TI),(TTI), ... (TN) is equivalent to one
system vith Jones matrix (Tcomb),- (TN)(TN_1) ... (T11)(TI)

%.
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expresses the fact that the wave whose wavelength in a vacuum is X has

been retarded by 2xnd/X. ,,. ,,q- .

The linear retarder (compensator)

nnod/X 0'C.
T M 1.340 e - j 2 nn "d / X' .-.

-" ".

Here, n' is the ordinary refractive index and n" is the extraordinary

refractive index. The Jones matrix T for this device expresses the fact .

that the electric field vector along the two privileged directions .- %%%

parallel and perpendicular to the optic axis are retarded by differents -'

amounts, 2an'dlX and 2Tn"d/X, respectively. T can be rewritten as .

1 0.
C -.. :.

T e 1.35e,., n , . /  ,, , -~ .-.... ,

0e- KC 1 e-0 S .....

where 6 .(2nd/X)(n" - n') and KC is a complex number that accounts for

the equal amplitude and phase shift along the privileged directions.

The ideal polarizer

T eCjS > 1 Kp ] 1.36

ii~ :i .. °..

The ideal polarizer does not allow any component of Bo perpendicular to

the transmission axis. Again, Kp is a complex number containing

information on the equal amplitude and phase shift the light has

undergone. -

The simple reflector

,.. ,.
* °. -C ,•

| .. %" .- ." " .:..., . .g ..",...- .- .-. ,..- .- ." .'." ,-.,...- .. .- ..-... .,-., .-.. .-. -.. .- .-.. .. - .. ,..- .. .. .- . .- .. ...- .,.
. ,D , . ." . ,v' .' .' - d " '.. ' ,,r . " . . '. ', " v . -" -" ,t. ' " '....- -''-''."". " "'''' . " •'' ". '. "v .' .° ." '
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R • 1.36

0 rIp

A simple reflector here will be defined to be a system with a single

planar interface. The elements of R are the famous Fresnel coefficients

and will be discussed in detail in a later chapter.

1.3. Using the Jones Matrix Formalism in Ellipsometry

As was mentioned earlier, Jones matrix formalism is used to obtain

an expression of the intensity of light incident on the photodector of

the ellipsometer. Since the Jones matrix of the sample is not yet

known, parameters must be introduced, which characterize the Jones

matrix of this optical system. These parameters are commonly referred

to as the ellipsometric angles * and S. Maintaining * and A as two

unkowus, it is then possible to determine the desired expression for the

.. relative intensity of the light at the photodetector.

1.3.1. The relationship of * and A to the Jones matrix of an

arbitrary optical system

In general, the Jones matrix T describes the overall effect of the

optical system on the incident wave, where

T T11  T12  13T= [.2 1.38
T21 T2

Examining equations 1.25 and 1.26 it can be seen that if the incident

wave is linearly polarized in the x direction (i.e., Eiy - 0), then, in

general, the output of the system will have two orthogonal linear

'.1

% WA* d~.-'~*. .*-
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oscillations Eox, and Eo and similarly for Eix - 0. Hence, the

presence of off-diagonal elements produces electric field oscillations

in two perpendicular directions.

In most cases, the optical sample can be oriented so that the off-

diagonal elements are zero. Then T in equation 1.38 reduces to the

Jones matrix of a simple reflector, equation 1.37. The ellipsometric

parameters can then be defined as

rp /r.- Irpj/Irse(6P-&s ) . tan4e i , 1.39

where

tan* u IRpj/IRsI and 1.40

a 6p - 8 s  1.41

and A are the ellipsometric parameters currently used in most

ellipsometric applications.

In an ellipsometer, a beam of polarized light is propagated through

a succession of optical devices, each of which produces a specific

change in the state of polarization. Usually the Jones matrices of all

but one of the optical systems in the ellipsometer are known before a

measurement has been made. The optical system under investigation can

modify the state of polarization of the light in one or a combination of

the following basic processes: reflection or refraction, transmission,

and scattering. As explained above (in the absence of depolarization)

the optical system can be described in terms of its corresponding 2 x 2

Jones matrix. Therefore, the purpose of an ellipsometer is to determine

the Jones matrix of the one optical system in question.

In the absence of depolarization by the optical system, the initial

and final states will both be completely polarized. The

. , * % * -. * * *% % - *% . . .% % %a %4 .. .
' .7- , ,,",. ,' .' ... ',.'.' ,'. '-. . - .- • ~ , *.' 

. ' - -""• '
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eigenpolarizations of an optical system can then be defined as the two

polarization states that pass through the optical system unchanged (to

within a multiplicative constant). In this case, the off-diagonal

elements of the Jones matrix of the optical system are zero. Therefore,

vhen light is reflected at the interface between two isotropic (non-

optically-active) media, the linear polarizations of the electric field

parallel (p) and perpendicular (s) to the plane of incidence are

reflected with their polarization unchanged. The discussion that

follows deals with the case vhere the linear eigenpolarizations of an

optical system are knovn, i.e., the Jones matrix can be written as a

diagonal matrix.

1.3.2. The PCSA/PSCA ellipsoeter arrangements

A common ellipsometric arrangement is shown in figure 1.7.

The following description is from Ref. 1. The optical system S under

investigation has orthogonal linear eigenpolarizations (Xex and Xey)

along orthogonal coordinate axes x and y. The optical system modifies

the state of polarization of the incident light beam when that state is

different from either one of its eigenpolarizations, Xex or X)ey. The

modified state of polarization of the light beam outgoing from the

optical system is analyzed by the analyzing section of the instrument

that consists of a linear analyzer (A) followed by a photodetector or

photomultiplier tube (PMT). The photodetector measures the light flux

after the beam has travelled through the polarizer-compensator-system-

analyzer (PCSA) sequence -f elements. The orientations of the

polarizer, compensator, and analyzer around the beam axis are specified

N N N
%~~ 'i%%
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by the azimuth angles P, C, and A, respectively. For the polarizer and ... -

analyzer, the azimuths P and A define the orientation of their

transmission axes (i.e., the directions of the transmitted linear N SO

eigenpolarizations). For the compensator, the azimuth C defines the .

orientation of its fast axis (i.e., the direction of the fast linear

eigenpolarization). All azimuths P, C, and A are measured from the . ' "

direction of the x linear eigenpolarization of the optical system under

measurement and are taken positive in a counterclockvise sense vhen

looking against the direction of propagation of the beam.

Vith the help of the Jones matrix formalism discussed previously,

it is straightforvard to calculate the electric field vector and '

consequently, the relative intensity at the photodetector. As vas -

discussed in Chapter 1, the resultant of N optical components is the 2 x

2 matrix obtained by matrix multiplication. Hence, the resultant '.

electric field vector at the photodector is .
. V.. ..

'teA0 TteAR(A)TxYSR(-C)TfScR(P-C)gtepo ' 1.42 " --'

vhere TteA, TXYs, and TfSC are the Jones matrices of the analyzer,

sample, and compensator, respectively (the notation used ill be that

used in Ref. 1). The diagonal Jones matrix representing the unknovn

optical system is vritten V 0
Txy  = ex 0 --'-'-.,VY ] 1.43 ""'""""

0 ey,' -"m-. .'

S -

vhere Vex and Vey are the complex eigenpolarizations of the system.

Expanding equation 1.42 yields

Ste AO A1CKCKAL ,1.44

NA!

-" ,r *%#"

.. ... . .
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vhere

L - VexcOSA[cosCcos(P-C) - PC sinCsin(P-C)i 1.45

+ VeysinA[sinCcos(P-C) + PccoSCsin(P-C)i

If the photodector response is a linear function of the total light

flux that impinges on it, its output will be proportional to the

intensity of the light emergent from the analyzer. From equations 1.43

and 1.44 as vell as equation 1.20 for the relative intensity, the

detected signal Pd is given by

Pd M KD(gteAO)T(EteAO) , 1.46

vhere KD is a real factor that depends on the intensity profile of the

light beam and the nature of the photodetector. Equation 1.46 can be

vritten as

- GLL GIL 2 , 1.47

vhere L is defined in equation 1.45 and

G - KDI c 12 IKc I2 IKA I2  1.48

"* Notice that PD - f(P,C,A,pcVexVey),

The PSCA arrangement is identical to the PCSA arrangement, except

that the compensator is placed before the optical sample rather than

after it. Analysis of the state of polarization of the light beam as it

passes through the sequence of elements can be carried out in a step-by-

step fashion as vas done in the PCSA arrangement. If this is done it is

found that the expression for L is identical to equation 1.45 vith A

interchanged vith P. Hence, the PCSA and the PSCA are not fundamentally

different and equation 1.47 represents both the PCSA and the PSCA

arrangements.

Equation 1.47 is the basis of most ellipsometers nov in existence,

I,, - ,. - .. - . . . .-
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including the ellipsometers constructed for this work (with some

modifications). The expanded form of PD will be written out completely

in Chapter 2, after some modifications have been made. Finally, the

assumption that the photodector is linear is basically incorrect.

However, it can be made nearly linear as will be discussed later. The

following chapter gives a brief discussion of several types of

ellipsometers based on equation 1.47.

r
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2. OVERVIEW OF ELLIPSOMETER SYSTEMS

A schematic classification of the ellipsometers currently available

is shown in figure 2.1. Due to its historical significance, the manual

null ellipsometer will be examined. In addition, automatic null

(mechanical and electro-optic) and photometric (both rotating

polarizer/analyzer and photoacoustic modulated) ellipsometers will be

discussed.

2.1. The Manual Null Ellipsometer

The manual null ellipsometer was the first ellipsometer

constructed. Null ellipsometry is based on finding a set of azimuth

angles P, C, and A such that PD (from equation 1.45) is zero. The

following nulling scheme is from Ref. 1. Note that if PD = 0 and L - 0

then

Vex/Vey - -tanA[(tanC+pctan(P-C))/(l-ctanCtan((P-C)) ]. 2.1

If we have a perfect quarter-wave-plate, (QUP) then

PC a Tc - -J" If in addition, the fast axis of the QVP is oriented at

an azimuth of C - n/4 with respect to the x eigenpolarization axis, then

Vex/Vey - - tan A'exp[-j2(P'-1/4)J , 2.2

where (P',A') is the set of angles which causes a null condition.

Similarly, if C - -n/4 then

Vex/Vey - tanA"exp[-j2(P"+ /4)J , 2.3

where (P",A") is the set of angles which causes a null condition.

As was mentioned in Chapter 1, the ratio Vex/Vey can be written in

terms of the ellipsometric parameters * and A as
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ELL IPSOflETERS

MIANUAL AUTOIMATIC

-F-

WIL

fECXAIA -LCR-OPTIC DYNAMIC STATIC
PHOTOKIETRIC PHOMfEZRIC

Figure 2.1. Schematic classification of ellipsometers in existence
today
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*Vex/Vey - tanee(A). 2.4 '"

Hence, the above null conditions, equations 2.2 and 2.3 correspond to

tan* = ItanA' I 2.5

A -2P'± M/2 2.6 ..... '

and

tan * - ItanA' I 2.7

A- 2P" ± Ir/2 . 2.8

Combining these equations we find that "

a - P"-P' 2.9

and p tan- ItanAI , 2.10

where A . A' or A".
p

It should be noted that this is just one of many types of nulling"-

schemes that could be used with a PCSA arrangement. Also, the response

of the phototube does not need to be linear for the null ellipsometer.

This in itself makes the null ellipsometer a very accurate and precise

instrument. Manual nulling, however, is an extremely slow process (on

the order of minutes) and therefore not suitable for many insitu

applications. In such circumstances automation of the ellipsometer .

becomes essential.

2.2. Automatic Ellipsometers

Automation of ellipsometers has become an extremely effective

method for increasing the rate at vhich a set of ellipsometric

parameters can be acquired. This automation is mostly due to the

introduction of microprocessors and small computers. The design of

automatic ellipsometers has progressed along three distinct lines: those

% % 1
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that adhere to the concept of null measurement, those that use

interferometric methods, and those that use photometric methods. Of the

three methods, the second method is the only one which is not based on

the PCSA/PSCA arrangement. It is, however, based on an extremely

interesting concept and will be excluded here only because it does not

implement the PCSA/PSCA arrangement. Hence, figure 1.7 (the PCSA

arrangement) represents the optical setups that follow.

2.2.1. Automatic null ellipsometers

Automatic null ellipsometers are of two different kinds: (1) those

that employ motors to drive the polarizing elements to null, and (2)

those that are entirely electro-optic with no moving parts.

Motor driven self-nulled ellipsometers use feedback signals to

actuate servo-motors which, in turn, rotate the analyzer and polarizer,

respectively. The feedback signals are ac signals generated by small

modulation of the light beam.3 The servo- motors can be replaced by

stepping motors. This permits on-line data acquisition and on-line data

reduction.4 Motor driven self-nulled ellipsometers can acquire one set

of ellipsometric data in about one second, with a high, 0.010

resolution.

Electro-optic self-nulled ellipsometers adhere to the concept of

null measurement but with no moving parts. One method is to use Faraday

cells to magneto-optically rotate the azimuth angles of the polarizer
'- and analyzer, instead of doing it manually or by motors.5  Another

4, method is to use two KDP Z-cut crystals employed as variable phase

plates, whose retardations are controlled by dc voltages.6 Small ac

. . .. . . . . . . . .. ;....?': - :.-";" .-- i - - ."-----. . . . . ..2 ' . """" "" . . . . . . . .. .. . .
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voltages, used as control signals, are superimposed on the dc voltage -

and used in feedback loop to achieve null condition. The total response

time and resolution for these types of ellipsometers is about equal to

those of the motordriven s.1f-nulled ellipsometer.

2.2.2. Autom :c.c photometric ellipsometers

Photometric ellipsometers are based on analysis of the variation of

the detected light flux in a known fashion. Again, the equation of the

light flux impinging on the photodetector is equation 1.45. The raw

data from photometric ellipsometers are intensity signals obtained with .- "- %

predescribed conditions.

There are two fundamentally distinct photometric ellipsometers,

dynamic and static. The distinction between static and dynamic .-.-

photometric ellipsometers lies in the manner in which the raw data from .

the photodetector are analyzed. In a static photometric ellipsometer,

the detected signal (usually dc) is recorded at predetermined fixed

settings of the components of the ellipsometer. In a dynamic

photometric ellipsometer, one or more of the parameters P, C, A, and 6c
.

is periodically varied with time and the detected signal Is Fourier

analyzed.

2.2.2.1. Static photometric ellipsometers The equation of the

light flux (equation 1.46) is a function of A, P, and possibly C and 6c

if a compensator is present. If no compensator is present, then C - 0 ".:"'

and 6c - . If ID(J) represents the detected signals at n different

sets (PJ,AJ) of polarizer-analyzer angles, substitution of this data

%i_
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into equation 2.10 yields n equations in G' a G(Vex2 + Vey2 ), * and A.

Hence, a minimum of three independent equations are necessary to

determine * and A.

The Gaertner L116A automatic ellipsometer acquired for use here at

the Microelectronics Research Center is an example of a static

photometric ellipsometer. 7 During automatic operation, the analyzer

rotates at a frequency of about 1 Hz. Intensity readings of the

reflected light, as sensed by the photodetector, are taken every 5*

during one rotation of the analyzer, beginning at 00 and ending at 355 °.

This gives n - 72 equations with 3 unknowns. Of course, n need only be

3 to solve for %p and 4, but a larger n yields more consistent results.

It should be noted that * and A are assumed constant during the 72

readings, hence, the minimum time required for one set of ellipsometric

parameters is one second. If only three equations had been used, then

one set of parameters could be obtained in about 0.83 seconds. Hence,

speed is sacrificed in return for accuracy.

2.2.2.2. Dynamic photometric ellipsometers As mentioned

earlier, a dynamic photometric ellipsometer is characterized by the fact

that one or more of the optical parameters, (A,P,pc) is modulated and

the detected signal is Fourier analyzed. There are many ways to obtain

this modulation. Two methods have, however, received more attention

recently. These are the rotating analyzer/polarizer ellipsometer and

the photoacoustic modulated ellipsometer.

2.2.2.2.1. Rotating analyzer/polarizer Starting with the
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PCSA arrangement, if the polarizer and analyzer are rotated at different '-'
speeds and the transmitted flux is linearly detected, then this periodic

waveform can be Fourier analyzed. The optical arrangement is again the %.%

PCSA arrangement (without a compensator), thus equation 1.47 gives the % %

intensity of the light at the photodetector with C - 0 and TeJAC - 1.

Nov, A - o)At and P = wpt, where wp, WA are the angular frequencies of

the polarizer and the analyzer, respectively, and the intensity becomes

a function of time, which can be Fourier analyzed.

As an example if wa u wA - 3wp, then the intensity can be written in

terms of nine Fourier amplitudes ao and (anobn), n- 1,2,3,4 where

I , a0 + E(ancosnwft bnsinwft) 2.11

and wf n 2w. 8

The nine Fourier amplitudes canbe obtained by performing a

Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of the signal I. If the optical system

(sample) under measurement is nondepolarizing, it can be completely

described by a complex 2 x 2 Jones matrix T, and this Jones matrix gives

the ellipsometric parameters * and A as explained in section 1.3.1. The

components of the Jones matrix can then be written in terms of the nine

Fourier amplitudes ao, (an,bn)"

The rate in which * and A can be obtained is limited here by the

angular frequency, wo, since a Fourier transform of the signal requires

at least one complete cycle of the signal. An upper limit for the

frequency of rotation is about 10,000 rpm (about 130 Hz). Therefore,

the minimum time interval necessary to obtain one set of ellipsometric

data is about 5 ms. This is significantly faster than the manual and

automatic null systems, as well as the static photometric system

% ,
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described earlier.

2.2.2.2.2. The photoacoustic modulated ellipsometer The

photoacoustic modulated ellipsometer (PME) is based on the ellipsometer

first constructed by Jasperson.9 The optical arrangement is basically

the PCSA arrangement with the compensator replaced by the modulator.

The modulator designed by Jasperson is at the heart of the ellipsometer.

Figure 2.2 is a diagram of the modulator head. A uniaxial

sinusoidal standing strain wave is established in a rectangular block of

fused quartz by means of an ac-driven piezoelectric crystal quartz

transducer cemented to one end of the block. The oscillating strain is

accompanied by an oscillating induced birefringence, such that the fused

quartz block acts as a linear retarder with an alternating (time-

varying) relative retardation. The direction of the strain determines

the direction of the fast axis of the modulated retarder; the amplitude

of the sinusoidal retardation is proportional to that of the strain and

consequently, to the voltage applied to the transducer.

The relative phase shift has the form

(t) Rsinwt , 2.12

where o is the resonant angular frequency of the modulator unit, and R

is the peak relative phase shift. It can be shown (see Ref. 2) that the

peak retardation, R, is directly proportional to the voltage applied to

the transducer and inversely proportional to the wavelength ot the

light, i.e., R a V/X.

The expression for the relative intensity of the light impinging on

the photodetector can be obtained from equation 1.45 by substituting H

I4
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Figure 2.2. A piezobirefringence polarization modulator is composed of
cemented crystal and fused-quartz blocks, a and b,
respectively. Under the action of an ac voltage from an
oscillator (OSC), a stress standing wave is established in
block b and the associated oscillating birefringence
modulates the state of polarization of a light beam as it
passes through the block. x and y indicate the principal
strain directions
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for C and 6(t) for Sc, where M is the angle that the stress axis makes

with the x eigenpolarization and 6(t) is the relative phase shift as

given in equation 2.12. With these modifications, the expression for

the intensity becomes

I(t) = 10 + Issin6(t) + Iccos6(t) , 2.13

where

I0 -G(Vex2+Vey2)/4[1 cos2*'cos2A + cos2Mcos2(P-M) 2.14

(cos2A - cos2*) + sin2Acos2(P-Msin2Msin2*cosJ

is  V (Ve2+Vey 2)/4[sin2(P-M)sin2Asin2sin] 2.15

Ic  G(Vex 2+Vey 2)/4[sin2(P-N)(sin2M(cos2* - cos2A) + 2.16

cos2Msin2Asin2*cos)'].

Again, Vex and Vey are the diagonal elements of the Jones matrix for the

optical sample and G is identical to the G introduced in Section 1.3.2

on the PCSA arrangement, but with Kc replaced by Km.

The cosS(t) and sin&(t) can be expanded in a Jacobi series,

cos&(t) - cos(Rsinwt) - J0 (R) + 2 J2m(R)cos2m(t 2.17

sin&(t) = sin(Rsinwt) = 2aJ2m+l(R)sin(2(m+l))t) , 2.18

where the Jm(R)s are Bessel functions of the first kind of order m and

argument R.

Finally, if the voltage applied to the modulator is adjusted so

that J0 (R) 0 0, the flux the light incident on the photodetector becomes

I(t) - 10 + I(sinwt + 12,cos2wt + ... , 2.19

where

10 - G(Vex2+Vey2 )/4 2.20

SG( Vex2+V e 2)/4 2J,(R)Is  and 2.21

12W - G(Vex2+Vey2)/4 2J2(R)Ic 2.22

C .~ .
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The fundamental (a) and second harmonic (2w) components of the detected , .,

signal can be isolated and measured. Their ratios to the dc component

are defined as R) and R2 ,

Ro Io/Idc 2JI(R)Is  2.23

RU - 2o)Idc - 2J2(R)Ic , 2.24

can be determined. The explicit equations relating j and to R and

R2 o can be determined once a particular set of azimuths P, M, and A are

known.

Finally, it should be pointed out that the expressions IO , Is, and

I in equations 2.15, 2.16 and 2.17 respectively, were calculated for

this work. The expression for 10 does not agree with the only other

source which had calculated the explicit form of I(t), namely Ref. 10.

In that work, 10 was calculated to be ?.'-">

I'0 - ((rp2+r,2)/4)[1 + cos2Acos2Mcos2(M-P) - (cos2A + 2.25

cos2Mcos2(M-P)cos2*) ]

Here rp and r. are the diagonal elements of the Jones matrix for the

optical sample. The two expressions for 10 agree in the particular sets ,-

of azimuths implemented by Ref. 10. However, the following argument

shows that equation 2.25 cannot possibly be correct.

If the retardation R - 0, then the modulator no longer effects the

intensity of the light (except for a multiplicative constant) so I 0 %-%,%

I(t,H). If, however, R - 0 is substituted into the entire expression by

Ref. 7, then I - I(t,H). Hence Ref. 10 does not have the correct

explicit gener;:1 form fei I(t). On the other hand, substituting R - 0

into equations 2.15 2.17 and using some trigonometric identities

yields

.. '•. .*

-
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I = (G(Vex2+V 2)/4)(1 - cos2*cos2A + 2.26
mey

cos2P(cos2A-os2*) + sin2Psin2Asin2*cosAj

vhich is independent of M and t and is the correct expression for a

polarizer, sample, and analyzer (PSA) arrangement.

'%.
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3. CONSTRUCTION OF A HIGH SPEED DYNAMIC PHOTOMETRIC ELLIPSOMETER

(A PHOTOACOUSTIC MODULATED ELLIPSOMETER)

V

A schematic diagram of the ellipsometer is shown in figure 3.1.

The ellipsometer can be divided into the optical setup and the

electronic setup.

3.1. The Optical Setup

The polarizer and analyzer are crystal quartz Rochon prisms with a

2 degree beam separation. The modulator has a fused silica optical .

element with a 1.65 cm aperture and a wavelength transmittance range of

0.18-2.6 um. The resonant frequency is 50 kHz. The light source is a

low power (1 mV) HeNe laser, X - 632.8 nm. The laser head contains a

quarter wave depolarizer to achieve maximum circular polarization of the
e

beam. An optical interference filter between the analyzer and the ---

photodetector blocks out all wavelengths other than that of the laser

beam, reducing the effects of ambient illumination. The sample holder

has two translational and one rotational degree of freedom. The sample

itself is held vertical by a small vacuum. The mounts for the prisms,

modulator, laser, and sample were specially constructed out of a piece

of 0.5" thick aluminum slab. Apertures were placed between all optical

components to allow only the desired beam to be transmitted. All mounts

were painted black to reduce reflections and were secured on a stainless

steel optical bench, which has predrilled holes separated by 1". The

entire optical bench is secured on a table which has mechanically

absorbing rubber pads placed under all four legs.

%-".
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"." Figure 3.2. The optical setup for the photoacousttc modulated
',' ellipsometer. The elements are: the laser (L), polarizer

(P), photoacoustic modulator (M), sample (S), analyzer (A),
and photomulttplier tube. This is the PCSA arrangement
vtth the compensator replaced by a photoacoustic modulator
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3.1.1. The Rochon prises

Rochon prisms are birefringent polarizers. With unpolarized

incident light they produce two transmitted beams with mutually

perpendicular polarization directions and different directions of

propagation. The prisms are made of quartz and have their optic axes as

shown in figure 3.3.

In the first part of the Rochon prism both waves have the ordinary

index of refraction no. In the second part the o wave (ordinary wave)

vibrating in the plane of the paper continues to have index no and is

not deviated. The e wave vibrating perpendicular to the plane of the

paper has index ne and is deviated up or down according to whether ne >

no or ne < no . Hence, the polarization of the undeviated beam is easily

determined by observing the two spots of the transmitted beams as shown

in figure 3.3.

Prism polarizers are the highest quality polarizers having the

least absorption loss and the greatest degree of polarization. In

general, the quality of a polarizer is determined as follows.

The total transmittance through a polarizing element is

KX = (kl + k2)/2 , 3.1

where kl is the transmittance of light which is polarized along the

transmission axis, k2 is the transmittance of light polarized

perpendicular to the transmission axis, and X is used to denote that the

transmittance is wavelength dependent. For a perfect polarizer, kl -

1.0 and k2 - 0.0, resulting in KX - 0.5. For a pair of identical

polarizers with their transmission axes parallel, the transmittance of

light is
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Figure 3.3. The Rochon prism. The extraordinary wave is indicated by e,

the ordinary vave by o and the optic axis by O.A.
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Ho . (k,2 + k22)/2 3.2

and the transmittance with the transmission axes perpendicular is

190 = kl-k2 . 3.3

The extinction ratio, EX is defined as the ratio of H90 to Ho ,

EX - H90/Ho = 2klk 2/(kl
2 + k2

2) 3.4

The Rochon prisms are high quality prism polarizers. For such

polarizers, Ho approaches 0.45 and EX is between 10
- 5 and

10-6 .

3.1.2. The photoacoustic modulator

The modulator used is a Hinds PEM-80 photoelastic modulator system.

The system consists of a modulator head and the corresponding

controller. The modulator head contains a rectangular-shaped fused

silica photoelastic optical element set into mechanical vibration by a

bonded-on piezoelectric transducer made of crystal quartz. The

wavelength transmittance range is 0.18-2.6 micron, with a 1.65 cm

aperture and resonant frequency of 50 kHz. The separately housed

controller has a 10-turn peak-to-peak retardation control which sets the

modulator's oscillation amplitude. The controller also provides two

square wave reference outputs at 50 and 100 kHz. These reference

outputs can be used as oscilloscope triggers or phase references for

lock-in amplifiers.

|b"
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3.1.3. The sample mount

A schematic diagram of the sample mount is shown in figure 3.4. A

mount with rotational freedom about the z axis (which determines the

angle of incidence) was secured on a mount with translational freedom

about the xy plane. All three degrees of freedom could be controlled by

micrometers. The rotational micrometer provides precision to within

0.1" and the translational micrometers provides precision to within

O.lmm. The hand-made top section of the sample mount provides two ,

additional rotational degrees of freedom with somewhat less precision.

Here, the sample is held down by vacuum created by a small forepump.

The sample mount was carefully grooved and O-ring sealed to maintain

vacuum, which allows the vacuum pump to be turned off during .

measurements reducing any mechanically induced noise it may produce.

The five small Imm diameter holes eliminate all detectable strain on the

sample.

3.1.4 Other mounts

The polarizer and analyzer mounts have high precision rotational

freedom along the direction of the laser beam. In addition, both

mounts, as well as the commercial laser mount, are themselves mounted on

platforms which can be roughly adjusted, using three bolts with heads .

that have been lathed smooth as indicated in figure 3.5.

The modulator mount also has an adjustable platform like that shown

in figure 3.5. Once the modulator has been secured, it cannot be moved

without realigning the ellipsometer. The photomultiplier tube mount was

constructed similar to that of the polarizer and analyzer mounts, but

without the rotational adjustment about the beam. Its design Is also%. %

- V .. . . . . . .. . . . . .....-"-. ." . ... "" " "
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basically that of figure 3.5.

/3.2. The Electrical Setup

A schematic diagram of the electrical setup is shown in figure 3.6.

The light incident on the Centronics P4283 broad spectral response

photomultiplier tube (PMT) is converted into a current at the anode.

The current is then read as a voltage at a load resistor. A capacitor

serves as a dc block allowing the ac portion of the signal to be

measured at channel 1 of a Tektronix 390AD programable digitizer, which

converts the analog signal to a digital signal using a 10 bit A/D

converter. The digitizer is controlled by a Hewlett Packard 9000

computer. The digital signal is then sent via an HPIB interface bus to

a Hewlett Packard 9000 computer for further data reduction. Finally,

the dc portion of the signal is fed back into a Hewlett Packard model

6516A high voltage dc power supply forcing the dc current at the anode

to remain constant for all incident light intensities.

3.2.1. The photomultiplier tube

The photomultiplier tube, PMT, (in fact phototubes in general) is

an inherently nonlinear device. Due to the recent increase in

photometric ellipsometers a lot of attention has been paid to this

subject, e.g., see Ref. 11 and Ref. 12. To understand the inherent

nonlinearity of the PMT, refer to figure 3.7. Assume that we have a

phototube which provides a constant output current for when the incident

light flux is constant. The resistor R provides the voltage difference

between the anode and the cathode. The phototube acts as a gain stage

.% %,V
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for the light incident on it. Now, if the light flux increases, there

will be an increase in the current through the phototube, i p* This is

equivalent to reducing the load resistance, RL. Since the voltage at X

remains constant due to the regulated dc power supply, the current

through R is- reduced, which reduces the gain of the PD. Hence,

criterion necessary to obtain a linear response is to have id " p.

In the case of a photomultiplier tube, Rd is replaced by a voltage

divider network shown below.13 A 150V Zener diode was placed between

the cathode and the first dynode to maintain their difference at the

recommended 150V value. The voltage of the cathode is 500 ±100V, which

corresponds to an id of about 385±80 mA. Using the 1 mW HeNe laser, ip

was found to be about lmA. In this case, ip/id is about 2.5 10- 3,

which satisfies the above criterion. It should be pointed out that

initially an 8 mW HeNe laser was used yielding an ip/id ratio about 10-

20 times larger. The linearity of the PMT was indeed noticeably

reduced.

3.2.2. The feedback mechanism

The model 6516A is a series regulated power supply. A simplified

schematic diagram of the internal feedback mechanism is given in figure

3.9, and a complete schematic diagram is provided in Appendix A.

Ordinarily, Q16 detects an error voltage that is proportional to

the voltage at the base of 016 and ground. The error signal is

amplified by 010 and applied to the series regulator, 011. The series

regulator increases or decreases the output current as required to

maintain a constant dc output voltage that is equal to the programmed

Ile.
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Figure 3.7. Simplified schematic diagram of a photodetector circuit.
% Here, R is the resistance of the dynode chain betveen the

anode and the cathode, RL is the load resistance, id is the
current through R, i is the current from the light flux
and iT is the total current supplied by the dc pover supply
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Figure 3.8. Schematic of the voltage divider netvork of the
photomultiplier tube
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voltage. More precisely, the error voltage changes the conduction of

the series regulator which, in turn, alters the output voltage so that

the difference between the two input voltages applied to the 016 is

reduced to zero. This maintains the output voltage constant.
14

The above feedback mechanism can be altered so that the voltage,

and therefore the current at the annode of the PMT, remains constant. A

schematic diagram of this altered feedback mechanism is shown in figure

3.10. Light incident on the cathode of the PMT is converted into a

current at the anode. The dc portion of the current is run into Qfb, a

PNP transistor, which amplifies the current. This amplified current is

then applied to the base of 016. The load resistor RL controls the dc

current fed into the base of Ofb. If the flux of light incident on the

PMT changes, an error voltage appears at 016 and is amplified and fed

back into the series regulator. Then the conduction of the series

regulator is changed, which alters the output voltage so that the

voltage, and hence, the current at the anode, is constant. A switch

located on the chassis of the 6516A power supply allows for the altered

feedback mechanism to be turned off and the internal feedback mechanism

to be restored.

Finally, the feedback mechanism results in a constant dc current at

the annode of the PNT for all samples, regardless of the total

reflectivity of the light at the sample. For example, the feedback

mechanism functioned corrrectly, using a gold sample (highly

reflective), a silicon sample with an Si0 2 film (moderately reflective),

and a glass sample (slightly reflective).

• - • . . -. 1 R:,- -. . . . . .. .. ..,.. . . .
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3.2.3. The signal processing

The ac signal can be adjusted independently of the dc feedback by

adjusting R'L. The resulting signal is then measured at channel 1 of

the 390AD digitizer. The commands to initialize the 390AD are all

received via the HPIB bus from the 9000 computer. The commands are

either resident in previously written software or are directly entered

through the keyboard. The initialization commands include; the input

voltage range, the type of arming and triggering, the delay time for

trigger, and the sampling frequency.

An external trigger signal is provided by the photoacoustic

modulator controller at 50 kHz. The signal at the anode of the PMT is

not in phase with this 50 kHz reference signal, but using the correct

delay time after the trigger, it is possible to obtain a signal with the

proper phase. Once triggered the signal is then read into the 9000

computer. The signal, consisting of either 1024 or 2048 words (2 bytes

each), is read via a fast-hand-shake block transformation into a buffer,

created in the memory of the 9000. The 390AD provides an end of file,

EOF signal on one of the control lines of the HPIB bus to end data

transfer. In addition, the software has been written to allow for a

direct memory transfer, DMA if such hardware is available.

3.3. Alignment

The proper alignment of the optical components of the

ellipsometer means that the following will be true;

S- 70, P-M - 450, M - 00, and A - 450.

Here, * is the angle of incidence and P, M, A are the angles that the

N N.,, . - . . >
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polarizer, modulator, and analyzer make with respect to the x

eigenpolarization of the optical system. The x eigenpolarization (the

plane of incidence) is perpendicular to the normal of the plane of the

optical bench, i.e., the light beam travels parallel to the optical

bench. The alignment procedure centers on using a precisely cut prism

as the initial sample.

3.3.1. The initial setup

Figure 3.11 is a schematic diagram of the initial setup. Here, a1,

a2, a3, and a4 are all specially constructed circular apertures with a

1mm diameter. Figure 3.12 provides a closer view of the prism sample.

When properly aligned, the beam is normally incident on surface si,

totally internally reflected at s2 , and normally incident on s3 . The

following steps were used for this initial alignment.

1. The prism was placed so that the laser beam was totally

internally reflected.

2. The orientation of the prism was adjusted so that the

reflected beam passed through a2 , then a1 .

3. The sample mount was finely adjusted so that the

reflection at s2 occurred at the center of the prism.

(At this point, the plane of incidence is parallel to

the optical bench and the angle of incidence is 700.)

4. Apertures a3 and a4 -ere positioned so that the

reflected beam passed through them.

5. Finally, the PMT was positioned so that a maximum dc

reading was obtained.

p . - <- . ' . ' . ' ' . ' - . " ' . - ' q ' - . ' ' . . .. . . - : ' - . . . -" . , . + • +. . - , . . ' - . . -" .
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Prism

Figure 3.11. The initial setup for alignment

S2

Figure 3.12. A closer viev of the prism sample
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The uncertainty to which + and the x eigenpolarization are known

can be determined as follows. Defining the uncertainty in h (the

distance from the center of the laser beam to the optical bench) as Sh

and using the small angle approximation

sinse = se 3.5

it can be seen that

60 = 6h/l 3.6

A safe approximation foi 6h is 6h = Imm, which along with

1 = 500mm yields an uncertainty in * and the x eigenpolarization of
about I0-4o .

3.3.2. The final setup

Figure 3.13 shows the final alignment setup. Here the modulator,

polarizer and analyzer have been inserted. The following steps were

used for this final alignment.

1. Starting form the initial setup, insert the analyzer A

and adjust so that the light beam passes undeviated

through the center of the Rochon prism for all analyzer

angles.

2. Insert the modulator (M = 0) and adjust so that the

light beam reflected at the surface closest to a1

nearly, but not exactly overlaps the laser aperture.

(Overlapping causes undesirable interference.)

At this point, all optical components are in place, but their

angles with respect to the x eigenpolarization still have to be

determined. Recalling figure 3.12, normal incidence on sl and s3 , as
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Figure 3.13. The final alignment setup. Here, a high pass filter, HPF

allovs the ac portion of the signal to be measured by tvo

lock-in amplifiers, Lii and L12. A dc signal from the
lock-in amplifiers proportional to the rms of the w and 2w)

signal is then measured by a digital voltmeter, DVM
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veil as total internal reflection at s2, implies that the net * for this

optical system is 45*. Substituting, 450 into the general equation

of the intensity of light, equations 2.13 - 2.16 the ac component of the

signal is

Iac (Ic  J0 (R))cosS(t) + Issin6(t) 3.7

where,

Ic  (G(Vex2+Vey 2)/4)sin2(P-M)sin2A 3.8

(G(Vex2+V e2)/4)sln2(P-M)[sin2Mcos2A + cos2Msin2AcosA] 3.9
s  e

and where J0 (R) is the 0 th order Bessel function with argument R (all

other terms are defined as in equations 2.13 - 2.16). Recall from

equations 2.23 and 2.24 that Is corresponds to odd harmonics and Ic

corresponds to even harmonics. The following steps are based on

equations 3.7 - 3.9.

3. Set the peak-to-peak retardation of the modulator to

the value to be used in subsequent measurements. If

the desired retardation is 2.4048 radians, then the

peak-to-peak should be set at 248.

4. Using lock-in amplifiers, lock in on the 50 kHz and 100

kHz signals and adjust P until both are maximum. From

equation 3.7, this corresponds to P - M . 450 .

5. Adjust A until the 50 kHz signal is 0. From the

equation for I this corresponds to A - 0.

6. With A - 0, adjust M until the 100 kHz signal is 0.

From the equation for I, this corresponds to M 0.

?,:-,';,:-,-. .-...................................... ...- ... ........ ......... ....... .. ...... .... .. ..
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7. Set A - 450 and adjust P until both the 50 and 100 kHz

signals are 0. From equations 3.8 and 3.9 this

corresponds to P = 0.

At this point, M1 - 0, and P and A are known with respect to the x

eigenpolarization. A note should be made as to the ordering of step 3.

It was found that the stress axis for this particular modulator was

slightly dependent on the peak-to-peak retardation, i.e., on the voltage

applied to the piezoelectric crystal. This could be due to slight

strains within the fused silicon block. The largest variation in M for

the entire range of retardations was found to be about 0.050. This was

found by repeating step 5. By setting the retardation in step 3, the

error in M can be eliminated. Recall that R is proportional to V/X,

where V is the voltage applied to the piezoelectric transducer and X is

the wavelength of the light. Hence, this error could not be eliminated

for a spectroscopic ellipsometer.

Finally, since the x eigenpolarization has been determined with

respect to A and P, it is not necessary to construct an entirely new set

of alignment procedures after changing M. Rather, M can be rotated and

P adjusted until the ac signal at the PMT is 0 (or more realistically a

minimum). At this point P - M, so M is determined.

3.4. Data Reduction

The operating system of the HP 9800 computer is a Pascal operating

system, and all programs were written in Pascal. The data transfer as

well as many other aspects of the data reduction required extensive use

of HP modules. With the aid of these modules, the Pascal programs were
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every bit as powerful as BASIC programs and in some cases even more

powerful. A modified system library was created using selected

commercial modules as well as a complex numbers module. The programs

and modules written for this work are located in Appendices B-E. It was 1

necessary to write a small routine which is embedded in the larger

"READ_CHl" procedure. This routine converts the data received from the

390AD into ASCII characters which would then be printed on the screen or

undergo further data reduction. Otherwise, the data would be

interprL.ed as control characters by the operating system. It should be

noted that any BASIC operating system (for which the 390AD was designed

to be used) takes care of this in the transfer routine.

-

3.4.1. The discrete Fourier transform

A procedure which calculates the Digital Fourier Transform or DFT

of a set of data was written. The procedure calculates the amplitudes

and the phases of the first n Fourier coefficients where n is an

integer. It is not necessary to take a Fast Fourier Transform or FFT of

the data, since it does not provide any more useful information, yet it

requires the calculation of all N Fourier coefficients. The DF-,

procedure, called DFT_50 is based on the following mathematical "

discussion. 15,16,17

Any periodic function, which is least square integrable can be

written in a Fourier series as

f(x) Z r an*n(x) , 3.10
m .4.

:U.

b# ''.. ".' '" _-
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vhere *n is an infinite set of orthonormal functions and an are the

Fourier amplitudes of f(x) given by the inner product

an - (+n,f) • 3.11

In particular, if the period of the function is 2L then the orthonormal

set

einnx/L
*n(x) - - 3.1242L

where, n - 0,±l,±2,... The inner product is then defined as

an - f(x)e -inmx/L dx . 3.132L x

I"

J m

'." If the function is time dependent with period T, then it is standard to

~write

r anei 2nt/T 3.14

where" I t+T

an = - f(t)e -2nnt/T dt 3.15

The set of functions ei2nmt/T is no longer normalized. This set of anS

are referred to as the finite Fourier transform of f(t) and are actually

the correct Fourier coefficients for a signal of period of T

In practice, we can only use a finite number of measured values of

f(t). The signal, f(t) is measured at t - k~t, where At is the time

interval between two sampled values of f and is called the sampling

U. . * , ' ** ' # , . , , 2 * , , * , , , ' * ' ; , . e _ q & , ' . .. ' : , , .: 
.
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interval. If NMAX samples are obtained in a time interval T, then T -

NKAXAt. Substituting these for t and T in equation 3.15 and going from

continuous to discrete variables yields

1 NMAX-1 -j2nnk't
an = - E f(kft)exp , 3.16

NMAX~t k-O NMAXt

vhich can be reduced to

1 NMAX-1 2-j'nnkl
anm,- E f(kft)exp _ , 3.17

NKAX k.-O INMAXJ

where the set of ans are referred to as the N point discrete Fourier

transform16 of f(t).

If f is a real function then

an - an-NMAX

i.e., the ans are periodic. Therefore, it is only necessary to

calculate half of the Fourier coefficients, and it is desirable to have

NMAX odd. Also, the NMAX within the argument of the exponential can be

varied, yielding different sets of DPTs. However, the total number of

points in the DFT must remain the total number of points sampled. For

example, if NMAX is doubled, the range of Fourier components is divided

in half but the number of Fourier components within this range remains

the total number of data points.

If a signal contains frequency components less than or equal to a

frequency fMAx where

fMAX = 2/(NMAXdt) = /SA2PLING/2 ,

then f can be exactly reconstructed from the NMAX sampled values taken
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at t - kat, where 6t . 1/NMAX. This is known as the sampling theorem.16

Hence, changing NMAX in evaluating ans does yield correct results as

long as the signal has no frequency components greater than fSAHPLING/2.

Finally, the complex Fourier coefficients can be converted to a

magnitude and a phase. Setting an amplitude, An to be two times the

magnitude of an (except AO which is set equal to IaoI) and a phase, 8n

to be the phase of an , equation 3.18 can be written as

f(k) - Z Ancos j + Sn 3.18
n=O MAX

The amplitudes, An, are the Fourier components.

Recall that the general form of the intensity of light incident on

the PMT is

10 = 10 + IccoS(t) + IssinS(t) 3.19

and cos6(t) and sin6(t) can be expanded in a Jacobi series as was shown

in Chapter 2. This would seem to indicate that a DFT would not yield

correct results according to the sampling theorem, since the series

-includes an infinite number of harmonics. However, the higher order

Bessel functions are nearly zero for the retardations in question.

Hence, since the Fourier amplitudes are proportional to the Bessel

functions, for all frequency components greater than 500 kHz will be

zero, and the sampling frequency can be chosen such that

fSAMPLING > 500 klz .

Finally, it should be mentioned that the DFT produces the best results

if an integral number of 20 us intervals are used. This is obvious if

one recalls that the Fourier transform actually reproduces a signal with

'I w .I •% .. %° ,. -. o% . % . . .o . . .
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a period T (see equation 3.15).

With the above information in mind, the DFT for the photometric

ellipsometer was constructed in the following manner.

1. The sampling frequency was chosen to be 60 MHz, well

above the 500 kHz limit.

2. NMAX was chosen to be the nearest odd integer to

fSAMPLING/fOSCILLATOR , where fOSCILLATOR is the

modulator's frequency (50 kHz).

3. The complex coefficients, an, were then converted into

An and Sn as defined in equation 3.19.

A program was written called "spectral_analysis", located in

Appendix B, which thoroughly tested the DFT procedure. In this program,

it was possible to create two different types of signals;

1. f(t) - A0 + Ancos(nt-t+Sn)

2. f(t) - Iccos(wt) + Issin(wt).

Arbitrary An, 6n, and w could be entered in (1), and arbitrary azimuth

and ellipsometric angles could be entered in (2). Then, a discrete

Fourier transform (DFT) is performed on the resulting data and compared

to the expected values.

The DFT procedure worked correctly in (1) and (2) for all

situations in which fSAMPLING was an integral multiple of fOSCILLATOR.

If, however, the ratio of the two frequencies was not an integer, then

an error of about 0.05% was introduced, which could be further reduced

if more than 1 period of data were Fourier analyzed. Hence, it is

important to choose a sampling frequency which is an integral multiple

of the modulator frequency to insure the best possible DFT results when

;7
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observing 1 period of data.

The next step involved reading a signal with known Fourier

amplitudes into the 390AD digitizer and perform a DFT on it. The

modulator provides a 50 kflz modulating frequency. This was checked by

sending the 50 kliz square wave reference signal into the 390AD and

performing DFTs on the resulting data using an fOSCILLATOR in the

"DFT_50" procedure between 49 and 51 kHz, increasing by 1 Hz each time.

Since the Fourier transform of a square wave has only nonzero odd

frequency components, the best fOSCILLATOR frequency for the DFT could

then be determined by observing when the even components were minimized.

This did indeed occur at f0SCILLATOR ' 50 kHz, but the minima were not

zero as they would be in the ideal case. Rather, they were about 0.1%

of the corresponding odd magnitudes. The fact that zeros were not

obtained plays an important role when the data are further reduced to

obtain * and 6, i.e., the data reduction itself, introduces an error of

about .1% for # and A.

3.4.2. Obtaining the optimal signal

Before actually calculating * and 6, it was necessary to adjust the

load resistance in order to obtain the optimal signal at the PMT.

Varying the load resistance can significantly change the signal at the

anode, resulting in large variations in the Fourier coefficients, and

consequently the resulting * and A. As far as is known, these signal
av

' analyzing procedures have not been done before.
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3.4.2.1. Relationship of the Fourier Coefficients to the Bessel

Functions From the general equation of light flux, I(t), and the

Jacobi expansion of I(t) in terms of sines and cosines and Bessel

4,' functions, it can be seen that (excluding the dc component) the ratio of

odd or even magnitudes of Fourier coefficients are equal to the

corresponding ratio of odd or even Bessel functions for all * and A.

Therefore, independent of the settings of the optical components as well

as optical properties of the particular sample, a comparison of ratios

of the magnitudes of Fourier components with the ratios of the Bessel

functions gives an indication of the quality of the signal being

processed. The program, "DFT ellipsometer", which controls the

acquisition and reduction of data for this ellipsometer is located in

Appendix C. The program displays the first seven Fourier coefficients

and their corresponding phases, as well as, the resulting values of

and A. In addition, the procedure "Gain Calibration" compares the

ratios of these Fourier coefficients to the corresponding ratios of

Bessel functions. The two lowest order Bessel functions are calculated

from the following series relation

(_l)k(x/2 )n+2k

Jn(x) = r 3.20
k-O kir(n+k+l)

and the higher order Bessel funcions are obtained using the recursion

relation

2n
Jn+l(x) - -Jn(x) - Jnil(x) 3.21

x

N;
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1%t

If Is is zero, then the even ratios must be used to determine the

quality of the signal. If Ic is zero, then the odd ratios must be used.

It is also possible to solve for the retardation as a function of

the magnitudes of the Fourier coefficients. Combining recursion

relation 3.21 and the fact that the ratio of Fourier coefficients is

equivalent to the ratio of corresponding Bessel functions gives

L(A1+A3)(A2+A4 )] 3

Equations similar to 3.22 but using higher order Fourier coefficients

can also be obtained, e.g.,

48A3A4  1/2
R - 3.23

L(A2+A4 )(A3+A5
)

The procedure "RETARDATION CALIBRATION" calculates the two lowest

order retardations, i.e., from the two lowest sets of Fourier

amplitudes. Unlike the "GAINCALIBRATION" procedure, both Ic and Is

must be nonzero, (which will often be the case), in order to obtain good

results.

3.4.2.2. The gain of the PMT as a function of the voltage at the

cathode The actual voltage measured by the digitizer is a function

of the load resistance and the voltage of the high voltage power supply.

Variations in either one of these causes variations in both the

magnitudes and phases of the Fourier coefficients as expected. Note,

however, that the capacitor used as the dc block is so large, that the

% %
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capacitive reactance is nearly zero for the 50 kHz signal. Hence, it is

expected that the ratios of the Fourier amplitudes, (as discussed in the

previous section), remain constant for all values of the load resistance

and high voltage power supply. It was found, however, that the ratios

of the Fourier amplitudes is dependent on the voltage at the cathode of

the PMT. Hence, the gain of the PMT at different frequencies are

different functions of the voltage at the cathode of the PMT.

Figure 3.14 shows the relationship of the ratios of the Fourier

coefficients as a function of the voltage of at the cathode of the high

voltage power supply. The sample used for this case was a silicon

wafer, which has a moderate reflectivity. (Recall that the odd or even

ratios of the Fourier coefficients is independent of the ellipsometric

angles, * and 6, as well as, the azimuth angles P, M, and A of the

ellipsometer.) As can be seen, the ratios of the Fourier components is

extremely dependent on the voltage at the cathode. Higher order Fourier

coefficients have magnitudes on the order of 1% of A1 and A2 . These

coefficients are even more sensitive to the voltage at the cathode of

the PMT.

If the feedback mechanism described above is used, then this does

not present a significant problem. The gain of the FMT changes several

orders of magnitude, if the voltage at the cathode of the PMT varies

from -475V to -675. Hence, although the total reflectivity of the

sample may vary over one order of magitude, the high voltage at the

cathode of the PMT need vary only slightly to maintain the dc current at

the anode constant.

• -. " -. -' - "% . .- " .3 --" ¢ -' - ." , " v - , '-- ." -" .. .-. -. .. .- - -. - - .. ... - .. ... . . ,. -, 0-
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3.5. Calculation of * and A

Recall that the general equation for the signal at the anode of the

PHT (provided that the PiT has a linear response to the light flux) vas

calculated to be

I(t) - 10 + TccOS(t) + Isin6(t), 3.24

where,

I0 - G'[1 - cos2*cos2A + cos2Hcos2(P-H)(cos2A - cos2*) + 3.25

sin2Acos2(P-H)sin2Hsin2*cosA ,

is - G'[sin2(P-H)sin2Asin2*sinAj, 3.26

Ic - G'[sin2(P-H)[sin2(cos2*-cos2A) + 3.27

cos2Hsin2Asin2*cosA]], and

G' = G(Vex2 + Vey2)/4. 3.28 -,

Here, G is the proportionality constant defined in Section 1.3.2, M, P,

and A are the angles that the modulator, polarizer and analyzer make

vith respect to the x eigenpolarization, * and A are the ellipsometric

parameters, and Vex and Vey are the diagonal components of the Jones

matrix of the unknovn optical system.

As vas mentioned in the alignment section, Section 3.3, the above

signal can be vritten as the sum of an ac and a dc component, namely

I(t) - Iac + Idc 3.29

vhere

Iac i Issin6(t) I IC(1 - J0 (R))cos6(t), 3.30

qr -r Ir F 1 4..

-1 ft
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Idc = 1 + JO(R)Ic and 3.31

R is the retardation in radians. The feedback mechanism presented

earlier forces a constant dc current for all samples and retardations.

Setting the parameters Mt, P, and A so that

P - 450

M - 00 , and

A - 450P

the equations 10, Ic and Is become

Io - G', 3.32

is G'sin24.sina , and 3.33

I- G'sin2l'cos&. 3.34

Solving for si .n2# and tanA In terms of Is, Ic' and 10 yields

sin2* - [I s 2 + 1c211/2/IO 33

and tanA - Is/Ic 3.36

Expanding sin&(t) and cos&(t) according to the Jacobi expansion as

introduced in Chapter 2 It can be shown that

21SJj(R) = Aj j - 1,3,5, ... 3.37

21CJk(R) - Ak k = 2,4,6,... 3.38

and

10 + IcJ0 = a0  3.39

where the Ans are the amplitudes of the Fourier coefficients as defined

In the section describing the DFT procedure.

00 'e
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Substituting for Is , Ic , and 10 in equations 3.35 yields

sin2# - [(Aj/Jj(R)) 2+(Ak/Jk(R))2 ]I/2/(2AO-Ak(JO(R)/Jk(R))) 3.40

vhich reduces to

sin2* * [(Aj/Jj) 2 + (Ak/Jk)2 11/ 2/2A0 3.41

vhen R = 2.4048, the first root of J0 (R).

At this point, forcing the dc current at the anode of the PMT

forces A0 constant for all samples. Introducing the constant dc cal as

dc-cal - 2AO, equation 3.41 becomes

sin2* - [(Aj/Jj(R 0 ))
2 + (Ak/Jk(RO))2 11 2/dccal. 3.42

This equation is the basis of the "FOURIER PSI" procedure located in the

DFT ELLIPSOMETER program in the Appendix.

The equation for tan& becomes

tanA - Jk(Ro)Aj/(Jj(RO)Ak) for j < k 3.43

and

cot& - Jj(RO)Ak/(Jj(R0)Ak) for J > k. 3.44

Since all amplitudes and Bessel functions used above are positive,

it vould seem that A is restricted to the range

00 < a S 900

Hovever, the actual range of A is

00 6a 1800

To determine vhich quadrant A is in, it is necessary to refer to the

phases of the Fourier coefficients obtained from the DFT procedure.

Once again, referring to equation 3.24 for the intensity of light at the

PMT ve see that

i s > 0 for all A,
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but Ic > 0 whenever 0 < A < 900

and Ic < 0 whenever 90 < 4 S 1800

Hence, with H - 00, P - A - 450 and the phases of the odd Fourier

coefficients are 2700 (corresponding to positive sine waves), the

following equations are true;

0 < A < 900 whenever Sk = 0 0

and 900 < A < 1800 whenever Sk - 180,

where k a 2,4,6 ..., and the 6ks are the phases of the Fourier

coefficients obtained from the DFT procedure. The actual phases of the

odd components are not exactly 00 or 1800, but rather are within 150 of

these, if the phases of the odd components are within 150 of 2700

It should be noted that tan& turns out to be independent of the dc

current, due to the symmetry of the experimental setup, namely M - 0.

This is why this particular configuration was chosen. Hence, any errors

resulting from unequal amplification of the dc verses the ac portions of

the signal by the PMT will not effect the accuracy of the A measurement.

On the other hand, the unequal amplification of the various ac

components does effect the accuracy of the * measurement.

The best results for * and A were obtained, using the lowest order

terms j - 1 and j - 2. This is expected, since the analysis of the

higher order frequencies, as discussed earlier, shoved that the gain of

the PHT is indeed frequency-dependent.

'e.e 'M-e -2 -%
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4. CONSTRUCTION OF A VERY-HIGH-SPEED ELLIPSOKETER

(THE DUAL ANALYZER ELLIPSOETR)

This ellipsometer is capable of acquiring a set of ellipsometric

parameters (*,A) at rates over 10 times those of the fastest

ellipsometers currently available. The ellipsometer utilizes a

photoacoustic modulator. Only the ac portions of the signals are used.

This eliminates errors due to depolarization caused by imperfect optical

components, as well as, errors due to extraneous sources of light. The

ellipsometer does not require a high-speed power supply to respond to

fluctuations in the flux of the light source in a feedback loop.

Rather, these fluctuations automatically cancel themselves out.

Finally, the ellipsometer retains the advantage of no mechanically

moving parts.

Ordinarily, photoacoustic modulators are used to construct dynamic

photometric ellipsometers, i.e., ellipsometers based on Fourier analysis

of the output signal. This forces the minimum time necessary for the

acquisition of * and A to the period of the modulator signal (usually

about 20 microseconds). Also, Fourier analysis takes several seconds

for most minicomputers. This means that the data reduction usually must

be performed after the ellipsometric measurements have been made. This

eliminates the possibility of using the dynamic photometric ellipsometer

in any sort of feedback mechanism for precise observation and control of

thin film growth under vacuum. This new ellipsometer is a static

photometric ellipsometer, so Its signal, is not Fourier analyzed, and

therefore, the above restrictions would no longer exist.

% V
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4.1. The Ellipsometer Setup

Once again, the ellipsometer setup can be divided into an optical

and an electrical setup. As in Chapter 3, a discussion of each of these

setups, as vell as the alignment procedure follows.

4.1.1. The Optical Setup

A schematic diagram of the ellipsometer is shown in figure 4.1. An

obvious major difference in the setup is the dual analyzing arms. The

ellipsometer can be called a dual analyzer ellipsometer (DAE). The

laser beam is split into two beams using a piece of fused silicon.

Figure 4.2 shows how the beam is split. The beam reflected from

the first planar interface is analyzed by one arm of the ellipsometer

and the transmitted beam is analyzed by the other arm of the

ellipsometer. The resulting signals at the PMT are then read

simultaneously.

4.1.2. Alignment

The alignment procedure discussed in the last chapter is used

here to align the transmitted section of the ellipsometer. After this

was completed, the beam splitter is placed between the sample and

analyzer, AT . Then the following steps are performed with the modulator

off.

1. The beam splitter is rotated about its z axis until the

beam of light is reflected at the principal angle and

passes through an aperture.

2. The analyzer, AR, is placed so that the beam passes

Ell,
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undeviated through it to PMTR.

3. The polarizer is set at 90* and AR is adjusted for a

null. This corresponds to AR , 00.

4. Finally, since the transmitted beam has been slightly

deviated by the beam splitter as indicated in figure

4.2, AT and PMTT are translated so that the beam once

again passes through them.

The modulator is then turned on and adjusted (as explained in the

previous chapter) so that H - 45*. The dual analyzer is nov aligned.

4.1.3. The electrical setup

The figure below shows the electrical setup. The same pover

supply, computer, and digitizer used in the previous photoacoustic

modulated ellipsometer were used here as well. Hence, only those

aspects of the DAE which are different from the previous ellipsometer or

which have a fundamentally different role will be discussed here.

Two Centronics P4283 broad spectral response photomultiplier tubes

with identical voltage divider networks are connected to the same high

voltage power supply, so that the voltage at the cathodes of both PHTs

remains the same. It is not necessary that the gains of the two PHTs be

the same (indeed, they probably are not the same). Nevertheless, it

must be assumed that their ratio remains the same at any given voltage.

This is true as long as the current resulting from the light incident on

both cathodes is much smaller than the current through either voltage

divider network. This was already discussed in Section 3.2.1 for the

case of a single phototube. The corresponding discussion in Section

U !Y6 -'
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3.2.2 for the HP 6516A power supply demonstrates that the criterion, id

>> ip, would still be satisfied when using two PMTs.

The dc portion of the current from PMTT is incorporated in a

feedback loop in the same fashion as that of the ellipsometer from the

previous chapter. The dc portion from PMTR is allowed to flow through

RLR. RLR and RLT can be varied independently of each other. CR and CT

,d act as dc blocks allowing the ac signals to be A/D converted by the

Tektroniks 390AD.

4.2. Theory of the Ellipsometer

The Jones matrix formalism, introduced in the earlier chapters, vas

used to calculate the intensity of the light at the two PMT's. The

Jones matrix of the beam splitter will be written

X M , 4.1
%,o Xey

where Xex and Xey are the eigencoefficients for either the transmitted

or reflected beams, i.e.,

Xex - Rex and Xey - Rey for the reflected beam, and

Xex - Tex and Xey - Tey for the transmitted beam.

As is standard in reflection or transmission ellipsometry, one can

introduce the ellipsometric parameters * and 6,

Rex/Rey - tan*RetaR

or Tex/Tey - tan•e T

Hence, using the Jones matrix formalism, the intensity of the light at

either of the PFTs is

" " g 2,"'eg £ %.'2 e2, ¢ '-' ¢ ¢' " " .- " F , ,.." ,'. ". """. ".:" € -- -. .- "-"* -.1.'
%A.A V :~ 5~.. j
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IX(t) lox + IsxsinS(t) + IcXcos6(t) 4.2

vhere

lox - (Gxm0./8)[(l+cos2*x) - (cos2*xcos2*) + cos2Hcos2(P-M)" 4.3

[cos2A(l+cos2*xcos2*) - (cos2*x+cos2*)] +

sin2Acos2(P-M)sin2sin2Jsin2JxCOS(A+Ax)I

IsX - (Gxax/8)(sin2(PM)sin2Asin2sin2fxsin(A+x)]  4.4

Icx - (Gx@. /8)[sin2(P-M)[sin2((coS2Wx+COS2 2) - cos2A. 4.5

(1+cos2*xcos2*)) + cos2Msin2Asin2*sin2¢xcos(+x)J

and where

M= Vex2 + Vey2 4.6

x - Xex2 + Xey 4.7

and the X coefficients are those defined above.

4.2.1. Static vs. dynamic photometric measurements

As was mentioned earlier, the major difference between static and

dynamic photometric ellipsometers is that the latter is Fourier analyzed

and the former is not. Nevertheless, a time interval, called the

"resolution time", can be attributed to both types of ellipsometers.

Resolution time vill be defined later.

Figures 4.4a, 4.4b, and 4.4c demonstrate three different situations

that could be encountered by a dynamic photometric ellipsometer. Note

that in the general case * - *(t), A - A(t)and a - a(t). The minimum

time interval, At, necessary to obtain 1 set of ellipsometric data by

Fourier analysis is the period of modulation, At. The value At can be

defined as the resolution time of the ellipsometer. Note, At can vary

-r %*%% %
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from us to hundreds of ms depending on the type of modulation used,

e.g., photoacoustic, rotating/analyzer, etc ...

In figure 4.4a, it is assumed that 6, A, and a are slowly varying

functions of t. If, on the other hand, *, A and a vary on a time scale

approximately that of At as in figure 4.4b, then Fourier analysis of the

,.. signal yields a sort of average * and A. Finally, if *, A, and a vary

significantly within At, as in figure 4.4c, then an average set of

parameters, * and A obtained from Fourier analysis tells very little

about the types of optical changes that have actually occurred.

The situations encountered in figures 4.a, 4.b, and 4.e for dynamic

photometric ellipsometers can also be considered within the realm of

static photometric ellipsometers. Namely, a resolution time can be

attributed to this type of ellipsometer. Again, *, A, and a can vary

with time. Host often, however, * and A are independent of time when

static photometric ellipsometers are used. The resolution time, At is

the time required to obtain three independent equations of I(t). The At

usually ranges from several seconds to several minutes, depending on the

method of measurement. Again, the information that the resulting

ellipsometric parameters, * and A, provide depends on the relationship

between *(t), A(t), a(t), and At.

For both the dynamic and static photometric ellipsometers, the

sample being measured is a function of *, A, and a (defined above).

Hence, it is necessary to obtain 3 linearly independent equations in

order to calculate one set of ellipsometric parameters.

In the case of the photoacoustic modulated ellipsometer previously

discussed (a dynamic photometric ellipsometer), the quantity K - Ga/4 is
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IN DEC. PSI: 49.967 DEL: ?9,37691
IN RD-RET PARDATION: 2.495
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Figure 4.4a. The light intensity, I(t), as a function of time. Here, T
and A are constant over one modulation period, T
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held constant by incorporating the dc output of the PMT in a feedback

loop. Also, note that both G and a can be functions of time, but their

product K remains constant. Hence, one independent variable vas

effectively eliminated as an unknown. Therefore, it is possible to

obtain the two independent parameters * and a from two independent

equations. (The Bessel function recursion relation introduced in Chapter

3 necessarily reduces the number of independent parameters which can be

obtained from Fourier analyzing the signal to two.)

In the case of a static photometric ellipsometer, three independent

equations are obtained from three different sets of measurements as was

shown in Section 2.2.2.1. The three sets of equations are usually

obtained by mechanically changing polarizer or analyzer settings, either

automatically or manually.

In the case of the DAB introduced here, each measurement yields two

simultaneous equations for # and A. OX, *x, and Ax in equations 4.2-4.5

are constants for both the reflected and transmitted signals at all

times. Therefore, the proportionality factor K' for the (DAB), defined

as

K'x n Gxmax/8 4.8

corresponds to K in the discussion for a modulated ellipsometer.

However, in order to obtain information within very short time intervals

(e.g. in situ measurements under high vacuum), K' can no longer be

maintained constant using the feedback loop described in Chapter 3,

i.e., Kxx' Kx'(t). Note, if somehow a very high speed dc power supply

existed and were incorporated in such a feedback loop, the power supply

would respond to the modulated ac signal producing a dc output at the
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anode containing no ellipsometric information.

The DAE automatically takes care of this problem. Since tvo

signals are analyzed simultaneously, the ratio of KR/r remains fixed

and eliminates the third independent variable as is seen below,

ITac(k) s TSk + IcTckJ
P I (k) Y- R R I kol,2,3, ... 4.9

Ra s sk + Ic ckl

vhere t - tk - k/fs is written as k, (f. is the sampling frequency)

sk m sin(Rsinwtk) , 4.10

ck a cos(Rsinwtk) and 4.11

Y1 0 rlK R  4.12

Equation 4.9 is one equation with two unknowns (*,A). Hence, it is

necessary to sample at two different times, tk and tk+1, in order to

obtain two independent equations. A crucial point to be made here is

that it is assumed that * and A remained constant over the interval

tk+l-tk. Note, in this case, the modulation of the polarization of the

signal is totally analagous to mechanically adjusting the polarizer or

analyzer in a static photometric ellipsometer as explained earlier.

Therefore, tk+l-tk is the resolution time, At, of the ellipsometer. The

value At should be chosen large enough so that significant changes in

the modulation of the polarized light have occurred, yet small enough so

that # and A remain essentially constant over that time interval.

Unlike dynamic photometric ellipsometers, the resolution of the DAE is

not a definite minimum time interval and can be varied for a given set

of data to obtain optimal results.

In general, the tvo linearly independent equations necessary to

V %
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calculate * and & are obtained from equatinn 4.9 for the k and k+1

points, Pk and Pk+l. In order to solve these for * and 4, it is

necessary at this point to introduce the explicit forms of IXs and Ixc.

These depend on the particular arrangement of azimuths for the various

optical components in the ellipsometer.

4.2.2. A particular setup

The following vas chosen as the setup for the ellipsometer;

1. M - 450

2. P - 900

3. AR - 900 and AT  
450

4. *R = Ov and r =450 (the principal angle of a

dielectric).

Substituting these values into the general equation of the intensity of

light at the two PHTs, equations 4.2-4.5, it is found that

R 0 4.13

IRc - 2K'Rsin2H(l + cos2*) 4.14

ITs = KTsin2*sin& 4.15

ITc a KTcos2* 4.16

where Kx is defined in equation 4.8. Note, the reflected beam only has

even harmonic terms, because the beam splitter was placed at its

principal angle. This configuration was chosen because it produces an

extremely high quality reflected signal, independent of 6, with an

amplitude comparable to that of the transmitted signal. It also

provides convenient points, tk, for sampling as will be discussed

shortly.

SON

J* -PW-
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Substitute the values of Ix. and Ix acquired for the particular

setup given above into equation 4.9. Using the two resulting equations

when t -tk and t = tk+1, expressions for 4' and a are found to be,

2 rIkP~c~-lkl - klPcylckk)l
~~skp k+ ckycs*(;;k-ylpck~ k ]41

a sin-[ 'Ikk i2s 1 4.18

where all term, are defined as in equations 4.10-4.12.

%
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5. INTERPRETATION OF * AND A

In order to interpret ellipsometric data taken when polarized light

is refracted from or transmitted by bare or filmed substrates, the

electromagnetic theory of light should be used to derive an expression

for the complex valued reflection and transmission coefficients in terms

of macroscopic optical properties that characterize the particular

structure under measurement. Two ideal situations, the bare substrate

and the single filmed substrate, will be discussed here. The notation

for the complex index of refraction in a homogeneous, isotropic, linear-

absorbing medium will be denoted by N . n-jk, where m is the index of

refraction and k is the extinction coefficient of the medium. The time

dependence of all harmonic fields vill be chosen to be eJt. This is

the notation decided on at the 1968 International Conference on

Ellipsometry.
18

5.1. The Bare Substrate System

The following discussion is similar to that of Ref 1. Figure 5.1

shows the oblique reflection and transmission of an optical plane wave

at the planar interface between two semi-infinite homogeneous optically

isotropic media, 0 and 1, with complex indicies of refraction No and N1.

The change in index of refraction is assumed to be abrupt at the

interface. Since the media are isotropic, the eigenpolarizations are

the linear vibrations parallel (p) and perpendicular (s) to the plane of

incidence.

Let (Eip,Eis) and (ErpErs) represent the complex amplitudes of the

.~ . ** . * .1 .~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Or~
% % %
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Figure 5.1. Oblique reflection and tranmsission of a plane ave at theplanar interface betveen tvo semi-infinite media, 0 and 1.The angles of incidence are #0 and , respectively. Theaxes parallel and perpendicular to Plane of incidence are pand s, respectively
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components of the electric field vectors of the incident and reflected

waves, respectively, at opposite points directly above and below the

interface. Matching the tangential E and H fields across the interface

yields

Erp Ncos 0 - Npcos 5.1

Eip p Nicos*0 + Nocosk5

Ers N0cos*o - Ncos51
-- rs  5.2

Eip Nocos*0 + Nlcos*1

which are the Fresnel complex-amplitude reflection coefficients. Recall

from Chapter 1 that reflection ellipsometery is based on measuring * and

4, where

P - Vex/Vey - tanfeia. 5.3

For a bare substrate, Vex - rp and Vey - rs . Substituting equations 5.1

and 5.2 into equation 5.3 leads to

N - NOtan4 4p 2 sin2%0 . 5.4

Equation 5.4 shows that the complex index of refraction can be

determined from one set of ellipsometric parameters (*,A) if the complex

index of refraction of medium 0, No , and the angle of incidence of the

light, *o are known.

The reflectances, Rp and Rs , are defined as

Rp.. IrpIl 5.5

Rs a IrsI'. 5.6

R p and R. give the fraction of the total intensity in the p and the s

%*

U,,, . ; '..v ' '.-'.. .", . . .- - -,-',.,.' ,,, . .'.- ..- -,,.,.. .- ...- .. ,.,. ,.
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directions vhich is reflected at the interface of the tvo media.

The folloving figures obtained from Ref. 1 shov the variation of

the phase shifts, Srp and Srs, the reflectances, Rp and Rs, and the

ellipsometric parameters, * and 6, as the angle of incidence, +, is

changed. The samples are a dielectric, a semiconductor, and a metal.

In all three cases, the vavelength of light, X, is 5461A.

5.1.1. Implementation
The Pascal program "Dataanalysis" located in Appendix has been

vritten vhich includes procedures to calculate N1, Rp, and R. based on

equation 5.4. In addition, the same program is vritten in HPL, Hevlett

Packard Language, because a Hevlett Packard 9558 calculator vas

originally used as a controller for the ellipsometer. Inspection of the

tvo programs should reveal the great advantage of record declaration,

that a computer language such as Pascal offers, as opposed to non-record

languages such as BASIC and HPL. This is one of the overriding reasons

Pascal vas chosen.

5.2. The Ambient-Film-Substrate System

The figure belov illustrates reflection of a plane wave by an

*ambient(1)-film(l)-substrate(2) system. The film has abrupt parallel-

plane boundaries separated by the film thickness, d1. and is located

betveen semi-infinite ambient and substrate media. All three media are

homogeneous and optically isotropic, vith complex indices of refraction

No , N1 , and N2, respectively.

The folloving procedure vas originally presented by Drude. 19  A

IA A ~ ONIL~ . . .* .. . .
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Figure 5.3. Oblique reflection and transmission of a plane vave by an
ambient(O)-film(l)-substrate(2) system vith parallel-plane
boundaries. di is the film thickness. #0 is the angle of
incidence in the ambient and +1, 2 are the angles of
refraction in the film and substrate, respectively
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plane wave incident at an angle of #0 on medium 1 viii give rise to i.--j.
,

resultant or "net" reflected and transmitted waves at angles #1 and *2,

respectively. The Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients at

the 0-1 and 1-2 interfaces are denoted by rol, to,, r12 , and t12 ,

respectively. The complex amplitudes of the successive partial plane

waves that make up the resultant reflected wave are

ro1 , tOltlOrl 2e-J20 , tOjtjOrjOr 2
1 2e - j 4 , .,.

where

a (2nd1/X)Nlcosf, 5.7

and

X is the vacuum wavelength,

dl is the film thickness,

N1 is the film complex index of refraction and

+1 is the complex angle of refraction of the film.

Addition of the partial waves leads to an infinite geometric series for
, .f.".

the resulting reflected wave of

R = r0 1 + toltlOZrjon-lr 12 ne - j 2n, 5.8

whose summation gives

-j 213r01 + r 12e
R= . 5.9 _ -

1 + rlleJ .. :"'"

Equation 5.9 is valid for a linearly polarized plane wave in any

direction. In particular, if the incident wave is polarized in the p or

s direction, then"'2- *

% 71'X S & 9 C*.. C. -,']
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r01 p + rl2pe-J213

R 1 0 5.10p 1 + rojprl2pe-J2O

o r 1s + rl2s e - J 2 0 .5.11

1 + rojsr 12se-j
2O

The Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients at the 0-1 and 1-2

interfaces that appear in the above equations are

rj,j+l,p - NJ+lC°S@j - NjC°S@+ 1  ~ 5.12

Nj.1cosj - Njcos~j 1 5

rj,j+l,s - 5.13
NicOS~ j + N.+lCOS+ 1

where, j - 0 or 1. The three angles io, *1 md *2 are interrelated by

Snell's Law

Nosin%0 - Nlsin*1 - N2sin#2. 5.14

Finally, to relate * and 6 to the ambient film substrate system above,

recall that

P" /Rs - IRp I/1IRs - tan~ei A -  5.15

where Rs and Rp are given in equations 5.10 and 5.11, respectively.

When applying the above theory to practical film-substrate systems,

the following conditions20 must be met.

1. The lateral dimensions of the film must be many times

its thickness so that the infinite summation of partial

waves is valid.

2. The light sources bandwidth, beamdiameter, and degree of

collimation as well as film thickness must be all such

that the multiple reflected and transmitted waves

combine coherently.

3. The film material must not be amplifying.

.% V ,.) . ,. '-,..' _,%,,, %_ ... ... ,. .. . .. , ,.,. .- , ,-v.r %..' . -. '_... '.,V. .. . .. . . ... . . . ,•
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These conditions are satisfied in many practical applications of

ellipsometry.

Finally, before solving equation 5.15 for the film thickness, it is

constructive to examine p as a function of thickness. The figure below

shows a familly of nonintersecting curves called constant angle of

incidence contours, CAICs. Each closed curve is for a fixed angle of

incidence, 00. These were obtained by increasing the film thickness in

the equation for p. The +o - 00 and 4o - 900 collapse at the null

points p -1 and p * 1, respectively. The curves are for a Si02-Si

system at X - 6328 A. As can be seen, the sensitivity of p (and

therefore, * and 6) to changes in film thickness is extremely dependent

on the angle of incidence. In general, the highest sensitivity occurs

when 0 is near +s, the angle at which the system acts as an s-

suppressing reflection polarizer. *. is about 621 for S10 2-Si with X 

6328A.

5.2.1. Solving for the fiM thickness

Equation 5.15 shows that p = P(N0 ,NI,N 2 ,dI,#0,X) - tan~eJ . If No,

N1, N2, and X are known, then p - p(+o,dl). This allows one to examine

p as a function of film thickness d for various angles of incidence +0.

It can be shown1 that an expression for the thickness, dl, in terms of

No, N1, N2, +ot X, * and A is obtained by inverting equation 5.15. The

expression is

d- [j(4 )I/2(N 2
- No2sin2 V-I 2lnXJX 5.16

-(B-pE) ± [(B-pE)2 - 4(C-pF)(A-pD)j1] 2  
II

where X - 5.17
2(C-PF).-

I--
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Figure 5.4. Constant-angle-of-incidence contours (CAICs) in the complex
p-plane for the ir-SiO2 system at X - 6328A. The arrovs
indicate the direction In vhich the film thickness
increases
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and

A a rolp , B . rj2 p + rolprolsr,2s , C a rl2prOlsrl2s, .e

D . rOls , . rl2 s + rOlprj2pr01 s , F . rOlpr1 2pr1 2s,

and the reflection coefficients are given in equations 5.12 and 5.13.

Note, X has two values corresponding to the positive or negative

solution of a quadratic. The appropriate root should be chosen such

that it leads to a positive real calculated film thickness, d1 , or in

the presence of errors, to a complex value with the smaller imaginary

part and non-negative real part. In the latter, the film thickness can

be chosen to be the real part and the error is of the order of magnitude

of the imaginary part.

Defining D#, called the film thickness parameter, by .'.

D+ - (NI2  No2sin 2*Y-I2  5.18

it can be seen that, if dl is a solution of equation 5.14, then

dlm - dI + mD+ m =0,±1,±2, ... 5.19 V"
is also a solution. Hence, equation 5.15 does not give a unique

thickness. The figure below shows a plot of the thickness period, D+, "

as a function of the angle of incidence, 0 . Here, X - 6328A, No - 1,

and NI - 1.46 (which corresponds to a SiO2 film). The minimum value of

Doccurs at -00 (D#

2167.13 A), while the maximum value occurs at = 900 (D# M 2974.34 A). .

Hence, the indeterminacy of film thickness indicated by equation ,

5.19 represents no difficulty when the range of film thicknesses is

known a priori from other considerations or from additional .

nonellipsometric (e.g., reflectance) measurements.

. . .. . . -eP r% .% %..

% % ". ... .... .. , ,. ,
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Figure 5.5. Film-thickness period, D in angstroms, vhen NO - 1, N1 -

• "1.46 (SiO2) and X - 6328 A, as a function of the angle of
incidence + in degrees. The ellipsometric funct on p has
the same value at points A (#,d) and A1 (#,d-D+) A
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5.2.2. Implementation

The program located in Appendix E contains an option to solveA.

equations 5.16 and 5.17. Extensive use of the complex number module

"complexmath" vas made. The program calculates the thickness, dl, as

v.11 as the thickness period, D+' for any X, No, N1 , N2, and * 1

,r. eb

CA

N.4

% %..%

%P %
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program soectralanalysis~input,outout);
import couplexuath;

pi *3.141592654;

type
oymarray - array MS.12001 of real;

* var
i~nmax : integer;
data Ssymart-ay;
uagc, phase :Sywoarray;
option :stringCl2;

I'-M

procedure DFT~data:syuarray;inax zinteger;var mage, phase:syuarray);
*const pi - 3.141592654;

var
jji,k : integer;
numfourier.pts, nuu.DFTs : integer;
tompcoo, teipsin, carg, delta arg :real;
fudge :"&Il;
c :complex;

begin
nue DFTs :- 1;
num fourierpts :- 500;
deltaarg in 0.0;
writeln('enter fudge factor 1);
readln(fudge);
car2 %- 2'rA/fudS**meax);

for j in 0 to (numDFTs - 1) do
beg i r

for i in 0 to (nmax div 2) doI

teuipsin in 0.0;

for k in0 to (nmax - 1) dobegin
tempcos in tempcos * cos(car2'k'i + doltaar2*j)datatkl-;
tempsin intempsin -sin(carg~k~i + deltaarg.3)*dataCk3;

end;

C.r. i teupcos/nmax; p
C.im a- teupsin/neax;
*agcCil to mag Cc);
phaseCil in arg(c)elBO/pi;

if abs(inagcCil) ( IE-6 then
begin

.vMt1 n 0;
pIlaseci3 in 03;

enel
if (i )w 0) then

bersi n
w',itoln(' i a 9.,1,' mage 9 ,2*magcCi3,1 phase a',phaseCi3);

anend;~i 
~

(if(i a 0 an (mgcM 0 0)then
bev in

JL JL-
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wr:~~~-'1,* magc e,*maQCLIJ,' pnase Pn%*J

end;)>

end; (end i loop) A

evid; (end j loop)%

end; (end DFT procedure) w~

procedure CGS_.SERIES (nuaxa integer;var datassymarray);
const

pi a 3.141592654;
var
rnumfourierpts, i,j,k tinteger;
freq comp %array CO..203 of integer;
A,phase~carg :array CC. .2CJ of realI

begin
woriteln('enter numfourierpts');N
readln(num fourier pts);.P.
for j to C to (num fourierpt - 1) do .,

begin
PeritelnC'enter number of freq component I. to-I,nax div 2);
readln(freq_;conpCj3)1
writeln('enter amplitude of this component');
readlnCACj3);
writeln('enter phase of this component');
readln(phaseQj2);
p7haeCjJ a- phas*Cj3*pi/180;

end; (end j loop)

for k :- C to (nuax - 1) do
beg in -

dataCk3 0m .0;
for i :- C to (nuufourierpts - 1) do

begin
cargCiO ( 24freq~comptilek'pi/nmax).phaseCi3;
dataCkJ a data~kJ + ACiJ*cos(cargtLJ);

end;
end; (and k)-

for ki a- C to (nmax - 1) do
beg in

end;
end; (end COS..SERIES procedure)

procedure P4TOUTPUT (nmax a integer; var data:symarray);I
const

pi - 3.1415926541

var
xt, s, Ic,retardation areal;
osef req, sampl.freq areal;
k a integer; _

degangle areal;
P,P,A,psi,d@l treal;

function rad (degang let real) areal;

bed is (deganglw~p1)/l8G;

end;
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writeln('entor osc freq and sampltng fvreq';
readln(osc~frq~sainplfveq);
t :- 2*pi*osc..frq/sampl~freq;

Iwriteln('enter Ic and Is');
% readln(rC,It);

retardation %- 2.405,

(writeln('enter psi and dell);
readin(psi,del);)

P 451
~ m451

is: rad(P);
:0~ rad(A);

M~ :- rad(M);
% psi is rad(psi);
del is rad(del);}-

ti : sin(2*P-2*M)4sin(2*A)esinC2*psi esin~dol);
1c :- SiflC2*P-2*P)*(sif(2*M)*(cOs(2*psi)-c05C2*A)) +
cos(2*M)*sin(2*A)*sin(2*psi)*cos(del));)

for k :- 0to (nmax - 1) do
bog i r.

x s- k*t;
x :- retardationasin(x);
datatkl i lc'costx) + Is*sin(x);

* and;

and;

beg in

writelnC'enter nmax ');
readln~nuac) ;
writeln('option 0 a- nd program');

* writaln('option I -- create & fourier analyze PMT output');
writaln('option 2 -- create S fourier analyze a oinusoidal series');

writeln('enter number of option and hit (enter)');
* readl.n~option);

if option = chr(4S) then
begin
halt;

end
else if option a chrC43) then

begin
* PMTOUTPUT (nuax, data);

3FT(data, nma~,mac, phase);
end

*Ise if option - chir(5S) then

OSSER!ES(nmau,data);
OF-(data, nmax,magc, phase);

%% %* % % % P-w- e P
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program AUJTO.DFT.ELLIPSOJETER(input,output);
import complexmath,

todeclarat ions,
hpi b_,
hpibl,
hpib_2,
general .2,

phase error

(lstkinu

realarray -aray 0O 251.3f;ral
mdarr - rayC 2050]orel

shortarry -array(this2is of roal)

(lask isnum f tems i besa f expansion)
(8thatrdmison reat one ofreal

dc..ofsetad -hck ara :real; o ral
mdtara -M arry ala253ofaeal

S magerrpha-erday, psi :shof real-,

.7shrtrry

ri,rdeRH lsrea

%dc laysnt,ppcec~ :rval;

data cnte:er)l:real;

foption factorial3

tentio fatral real;iteer:ral

temp factorial :a 1;
if k (0 * then

begin
for i:- 1 to k do
begin

temp-factorial :-i*tempfacto-ial;
'.4. end;

fa torial urn temp factorial;
- end;

function JSxtreal)ireal;
var

4% ~temo JO. tarrel
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k :integer;

begin

for kt 9 to laotkt do
begin

term :- (exp(2ek.1n(x/2)))/Sqr(faCtorialCk));
if odd(Ii) then
begin 0

teap-je t- temp-Je - term;
end

elseo
begin

temp jO z temp 30 + terma;
and;

and; ~
3o :- taup-16;

end;

function J1(x:r*&I):rwaI;
var ~

temp 31, tori :real;

k :integer;

beg in
tamp_)1 :- 6;
for kt :- 0 to lastk do

begin
term :- (exp((2*k+) *In (x/2) )/sqr (factorial1(k)l*(kI);
if odd~k) then

begin
tOMPjI :- teApJl -terra;

and
also

begin
teMp_ TI a temfp~Jl + terva;

end;
end;
31 :- temp_31;

and;

procedure Jn~n: intogerpx:real;var^ J:shortarray);
var

i,fluaK :intager;

begin
JE03 JO3(N;
JCII : 3(M);
if n (ninax then

begin
ninax m;

and
also

begin N
neaax t- 15;

for i : 2 to ninax do
begin%

3Ci3 s- 2*( i-1)*JCi-t3/x -JCi-23 ;
end;

end;%

function odd~factorial (mireal):rval;
var rl::
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LI sIn%*gar;

beg in
if trunc(w) a 9 then
begin
odd-factorial t- 1;

-S end

begin
tempt t- 1;
for i :a 1 to trunc(x) do

begin
temp :- 2*i-l;
tempt zu temp*templ;

anid;
odd-factorial :- tempt;

and;
end;

function time-delay(n:integer;phase:shortarray) :real;
begin
timedelay :a I - (phas*Cn3/2*pi*n);

and;

procedure DFT_50(datach:realarray;samplingfrq:real;
var mage, phase:shortarray);

var
J, i, k,nnmax :integer;
numfourio-_pts : integer;
taimpcos, tompsin, carg :real;
nfudge :real;
c ScompleM;

4' begin
numfourierpts. :- S;
nfudge := samplingfreq/pmnefreq;
carg :- 2*pi/nfudge; (this gives interval btwn fourier coefl
if (odd(trunc~nfudg&Ml then (this insures odd num data pts used}
begin (an odd num of data pts gives best results)

p. nnmax t- trunc(nfudge);
end

else
begin

nnmax :a trunc(nfudge) + 1;
end;

writalnC'nnmaw al,nnmax);
for i s- 3 to (numfourierpts - 1) do
begin
tempeos. in 3.0;
tempsin so 0.0;
for k as 0 to (nnmax - 1) do (here is where odd num of data pts used)
begin

*tempcos :- tempcos *(cos(k~i~carg))*datachJk3;
tempsin :a tempsin -(sin(k*i*carg))*datachflk3;

4' endl

c.re to tempcos/nnmaxi (dvd by nnmax since that is)
SC.im x- tempsin/nnmax; (num of term* summed in k. 7oop>

(corresponds to division by 7 4period))
*if 1 0 9then
* begin

4,r

ALI. . . . . . . . . . . . 4 -- - 4 -.
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end-

phaseCO] arU *8/1
magc (s] :magic);

end;
if abstmagcCiJ) I E-5 then

beg in
sagccil i 0;
phaseCil @I6

ond;
if abs(phasoCt]) ( IE-5 then

.gn

end;
:fabs(pthas*Ci]-180) I E-S then
begin
phaseCi]: a 1;

end;

wr-toln(' i - ',i,' magc - ,magcCi2,' phase -',phaseCi3);

on;. (end i I~o
* e~nd;, ("n OFT procedure) ,'

procedure INITIALIZE CHI (var sampin freq:rtal) ;
var
sampfreqstr, chi mode :stringC53;
inputrangel, dlaycount, dcoffsetstr :stringC53; U

begin
clear (7);%#

samp freqstr :-ISS%
sampling .f req :- 60MOO;
chl-mode :- 'AC';

(no" write this information to 390ad),

twitestring(addr.39ad,'CLR CMl;CAL;OVER OFF;WRZ OFF;RE4 OFF');
writestring(addr.3Sadj'MLl, OFF;'); -

writestring addr33d,VO CHI;'
writestring(addr 39#Dad, 'C% *)I
writ&%tPring (addr,390aa,cs cimod*);
wvit@%tring(ddr3Wd,';')

writestr ing Caddr_390d, 0OFI *;1ARM EXT;TMO NOR;TSR EXT;'); ,
"s*%testring(addr_390ed,TD A;');

hiitostring(addr -390&d,'SFA '2):
weol eOstr-ing (add'-33*ad, sa'pf'eqstr);
ksrLtostr trg (addI30ad,';)
wri~otring (adr_390a, 'SF9 '*);

wr &toot ring (addr_393ad, sampfreqstr) I
t otst r &r. g ( a d d r3ad,' I;I e

wr%e1%('ente-_&nput rang';

% % %
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wr1rest ring laaorj,. tao. L:q&.1
writevtring(addr 390ad, input-ravn3e-);
writestring(addr390ad, 9;'!-;

dc-offset -str t- '0';
dc offset :-0;

* writestring (addr_33Gad, 'OFt 1);
writestring(addr.30ad,dc..offset..str);

* writestring(addv..390ad,';');

delaycount :- '1110';
writestring(addr_390ad,'DLY ')I
writestring Caddr _390ad, delay count)I
writetring~addr_3'9ad,;');

and;

procedure TRIS_39@ADCHI (var dc offset real);
var,
anything istringCl2;

% begin
dcof fset :a 0;
wrjtaln('hjt (ant) to TRIGGER 390adt);
writaln('type q to HALT program');
readln(anything);
if anything - 'q' then halt;

writestring Caddr_399ad, 'RES;');

writestring (addr.39@ad, 'CLR CHI;');

writestring (addr_390ad, 'OT ON;')1

clear (7);
and; ______

procedure READCHI Caddr_390ad: integer; dcof fsat: real I;var data-ch2 :realarray);
var
ehl buffer :bufjinfo.typoi
i, bi,b2 : integer;
c@,cl,c2 :char;

(read data into the buffer)
4. begin

iobuffer(chl-buffer,4096);
buffer-reset (chi-buffer);

writostring(addr_39@ad,'READ CHI;' )
transfereand (addr_390ad, OVERLAPFASTEST, toM4EORV, ohibuffer);
while bufforbusy(chl-buffer) do

writeln('transforing chl datal)i
clear(7);

* (data is in the buffer)
dceof fset s-dcoffset*5.115;

i 30 1;
readbuffor (chl buffer,cO)l (sots pointer to correct byte)
while buffer data (Chibu4 1 fer) ) do

* begin
readbuffer (chlibuffer, ct);
readbuffer (ehlbuffer, eZ);
I I- 2. + 1;
bI :a ord (cc:)

U%
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e J.

b2i ord (c2);
dat a -chlCi3 :- bI 1 256 *b2 - 312+ abs (dcof fset;

end I
(c Iear (7); e
writestring(addr.39ad,'CR NOR; TM'O NOR; TSR EXT;');
writostring (addr_399ad, 'RES,');

end; *

procedure RETAROAT IONEASIJREENT (ruagc: short array;
var retardationl,retardation2:real);
var
denom I.denom2 :real;

i~ sinteger;

begin ~-
for i :- I to 5 do

begin
if inagcCil a S.0 then

begin
halt;

end;I
end;

denoml, :- (magcCl2 + magcC33)*(magcC23 m agcC43);
retardationtisa sq-t (24*(nagcC33*magcC2 ) /denoui);
denom2 :- (magcC23 + magCC43)*(umagcC33 + uagcC53); VV
retardation2 :- sqrt C48*(msagcC3J]anagcC43) /denom2);
writolnC'rotardationl a 1,retardationl); %
write InV'rot ardat ion2 - ,retardatior;2);

end;%%

procedure GAINCALIDRATION retardat ion: real; ;agc ashort arr-ay);1
var

evenrat ioumagc, oddrat ioumagc tshortarray;
evenrat ioJ, oddrat ioJ,J .3astortarray;

i, imax, k :integer;
dc..check areal;

begin *.

imam :a 11
Jn(10,retardation,J);%

wrjtoln('ampl ratio ' bessel fn ratio'); r~
for i := * to imam do

begin
*venratio~agcCi3 :m magcC2*(i*lfl/magcC2*(i*2fl;S..
even ratio-JCi3 am JC2*(i+1)3/JC2*(i*2)3; k~

odd ratioumagctil tom agcC2*i*13/magcC2*i*31;
odd r-atioJCi3 am JC2*i~tl/ICZ.i*31;

ert~n;e~~tomgci

end; ed

procedure FOURIER-PS I(rot ardat ion: reaI; magc: short array; var pstareal);
var
tomp,tanZpsi, fudgede sreal;%
coo apsa,,an Zoet %real;

Ii a Itece%
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J :Shortarray;

begin
Jn( 15, ratardat ion, J) I
(writaln('.nter temppsi);
readln(tomp psi);

* t~mp-psi :- pi'teuppsi/18S@;>
x :- sqrt(sqr(magcCl/(2.JCII)) % qr(magcC23/(2*JC23)l);
(fudgedc s- x/%in(25teip psi);)

(writaln(Ifudgedc - ',fudgede) ;}
fudgedc t- 444.0SS;

sin_2psi :- (sqrt(sqr(magc~l3/(2&JC1])) + sqrCmagcC23/(2eJC23))))/fudgedc;
cos_2psi s- sqrt Cabs(I-sqr(sin_2psi)));

tan_2psi :- sin_2psj/eos_2psi;

psi a- (arctanCtan_2psi)elS0/pi/2;

writaln('psi - ',psi);

and;

procedure FOURrER DEL (retardationareal ;magc:shortarray;var del areal);
var
psi,tandel weal;
sindel,cosdel,tan_2psj treal;

J ashertarray;

begin
In (15, retardat ion, J);
tande1 %- magcC13*JE23/(maqcC23*Jcl3);
del 3- arctan(tandel);
if abs(phaseC23-18) ( '90 then
beg in
del an 180 - del;

and;
del :- 180*del/pi;
writein ('del *',del);

end;

begin
INITIALIZE CXI (sampling froq);

* for i :a 1 to 1000 do
* begin

TRIG-3'3ADCXI(dcoffset);
READ.0H1(addr.3ead,dceoffset, datachl);

* DFT.5S(datachl, sampi ing.freq, wage. phase);
RtETARDATIO)NPICSUREMENT Cmagc, rat ardat iore v rat ardat ionZ);
retardation :a 2.4048;
GAIN CALIBRATION(retardat ion, wage);
FOURIER -PSI(ret ardat ion, mage, rpsi);
FOURIERODELtret ardat ion, wage, ide:);
writeln'puejfreq - ',pmefreq);

*nda (We for 7.e.'c.)

~ I.~ S - -,Rb I..% . .. %.. N.*.. .', a %')%
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*program D I nput,. ut put);
I moort comiple,'matfl,

Mpib.I
hpi b!,

genera -i '

: f r St- 3.141592654;
addr..391bad -708;
addr-scanner u 709;
pm. f rer -507.;
nmax ZOO
lastl( 25
phase-error -30; (ths is in deg.}

(lastk is nurd of terms in bessel fr- expansion)
(8th term is on the order of IE-I0)}

type
realarray - array CO.. 1100) of real;
modiumarray -array CO.. 11003 of real;
shortarray - array CZ..Z-03 of real;
bu u"ifpye

var
i, n, k :integer;
sarnpling..freq, retardation :real!
retardationi, retardation2 :real;
dc.of fset, dc.check, x :real,
datachI, data~chZ :rvalarray;
mage, phase, del, )Si :shortarray:
J :shortarray;
option -strirtgCl;

function Ppratardat ion(oeakto.peak':real) :real;

begin
ppretardation := 5.1356 (504-peak te-peak)/97.34 7S

end;

function faetorial(k:intwger):real;
var
1 :integer:
temp factorial :rea:;

begin
tampfactorial :1
if 1* 0) 0 then

f:..r &:- 1 to. k Co
be; in

tawmofactc.rial iu'temp~.factorial;
end.

end;Ifactor*a14 trfd.1~i

% % % * %.%
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function JO(xe,1-1) :rs'dA
var

I@pJ, term

beg in 
,tamp 30 0;%

for ks.=* to lastk do
begin

term z= (e.p(24k~ln(x/a)))/sqr(fact.,rial(k));
if odd(k) there

tmP-je :- temp Jo - term;
and

beg in
temp-jS : tavmp30 term";

and;
and,,
IS ;- tamp..Je;

end;

function Jl (x:real) :real;
var hL.

t ep j ,t rm r al -,
k i rot ger;

begine

tam-JI 
'a;L'-.- 

%for k :to lastk do
beg i
term : eo(*~)1~/))(q~at~i1k)k1)
if odd(k) thien

begin
temp-Jl tamp-J1 term; F ~

end
alsoe

begin
tamp-J! tamp-il *term;

end;
end;

end;

procedure Jn(nzinteger;xtreal;vav- Jtshorta'-ray);N
var

i, nmax :integer;

begin
JEWI :& (x);
JCI2 10 31(x);
if n ( nmax then

beg in
nmax sw n;

end
else

begin

endl .% V*
for ia Z t,: rmxuex do *

begin
J Z~ *(i)&jCi-I3/x - .i-231

end:

e:%. %*%***~ !% * -- *
%
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function odd factorial (x:real): real;
var
temp, templ :real;
i :inteer;

begin
if trunc(x) - 0 then

begin
oddfactorial : 1;

end
else

begin
tempi 1- 1;
for i :- I to trunc(x) do

be! i ni

temPl := temp*templ;
end;

oddfactorial : tempi;
end;

end ;

function arcsin(x:real) :real;
var
temp,templ :rea ;
i : integer;

begin
if x )- I then

begin
arcsin 90;

end',

else if x ( -1 then
begin

atrcsin = 270;
end '

else
begin

templ S- 0;
for i z= 2 to 100 do

begin
temp ; exp((2*i-1)*ln(abs(x)));
temp z odd factorial(i-1)*temp/(2*i-);
temp tump/(2*factorial(i-l));

tempL : tegap + tempi;
if i * 40 then writein('temp * ',temp);

end;
teupl ,m tempi + X;

arcsin :- 180*tempi/pil

end;

-------------------------- --- --------------------------------------}
procedure DFT_50 (data_chl :realarray;sampl ng_,req ireal ;
var magcphasesshortarray);

var
j3 1, k, nrax ire% eger;
num fourier.pts :inteGv-;
tempcos, temosin, carg :real;
nfudge a Ira 1
c :complex;

ben a

% % %e

10 10 4p e

% % %

.0" itit, i
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*%

num,orerpts to 91 A

nfudge :0 samain; frwq/pm rr-*q;-.
carg s- 2-oi/nfuage; rth- gives Interval btmn .wu'Are'- Cef) P A

if (odd(trunc(nfudq*)) then {thisa insures odd oum data ptS saed)

begin (an odd nus' of data pts gives best -esuts)
nrdmax~~~ 'A.un~fug~

end
also 

-. '

beg in
nnnam to trunc(nfudge) *1 -'

end;*

for i to, * to Cnumfouirpts - 1) do
begin 

.*

tempoos :a 0.0;

for k to, 0 to (nnm - 1) do (here is where odd num of data pts used)
beg in

tempoos :W tesipeos *(cos~k~i*earg))*data*chlCk3;
tempsin to tempsin -(sin(k~,icarS))*dataehICk3;

end;

C.re 33 tempcos/nnoax; (dvd by nymax since that is)

C.im : tompsin/nnoax; (num of term% nuiwd in k loop)-
(Corresponds to division by T 

%pro)

ifi 1) 0Othen 
-pvod

begin
magcCi3 :a 2*mnao Cc) (for Cos series this is the arap)

phaseCi3 to arg(c)*l80/pi;
end

else
begin 

'".

phaseC63 :a arg(c)*180/pi;
uagcC82 mag~c);

end; 
n

if abs(uaqcCI) I E-5 then
begin 4

.agcei2 * 0
phas*Ci2 s- 0;

end;
if abs(phaseCiD) ( IE-S then
begin

phiasetil to 0.0; **

if abo (phase C i2-1S) C E-3 then
begin

phaseC13 t- 180;
end;

writoln(' i a 9,i,9 oaage 9 ,magc Ci),' phase - 'phase C i 3
end; (end i loop')

end; (end OFT procedure),A

Procedure KNITALZE(var sampling.frqtretardation:real);
var
saapjreqstr, ch I oods, chZ.mode rot I ngMC;
input range~l, inputrane..2 svnr;A.P.I
pp Iel

begin

w.-er '~*~echjS o.aoln eS OSa)l~z

Ch-.j~~~~~~~qA' fo a o l~ YW V* $)

'F
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writ *In 0'E3,5E-, i'0E,2E3'E3,5U I OOE3';
writelnC'20GE3,500UE, IES,ZESISES, 10ES')

writoln('ENTER sampjfreqstr');
readln(sampfreqstr);
writeln('enter samtpling~freq');
readlncsamplingjfreq) I
writoln('ENTER imput~rangejl IN VOLTS*);
readln(input~range.l);

wrialn'ENERiriput.vsg.2'); 30d

(no wrte hisinforhiation t 9a)

writestring (addrfl0ad,'ICLR CI;CLR CH2;CAL;CVER OFF;WRI OFF;REM OFF';
wrjtestring (addr_390ad,'M1LI OFF;.'L2 OFF;');
writestring(addr_393ed, 'C9. AC;CP2 AC');

writestring (addr_390ad, 'VMO DLJA;');

writettrivng(addr.390ad.' ZRI ');
writestring (addr_390ad, inputrang_.);
writestring (addr_.3e0ad,';');,

writestring (addr_390ad,' 1R2 1);
writestring (addr _390ad, i-nputrango_2);
writestring Caddr..2S0ad,';');

writestrirng(addr_390ad,'CFl O;ARM EXT;TMO NOR;TSR EXT;');
writestring(addr.390ad,'TB Roll);

writestring (addr_391ad, 'SFA ');
writestring (addr_390ad, sampfreqstr);
writestring (addr..390ad,I;I') ;
writestring (addr_390ad, 'SF9 ');
writestring Caddr_390ad, sam.pfreqstr);
writestring(addr_39@ad,';');

writalnC'enter peak to peak retardation');
readln(ppl
retardation i- ppratardat ion (pp);
writolnC'the retardation is ',retardation);

end;

procedure TRIG_30A0;
var
anything :stri-ng[l2;
delaycount istrinC7;

(at this pt the 390ad is ready to be triggered)
beg in

writeln('enter delay count');
roadln(dolaycount);
writestring(addr_39@&d, 'OLY '1);
writestring (addr_39ad, delaycountt);
writestring(addr_390ad,';');

writoln('hit (ent) to TRIGSER 399tad');
writoln('type q to HALT Dtog-am-1;
readln(anyth:ng);
if anything - 1r, then halt;

wri&test ring (addr_39Od, I'E1 )
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tetstrng~addr39ad, C.R Cii I;')

writestring (addr_330ad, I'OT ON;*;

clear (7)'
end; *

procedure READ 1 (addr_30ada integerivar data chl :reallarray);
var

buffer-ch I :bmf;%
i, bt, b :integer;
cg, ci,c2 :charl

(read data into the buffer)
begin

iobuffer(buffer-chl, 2109);
buffer reset Cbuffrch 1);

writestring Laddr_390ad, 'READ CHI;'); 5

transfereond (addr.39ad, 0VERLAP.FASTEST, TO.ME4ORY, buffer ch 1);
while bufferbusy(buffnrchl) do

begin
writeln('transfering datal');

end;

idata is in the buffer)

readbuf fer (buffer chlecO); (sets pointer to correct byte)
vwiile buffer-data (buffer chi) ) 2 do'

begin
readbuffer (bufferchl, ci);r
readbuf fer (bufferchi, c2);
i i*1

bi t- ord (cl);
b2 ta ord (c2): % C-51;55
data-chiCjJ :- bl*256+b2-5;

end; a
and;

procedure READ_2(addr_390ad: integer;var data..ch2: realarray);
var

buffer-ch2 tbvf;
i, bi, b tintegerl
cG, ci, c s char;

(read data into buffer)
begin

iobuffer(bufferch2, 2100);
buffer-reset (buffer chZ);

writestring(addr_33ad, 'READ CXC;');

transfer -end (addr_39Gad, OVERLAP_ ASTEST, TOMEMORY, bufferch2);
while bufferbuoy(buffer ch2) do

beg in '

writeln('transferring dataZ');
and;

clear(7)

(data is in buffer)

% %b

'~~~~~ J .45-S.4
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9. readbuffer(buf fer ch2,CS);
while buffer-data(buf'fer ch2) ) 2 do

begin
readbuf for (buffer ch2,cl);
readbuf for (bufferchZ,c2);
i I- 1 4.1
bl :- ord(cI);
bZ 30 ord(c2);
data-ch2C2 to b1*256 + * - 512;

end;
* end;

- ------------------ --------------

procedure RETARDATION MEASUREMENT mfagc -short array;
var retardationl,retardation2:real);
var
denoml, denom2 :real;
i : integer;

begin
for i s= I to 5 do

begin
if *agc~i3 - 0.0 then
begin

halt;

and;

d5nm; : (mag o13 ma:;C33)*(magcC23 agJ3
retardationi := sqrt C24*CmagcEC33*magcE2J)/dnonl);

retardation2 :- sqrt (48* (rsagct32*magcC43) /denotai2);

writoln('retardationZ - 9, retardatios2);
and;

(procedure COPIPARE(data ehi, data ch2: intarray);
var
bigsuu, i,sum:itgr

begin
bigsuu z- 0;

for i :n I to 2048 do
beginI
sum s- data~chl~i3 - data ch2Ci3;
bigsum sa sum *bigsuu;
writeln('C~1 CH2 - ',sum);

and;
writaln('bigsum ',bigsum);

end;)}

(IF num-of-runs mod 2 a I then

rotor ite (ch I refWT)hrfdtc~i)

for i s- I to 20348 do

WResE chrf); t-hli)
andlf n

for i I. to 2040 do

bee i
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diff :- ;bs(data chlC,3 - efl);
wrtl(THS D:FPERENCE IS ,diff); '--

tot-diff :- diff + tot~diff;
and;
writelm(ITHE TOT DIFF IS ',totdlff); *

and;)

- - - - - - - - -- -- - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - -- -- ---

procedure AVEDATA_12 (data-ch1: real array; var dataavech 1:rea!array);%
var
i, j,k : integer;

Samples pr pt , totalnumof pts :inte~et:
y,xl :real;

begi±n
(average the pts harp)
writeln('enter number of pts to be averaged into 11);
readin (samplesperpt);
y I- 2048/samples._per pt;
total nutnofpt :itrunc(y);

writelnC'total number, of pts is',total. numofpts);

for j :- I to total num.ofpts do
beg in

for j :- I to samplesperpt do
begin

k :-samplesprpt*(j-1) +i;
541 x1 +' data-chl~k2;

and;
dataavechl ~j3 :- xl/sampl*%_perpt;
writeln(j,' CHI ',dataavechlCj3);

end; (and j loop)-
end; (end procedure AVE PTS),

procedure GAINCALIBRAT ION (rat ardat ion: real; mage: short array); .%'

var
even rat io uagc, oddrat io~fnagc : short array:
even ratio J,odd ratio.J,J :shortarray;
i, luax, 1 : integer;
dc-che( treal;:~

begin
imax :- 2;
JnC S, retardation, J);,
writln('dc components ','fourie- components'); ,

for k :a 9 to imax do *

begin
dc~check :-(sqr(eagcC2*k~l/J2k*l)sqrmagcC2e(k.l)2/JC2*ck*1u))/4;
writwln(sqr~magcC83),1 ',dccheckd;

end;
writeln('ampl ratio 9,1 besse', fn ratio');
for i sw 0 to imax do

beg in
evenratiomacCi3 s- magcC2*i3/magcCZ*(i+1)7;

odd ratio magci3 -magc(2*i+:i/sgcE2*i+fl;

odd-ratio jCil snJz-k/JZi3,

%1 %'
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end;

procedure ORE S! (data ehtsrealarr-ay;data charealarray,,vetar-dat t.)n*realI;
samplqgfreq:ieaI);

var
gamma, arg,deltal, deita2 treat-,
brat lot, brat ice,ratlot, rat ice :real;
vnum-CoS-pSi, dencosZpsi, psi leal;
deltagammatdeltaarg, ddeltaarg, ggamma, tamp :real;
oinEpst, cos_2psi, sin dal, cosdal,de~l I:real;
k, i, J9start, sstart , aaint :integer;
option : ch ar-;

begin
start :0 0;
for k := start to ZOO do

begin
if (data chZr2.kl 0) 0) and (data ch2C2*k+13 0 6) than

begin
ratiol.: data et~iC2*k3/data ch2C2*k3; (this is pkI

rati*2 :a datachl2k.iJ/data-chC2*k.13; (this i% pI'~i)

arg :w 2*piepnefrq/sanpl ingjfreq;

deltaL: retardation*sinCarg*2*k);
deltaa : retardationesinCarg*(2*k~l));

b-ratiol. co e(deltal) /sin (delt.

nwmcos_2psi :-(ratioieb ratiot - ratJo2*bratio2);
dencos_2psi :brat io2*(;at io2-gamrna) - b~ratiol* (rat iol-gamma);
cas-2psi imnum cos_2psi/dencos_2psi;

sin_2psi amsqrt(1-sqr(cos_2psi));
psi :- (arctan(sin_2psi/cos_2psi))/2;
sin-del :-datachl C2k3*coo(2*psi) /(sin (2*psi) *data~ch2E2*k4);
cosdal sqrt(l-sqr(sindel);

* deli to arctan(sindel/eos-del);
dell Sm I80*de11/pi;
psi to lBS*psi/pi;

* writein(I psi u ',psi,$ del -',dell);
if It ) j then
begin
j to 20 +j
read in;

end;

enid; (end if condition)-I nd;(end for k loop)
and;

b g n for i s -I to 506 dop begin
INITIALIZE(sainplingfreq, retardation);
TR IG_390AD;
PEA0I (addr_390ad, datach 1);
READ 2 (4ddv 39tad, dataci2);
DAEPSI dataechl,datach2, retar-dation, satplngfreql;

end:

% %
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program film (input,output);
-N import complemmath;

Ia 
2 integer;

option zsty-tngCfl;

function cxcos (ascomplex)t complex;
var tempcn~u :complex-,
begin uuica;

temfpcV2um =mlU ~
tempenus I= scmulC-vtempcum)o
teupenum :- add(one,tempcnum);
cxcos :- sq.rt~teupcnun);

end;

function rp (a,b,c,d:complax)s complex;
var cnuutemp tarray Cl. * 3 of complex;
begin
cnuuteupCl2 mul~c,b);
cnumtempC2] mul(a,d);
enuutmpC3l in scmul (-I, cnumtempC23);
enuutuupC43 :- add~cnumtempCl3,cvnumtempC33);
enumteupC53 :m add(cnumtempCl3,cnumtfnpC23);
IrP dvd(cnumtempCtt2,cnumtempC53);

* end;

flanction rs (aqbjc,d:complex)s complex%
var cnuuteup :array El.. 53 of complex;

* begin
CmaumtempC13 in mul Ca, b);
cnumtnmpC23 to mul(c,d);
cnusteupE33 :- mmul (-1,cnuutempC23);
enutempC43 :- dd(cnumtempCl3,cnuwteupC33);
cinuutempC53 add CcnumtwmpCl3, cnuamtempC23);
rs :dvd cenuutemp C42,cnuntmp C53);

end;

procedure ADCDEP(nS,nl,n2scemplex;phiS:real;var A,B,CDEF:complwx);
var
cxsinO,cxsint,cxsin2 :complox;
excoso, excosi, cxcos2 :complex;
r~lprl~p,r@s,rl2s seomplex;
teupD, tempC, tempE, tempF :complex;
i : integer;

begin

cxsinG :- scmul(sin~phiG),n@);
cxsint s- dvd~cxsin@,nl);
cxsin2 in dvd(cusin@,n2)1
cxcovQ in cxcos(cwsin@)j
cxcosl :a cmcos(cxslnl)l
cxcos2 I- cxcos~cxsiv.2);

r~lp am rp~v4,cxco.sI,nl,cxcos*)j
rl2p I- rp(nl,cxCosl,n2,CxCOs2),

NN
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r12s in u1, ICA C.s I, na1 C4CO.2);

A in add~zero,rtllp);
tempoin ulCr01p,rG@.s);
tempo :- mu I(r 12s, tamps)
3 in add(rl2p,tempB);
tempC :- mul(r12p,rels);
C inm ul(v12s,teapC);

ina add(zoro, rOlf)-;
tempE in u1rQ*.p,rl1Zp);%
teupE in mul~r~ls,tempE);
E in add(ri~s,tempE);
tumpF a- mul~r~lp~rl2p);
F s- oul(rl2s,tempF);

end;

-------------------------------------- ------------------ ----------- }
function Ophi(ajb:real;c,d:complwx): complex;
var teupenum sarray Cl. .BJ of complex;

begin
tompcnu.C2 a scoul(sin(a),c);
tempcnuuC] ,m ul(twrupcnurCI,tempcnumCl]);
tempcnuuC33 a. scmul(-1,tempcnuaC23);%%
tempcnuuC42 in uul~d,d);
tempcnuuC53 :- add (tempcnumC33,twmpcnum[43);
tempcnuuC63 in dvd(on*,tempcnumC5));
teupcvaumC7', :- sqrt(tmpcumCS3);
Dphi in scruul~b/2,tempcnumC73); -

and;

function XX~a:compleqb:real): complex; <a-dphilambda, b-thickness>.
const Pi a 3.141592654;,
var

twmpcnvacxarg Icomplex;
bwgin
tempcnuu.re :- 0.8;
tempenuu. im in -2*piob;
exarg s- dvd(tenapcnuu,a);
XX.a-e I- (Wxp(Cxarg.ra))*cOs(cnarq. ii); .'.?

Mi. i. a- C.p(cxarg.rw))*sin(cxarg. im);%
end; %

function altarg (a: complex) :regal;
const pi = 3.141592651
begin

if arg(a) ) pi then
begin 

-aga)altarg s- -abs(2*pi -agal

end
else if aa-g (a) (- pi then

begin
altarg Sm arg(a);

and;
avid;

---------------- --------- - ---------------- ----- }

procedure FtLM_.PSI_.DEL;
conet

pi - 3.141592654;

psidal ph@,lambda, thicknes:el
N

1 
n6, nI, 2, dphilaubda acoasplex; %, v

A,B,C,D,E,F :complex; N.
rows 3compi #N,

N A. N N- %."%
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I, Iwriteln('.enter nG, ni,n2')
read In (nS. P-9, n@. i m, n 1. re, n 1. in2. re, n2. im)

writaln(venter phiO in degr ees and thickness in angstroms');
readln~phiO, thickness);

phiS in phiO.pi/lS0;

n@.e ina 1;
nS.iu in 0;
nl.re in 1.46;
nt.im in 0;
n2.re %- 3.8!;
n2.im a- G.62;
lambda in 6328;

ABCDEF (nG, ni1, n2, phi 0, A, B, C, D, E, F)

dphi lambda in 3phi (phiG, lambda,n8,nl);
writwln('DphiS - ',dphilambda.re,' + j O,dphi lambda. im);

x in XX(dphi~lambda,thickness);

W.tempcnumCIJ a- mul Cx, x);
tempcnumC23 in mul(C,twmpciumtl3);
tmpcnumC33 3w mul(B,x);
tempcnuuE43 an add (t~mpcnuaC23, tempcvaumC33);
tuupcnuaE53 a- add(A,tempcnumC43);,
tempcnuaC63 in ul(F,tempcnumCl3);
tempcnumC73 in mul CE, id;

j tempcnuuCS3 in add (tempcnumC6], tempcnumC73);
teupcnumC93 in add(D,t~anpcnurnrs2);
row indvd(t~mpcnutrC53,tempcnumC93);

wrjteln('row - Irow.re.1 + j ',row.is);

psi in arctan~mag(row));
psi 18 IB*psi/pi;
del amarg(row)*lSS/pl;

writeln(' psi - ,psi,9 del ',e)

end;

procedure FILMTHICKNESS;

pi - 3.141592654;

var
psi, del, phi@, lambda :real;
n@,nl,n2,dphilambda,row :complex;
thicknessl, thickness2 tcomplex;
Ag,,C, DE, F Scomplex;
t empenun' :array Cl. .243 of complex;

mm. begin

ne.r* in 1.6;
nO.1mm in 6.61

'e 1.461

%, .m .m .. .

p * ~ a..~.%
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n2.re so ~a
n2.i. so9.2
lambda t- 6-128;

writoln('.nter phi9');
roadlvn(phiS)l

phiS t- phigopi/180;

A9CDEF (;, n, n2,ph i0, A, 9,C, D, E, F)

writaln('.nter psi and dell);
roadln(psi,dol)s

psi so pi*;Si/183;

row.I-g so (sin(psi)ecos(del))/eos(pui); -

wrtl(fo FILM THICKNESSI row - ',row.re,' + j ',row.im);

t..tPcnuwCl3 :,w nul(rowE);
tompcnu'mr2J so scnmul(-1,tmpcnumCl3);
tompcn~.uC3J add (B, t~mpcnumC23)
tompcnumF.4, : rrl(tcmpcnumC3,tempcnumC3fl; (sqr(B-pE)>.

jwpcnunrCS3 m~uirow,F);
tompcnujmCS3 scw.ul 1-l,tomfpcnumC53);
tew'pcn-im'73 so add (C, teupcnumC63); C (C-pr))

tempcnumc2al mfu I(row, D) I
t;Cr~Uvi9, := Semul(-I, twffpQvumflS));

taffFcnmt103 so addCA,twmpcntumC93); <(A-PD)>-

t*Tpcnum[11) :- mul(tefnperumC73,tompcnumCl03);
tewmpcnumCl23 so scn'ul (-4, ttepcnum~ll3);,
ttwprcr.umC133 so add(ten~pcnumI4),tosmpcnumC123);
teMpcnumuCl4j so sqyvt (tempcvnumElfl);
temtpcrunC157 s semulfC1, teMpcnumCl43);
tompcnunClE. scnul (-IItfw'pcnurmC32);

tempcvwumCI73 r add (itempcnmt6, twtpcnumCl43);
t@,upcnrucS23 I= add (teow'pnumE16, tompcnurnl57);

tempenumCV13 so evd CtompciumCl73, tempcnunC73);
tompc'numE22. d vd (tempcnumE183, tompcnumC71)

te:r.u.r~cr-u :Z w I scrai (14/2, t~mpcnu'.932)
toprur C= scmul (1 /2, t rpcni.Aa C203

WtPJ'r"!.1I -V'(t4PmpCnUuurZ3 );
we~ttnV'x - 'roag (tropcrum':223))

tiieum23 ro- (2*;)1 - arg(twmpcnumC2l3)l/(2*pi);
t*m~pcnu.'Z3.im so (ru'meag(twmpcnumC23)))/(2.pu);

tin.I~num~L-a. :=~p - arg(tawpcnumt22))/(2*pi);
tv#mpc ure24X.im" (ln(maag(twmpcr.umC23)/(2*pi);

dp16_i.h~da O phi (phia, lambda,bn@, nl) I

th i c #noss I u Iu (d piiI ambda, t ffpcnum C233) I
t' .:L~rvss5 :- mu:fphi 1amda,tmpcnumC124N;

.ori ta In VDphi c phI ait a re 'd ph ilIambd a. t );P

9 . 6. Lv~qq.1. v. j, 't h iCknegs1. 1m):

*.- %
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cwVs. tt ci'nesse.rt,' + j 'tM Ieknless..I m);

'V end;

procedure Pt._NTERFPSIDEL;
cor-st pi - 3. 1410.92634;

j war
-%0, nIi, row :complex;
cxsilDcxsinllcxcogo,cxeogl :complex;
f re-neI r-P, frene I rS :complex;
refi.p,ref.s~dlrp,delrs :real;
psi,dol, phiD :real;

begin
mO :- one;
voritelnCV'enter nl. re, ni.im anid phiO')
readln(nI.re,nli. imphiO);,

?hi8* :- pi*phiO/IS0;

cxsine1 s cmul(sin(ph),rS

'S cxcoso cxcos~cxsine);
cCOS1 wcXC.1S'Cxsinl);

fresnelrvp :rp~vn0,cxcosO,n1,cxcosl);
fresvel-rs :-rs(nID,c2c05,nlqcxcosi);,

Ndo!irp :260 - arg(fresnelrp)*1S0/pi;
O'e :-r 360 - arg(fresnelrs)iSS0/pi;

-vfl :- ;3 qr(mag(fresnelrp));

row :dvd (fresnelrp,frosvelrs);

del : l0*del/pi;
psi a- arctaviCmag(row));
psi :- !GZ~pi/pi;

,-I tn('rvflp - ,roflp,' ','refls -~els*
wr.it~nCdlp 19'delrp,1 ',9delv-s I- e~r)
-,-iteln('p~i - ',Psi,' del - ',del);

procedure PL. INTERFNl;

tt ciuu a 2e3;
Pi ; 3.141592654;

var
psi,del,phaS :real;

*ne,nI,row :complex;
cnum array Cl..totcnum3 of complex;

beGin
meoI one;

writoln('enter psi,del,phi0');
read'In(ps',del,phiO);
psi :0 pl~pul/1B0;
deA :- idepp./180;

5%%
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rc.w..eo := (sir.(psi)/coS(Psi))eos(a*l);
row..m a (s(pf)/cos(Ps1))*st,(de1);

crm2 t .: add (on*, row);
cnumC] :a, mul(cnumC1j,cnumC1]);
cnumC3] :a scmul (4, row) ;
cnumC43 :ft dvd(cnumC33,cnumC2)_;

cr.umCS3 in scmul (-sqr(sin(phi0)),cnumC4);
cnumC.3 %is add(onecnumC5);
• .n*.,C7 ' 1 :a' sq rt (cnumC63) ;

cnumCS; :a scmul(sin(phi0)/cos(phiOlcnumC7]);

nt :- mul(nO,cnumC8);
ni.'-. :n abs(ni.re) ;

if abs(nl.im) ( IE-7 then nl.im :- 0;
writeinrn- * ',nl.ret - ',nl.im);

and-,

begin
for i :- 1 to 100 do

begin
ritaln;
writeln('option 0 -- end program');
writeln('option 1 - determine psi & del of a film');
writeln('option 2 -- determine film thickness');
writeln('option 3 -- determine psi & del for a planar interface');
writaln('option 4 - determine nt for a planar interface');
writeln;
writeln('enter option number and hit (enter)');
readIn(option);
if option = 2hr(48) than
begin

halt;
end
else if option - chr(49) then

beginFYLM_PSI.DEL ; ";"

else if option - chr(S) then
begin

FILM THICKNESS;
and

elte if option n chr(51) then del
begin &YV.
PL_rNTEP.FPSIDEL;

@e if option - chr(52) then

PLINTER. NI;
end;

end;
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

By providing a lattice-matching interface layer, .. 4;

epitaxial germanium on silicon combines the ease of silicon

processing with the unique properties of gallium arsenide. -. '

Although gallium arsenide has promising applications in high- .

speed and opto-electronic devices, the superior mechanical and "4'

thermal properties of silicon have prevented gallium arsenide

from becoming competitive with silicon. The epitaxy of

gallium arsenide on silicon solves many of the problems

inherent in gallium arsenide processing; silicon is lighter

and less brittle than gallium arsenide, making it easier to

handle, and silicon dissipates the heat generated by devices .

faster because it has a higher thermal conductivity than

gallium arsenide [1].

Three problems have plagued the epitaxy of gallium

arsenide on silicon. First, gallium arsenide is a ionic

semiconductor while silicon is covalent. To obtain defect-

free epitaxy, the film's first layer must be either all .-

gallium or all arsenic. During growth, however, the gallium -

and arsenic atoms arrive at the surface randomly, precluding

the formation of a monolayer of either atom. Second, the

lattice constant of gallium arsenide is about 4% larger than

that of silicon, causing defects in the deposited layer.

Finally, the thermal expansion coefficients of gallium

arsenide and silicon are different, leading to the generation
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of stress in the epitaxial layer and in the substrate [1,2].

The techniques most frequently used to deposit gallium

. arsenide onto silicon are molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and

metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (CVD). A number of

papers have reported progress toward the growth of device-

quality gallium arsenide on silicon, usually involving a thick

gallium arsenide buffer layer, a deliberately misoriented

substrate, or a germanium buffer layer [1-3].

Despite a large (greater than 4%) lattice mismatch,

epitaxial growth of germanium on silicon should occur easily

because both are covalent semiconductors. Also, germanium has

a thermal expansion coefficient between those of silicon and

gallium arsenide (4]. Consequently, germanium is well-suited

to be a buffer layer between silicon and gallium arsenide.

Previous efforts at depositing germanium onto silicon

have used deposition techniques such as MBE [5], e-beam

evaporation [6], CVD [6], ion beam sputtering [7], or ICB [8-

10]. The first three techniques have resulted in epitaxy, but

at a low (less than iA/s) deposition rate and with a substrate

temperature as high as 4500C. The fourth technique has

resulted in polycrystalline layers at a higher deposition rate

(5-7 A/s) but with a substrate temperature of 4500C.

With this in mind, the ionized-cluster beam (ICB)

technique was applied to the deposition of germanium films on

primarily silicon substrates. The ICB technique is

characterized by the ability to deposit high-quality films at

. . . . .. . .. . ..%*"
:-"-"-"'-:5*Z¢ .- ,? . -, - , -"-- -".-,'--"-'.< - " " -. ' ' '" ,",--" "" %-." "- "-*- -- .- " ."."'-
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relatively low substrate temperatures. Because the ICB

technique allows careful control of the average energy of the

depositing particles, the optimum conditions for film

formation are achievable [8].

The prcvious use of the ICB technique to deposit

semiconductor films onto semiconductor substrates has resulted

in epitaxial films at low substrate temperatures. Table 1.1
1

lists some previous results with this combination of film and

substrate.

Table 1.1. Semiconductor ICB applications [8] -

Film Substrate Comments

Si (111) Si Low temperature (620 0 C)
(100) Si Epitaxial

GaAs GaAs Low temperature (550 0 C)
Epitaxial i%

Ge Si Low temperature
Epitaxial

Previous efforts at depositing germanium on silicon using

ICB have resulted in epitaxial films. The results reported by

Yamagishi et al., however, required high temperature annealing

to achieve epitaxy (9], while the deposition apparatus of

Kuiper et al. [10] is considerably more complex than the

apparatus described by Takagi et al. (11].

The problem as initially faced was to build an ICB system

to utilize a new ion source. The initial phase of the work

involved completing the system and verifying its operation.

J%.
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Thin films of aluminum were deposited and compared with

previously published results and with other deposition

techniques. Due to technical difficulties with the aluminum,

the sequence of germanium depositions was begun.

There are two original contributions in the research

performed and reported in this thesis. The design and

construction of the electrostatic screen, discussed in Chapter

III, is original work. Secondly, the doping of germanium with

aluminum to facilitate the epitaxial formation of a thin film

has not previously been reported. Both the acceleration

screen and the aluminum doping are believed to be essential to

obtain germanium epitaxy under the conditions reported.

Chapter II of this thesis begins by presenting background

theory on the ICB deposition process. A computer analysis of

the electric field in the ICB system is given in Chapter Ill.

The experimental system used is described in Chapter IV,

followed by an outline of the experimental procedure in

Chapter V. Chapter VI contains a summary of the important

conditions and parameters for deposition, as well as the

conditions used for the germanium depositions. Chapter VII

reports the results of the characterization of the germanium

films. Finally, Chapter VIII includes an interpretation of

the results, summarizes the research, and includes some

recommendations for further study.

Included in the appendices are two papers generated as a

result of this research. The first paper was presented at the

-. 27
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International Workshop on Ionized-Cluster Beam Technique in

Tokyo, Japan on June 3, 1986, and covers the work leading up

to the aluminum depositions [12]. The second paper was

presented at the 33rd National Symposium of the American

Vacuum Society in Baltimore, Maryland on October 30, 1986, and

summarizes the germanium deposition results (13]. Also

included in the appendices are the computer programs used for

the electric field analysis and the step-by-step procedures

used to deposit the germanium films.

• .,.'-'' , ,:'d',''' . . -. '/ .',% ... '/ -. " " ".''.". .- " .". . .. ..
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CHAPTER II. THEORY OF IONIZED-CLUSTER BEAM DEPOSITION

The ICB technique uses a three-stage source to generate,

ionize, and accelerate clusters. A schematic representation

of a possible source configuration is shown in Figure 2.1.

The cluster generation region is where the material to be

deposited is formed into clusters. In the ionization region

some of the clusters are given a single positive electronic

charge. The acceleration region is used to impart a large

kinetic energy to the ionized clusters. This kinetic energy

is converted into thermal, sputtering, implantation, and

migration energy when the cluster contacts the substrate, as

depicted in Figure 2.2.

Cluster Generation

A cluster is a loosely-bound aggregate of up to several

thousand atoms. Because a large percentage of its atoms are

located on the surface, a cluster does not behave like a

solid. Because it is loosely bound, a cluster does not behave

like a liquid. A cluster is neither gaseous nor in the plasma

phase. Consequently, clusters have been called "the fifth

state of matter [14]."

The cluster generation for ICB deposition centers around

a closed-top crucible. Typically the crucible is made of

high-density graphite, but another material such as boron

nitride could be used. The crucible has a small circular
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substrate
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shutter

ionization
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* heat shielding crucible

water cooling-- .. picket heater

Figure 2.1. Schematic ICB configuration
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'p IONIZED CLUSTERI
(WITH ACCELERATED SPEED)

SUBSTRATE

SPUTTERING rRTO

Figure 2.2. Effect of cluster energy on the substrate [15]
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nozzle in the center of the top. A heater surrounds the

crucible and provides even temperature control over the -

surface of the crucible.

Three methods of heating the crucible are possible:

radiation, electron bombardment, and induction. Radiative

heating is accomplished by surrounding the crucible with a

filament or graphite picket heater. The heat emitted is

,bsorbed by the crucible. Electron bombardment also uses a

filament surrounding the crucible; however, the electrons

emitted by the filament are accelerated into the crucible

wall. This allows higher temperatures to be achieved than by

radiative heat alone. Inductive heating uses an r.f. voltage

applied to a coil surrounding the crucible to induce currents .4-

in the crucible wall, generating heat within the wall.

Because the crucible is enclosed, the pressure inside is

the same as the vapor pressure of the material it contains. -

Curves of vapor pressure versus temperature have been

determined for the elements; the curve for germanium is shown p'."-

in Figure 2.3. These curves can be fitted to an equation of

the form:
A

logl0P - - + Bxlogl 0T + CxT + DxT2 + E (2.1)
T

where T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin and P is the

pressure in torr [16]. Using five data points from the vapor

pressure curves, the coefficients A, B, C, D, and E can be

determined. Cluster formation occurs when the pressure within

. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . %. . . . . . -. .% %

jk V

4.
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the crucible is of the order of several torr [17]; therefore,

a suitable range for fitting equation 2.1 to the vapor

pressure curves is 10- 2 torr to 102 torr.

The formation mechanism of the clusters is a debatable

topic. Two theories have been proposed--homogeneous

nucleation and heterogeneous nucleation. Homogeneous

nucleation is the condensation of the vaporized material upon

itself, while heterogeneous nucleation requires some sort of

impurity or interface, such as the wall of the crucible.

In the homogeneous nucleation theory, the vaporized

material in the crucible moves into the vacuum region outside

the crucible, forming a supersaturated jet beam that expands

adiabatically, cools, and condenses into clusters. The

condensation process occurs in a region about one nozzle

diameter away from the crucible [18J.

In the heterogeneous nucleation theory, the clusters form

on the walls and in the nozzle of the crucible. As the

material is heated, some atoms land on the walls. If the wall

is too hot, the material immediately re-evaporates. If the

conditions are right, however, the atom remains and acts as a

nucleation site for further atoms. Each atom that arrives

adds its heat of vaporization to the growing cluster.

Eventually, the sum of the heats of vaporization gives the

cluster enough energy to detach from the wall. Because the

pressure in the crucible is higher than the pressure outside

the crucible, there is a flow of material out the nozzle. The

-.-
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detached cluster is swept out of the nozzle by this flow [19].

It should be noted that the heterogeneous theory points

out a weakness of the homogenous theory. As the cluster is

growing in the homogeneous theory, each arriving atom adds its

heat of vaporization to the cluster. If this heat is not

removed, the cluster will obtain enough energy to break apart.

The only way to remove energy is through collisions with other

particles, but the time involved in cluster growth is not

sufficient to support the growth of clusters of the proper

size [19]. By this argument, the heterogeneous nucleation

theory seems to be the stronger of the two.

Further indication that heterogeneous nucleation is more

likely than homogeneous nucleation comes from experimental

data on cluster sources. The size of the clusters measured by

Takagi et al. do not correspond to cluster sizes measured

using nozzle-expansion sources. It is therefore unlikely that

the clusters measured by Takagi et al. were formed by nozzle

expansion; the clusters were formed before exiting the nozzle

(10].

Finally, cluster formation requires a material that does

not wet the walls of the crucible [201. For a graphite

crucible, suitable materials include copper, zinc, gallium,

germanium, arsenic, selenium, silver, cadmium, tin, antimony,

tellurium, gold, mercury, thallium, lead, bismuth, and

polonium. Other materials, including organic materials, have

been deposited using the ICB apparatus, but cluster formation
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has not been demonstrated for many of these materials.

Ionization

After the cluster is formed, it travels upward into the -.

ionization region at supersonic velocity. In the ionization

region electrons are accelerated from a hot filament into the

cluster beam. If an electron collides with a cluster, it will

remove an additional electron from the cluster, giving the

cluster a single positive electronic charge. Due to the weak

binding forces of a cluster, it is presumed that double

ionization will split a cluster because of the Coulombic

repulsion of the charges. Only clusters with a single charge
-

are likely.

The efficiency of electron bombardment for ionization is

low; consequently, only a small percentage of the clusters

become ionized. Therefore, the charge-to-mass ratio of the .

beam after ionization is low. This is an advantage, as the

film may be deposited on an insulating substrate without the

problem of substrate charging [11]. If the substrate becomes

positively charged, future ionized clusters are repulsed.

Acceleration

The ionized clusters may be accelerated by an electric

field created by having a d.c. voltage between the ionization -

region and the acceleration electrode. This el ctrode may be

a separate part of the source, resulting in a short .

acceleration followed by a neutral drift to the substrate, or I
Q

............................................
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it may be the substrate itself, resulting in acceleration the

entire distance to the substrate. Acceleration is an

important part of the ICB process because it allows the

kinetic energy of the cluster beam to be controlled.

Accelerating field

One important consideration for the accelerating field is

that the field be spatially uniform so that. the cluster

experiences an even acceleration force; otherwise, the cluster

might be destroyed. To accomplish this, an electrostatic

screen is placed around the accelerating region to change the

shape of the electric field. A computer analysis of the

electric field with such a screen was done and is discussed in

Chapter III.

Effects of acceleration

Upon impacting the substrate, some of the kinetic energy

of the accelerated clusters is transformed into thermal

energy. This extra energy appears as an increased temperature

of the substrate 111J. Although for many types of depositions

an increased substrate temperature is necessary, in general

this heating is not desired. ICB deposition is designed to

eliminate much of the high temperature processing associated

with thin-film deposition; unwanted substrate heating is

minimized.

The second effect of acceleration is the sputtering of

impurities from the substrate surface [11]. Some of the

-A..
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energy of the incident particles is transferred to the surface

atoms of the substrate, which gain enough energy to leave the

surface. For materials such as silicon which form an oxide

layer, this sputtering is important because it removes the

oxide layer, allowing the deposited material to make direct

contact to the substrate material. The sputtering also cleans

other impurities from the surface, increasing the likelihood

of epitaxial film formation.

The third effect of acceleration is shallow implantation

[11]. Implantation occurs with the particles that have enough

energy to bury themselves into the substrate, in particular

the small accelerated particles such as monomers. These

buried particles form a transitional layer between the

substrate and the deposited film; this transitional layer can

have important mechanical and electrical consequences.

Mechanically, the transitional layer allows the deposited film

to adjust to the crystal lattice of the substrate, increasing

the likelihood of epitaxial growth. Electrically, the

transitional layer provides a low resistance connection

between the substrate material and the deposited material.

The last effect of acceleration is surface migration.

Two theories exist. According to the first theory, the

cluster breaks up into atoms after hitting the substrate.

These adatoms have a large translational velocity and migrate

across the surface of the substrate until they find a

nucleation site. Other adatoms attach to the nucleation site,
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forming islands that build up the deposited film [11]. The

second theory proposes that the arriving clusters behave like

molten droplets that remain in a small blob upon arriving at

the substrate. In this model, there is little migration of

the material being deposited (21].

-2

d
!

-' . . . . . .
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CHAPTER III. COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF THE ACCELERATION
ELECTRIC FIELD

A computer analysis was done to characterize the electric

field in the acceleration region. This analysis was

undertaken to determine the proper geometry and mesh of the

electrostatic screen and to verify the effect of the screen.

Two programs were written, one to solve for the potential

distribution using the relaxation method and one to provide " '

graphical output of the equipotential lines. The programs -

were written in Pascal; the source code listings are in

Appendix C.

Mathematical Theory

The electric potential distribution in a region is

satisfied by Poisson's equation:

v2  -- (3.1)

where t is the electric potential, p is the charge density,

and c is the permittivity. The operator V is the Laplacian

operator and is dependent on the coordinate system used.

Laplace's equation, a special case of equation 3.1, arises

when a region is free of charge and has a constant
O

permittivity:

2 I 0. (3.2)

For the acceleration region, the charge density is very low

due to the low charge-to-mass ratio of the ion beam;

. . ........ . . . .. ... ,N. .. ...
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therefore, using Laplace's equation is reasonable for this

analysis.

In cylindrical coordinates, (r, ,z), Laplace's equation

is:

1 aa a2. a24
-- (r + + 0. (3.3)
r ar ar r2 a, 2  az 2

If there is axial symmetry (no *-dependence), and if the first

term is expanded, equation 3.3 becomes

. 2 s 1 as t 2 s
+ -- a+ 0  (3.4).ar

2  r ar az 2

To solve equation 3.4, finite-difference approximations

are made for the derivatives. Expanding the potential (t)

using a Taylor series about the point (r,z) results in four

equations:

at 1 a2 .
0(r+h,z) - 1(r,z) + h - + - h2 -- + (3.5a)

ar 2! ar2

at 1 a2§
(r-h,z) - t(r,z) - h - + - h2  -3.5b

ar 2! ar2

as 1 a 2
,(r,z+h) - §(r,z) + h - + - h2 - + (3.;c

az 2! az2

as 1 2a 2

(r,z-h) - 0(r,z) - h - + - h2 - -
az 2! az2

Terms with a third or higher derivative of the p- "

neglected. Summing equation 3,5a and equat_-
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*(r~h,z) + t(r-h,z) - 2#(r,z) + h -. _2 (3.6)

Rearranging this leads to:

324 #(r+h,z) + O(r-h,z) - 24(r,z)
- __ ___ ____ ___ ____ __.(3.7)

r2 2

Again using equations 3.5a and 3.5b only this time subtracting

3.5b from 3.5a leads to:

-(~hz *(r-h,z) -2h -(3.8)

ar

* or:

34 f(r+h,z) - f(r-h,z)
m (3.9)

ar 2h

Similarly, adding equation 3.5c and equation 3.5d leads to:

324
4(r,z+h) + *(r,z-h) - 24(r,z) + h2  -(.0

8Z2

which rearranges to give:

a2f *(r,z+h) + f(r,z-h) - 20(r,z)
(3.11)

8z2h

Equations 3.7, 3.9, and 3.11 can be substituted into equation

3.4, resulting in:

f(r,z+h) + 4(r+h,z) + f(r,z-h) + f(r-h,z)
t(r,z)-

4

f(r+h,z) - O(r-h,z) '.

+ h (3.12)
8Br

This is the desired result--an equation that relates the
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potential at a point to the potentials at neighboring points

spaced a distance h away. Additionally, the equation is

simple to solve for any region using a digital computer.

With equation 3.12 and a set of boundary conditions, the

electric field in a region can be approximated. This method

is easily programmed and works well where computation time

considerations do not present a problem.

Outline of the Computer Programs

The first program solves equation 3.12 for a set of

boundary conditions. Two two-dimensional arrays are defined,

one with real-valued elements representing the potentials in

the region and one with Boolean elements representing the

existence of a boundary. A procedure initializes the arrays

with the boundary conditions. The non-boundary elements are

set to a potential of zero. Using zero for the initial

solution at these points usually causes the algorithm to take

longer to converge on the final solution, but the time lost is

offset by the time saved in initializing the array--each

element would have to be entered separately.

In the main loop of the program, repetitive passes are

made through the array, using equation 3.12 to update the

potential at each point. A temporary array is used, so that

all of the updates are made using the values in the original

array. A point located on a boundary is skipped so that its

value does not change. A special boundary exists along the
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center axis; the potential cannot be initialized explicitly.

However, the first derivative of the potential with respect to

r is zero due to the rotational symmetry. Consequently, a

reflection of the point immediately next to the axis is used--

the potential at (-h,z) is the same as the potential at

(+h,z). Therefore, for r-0, equation 3.12 may be rewritten

as:

((0,z+h) + 2t(+h,z) + t(O,z-h)0(0,z) -•(3.13)
4

During the updating process, a record is kept of the

largest change made in any element. After the entire array

has been updated, the maximum change is compared to an error

tolerance. If the change is less than the tolerance, the main

loop is exited; otherwise, the loop is repeated but with the

original and the temporary arrays switched. After the main

loop is exited, the array is output in a readable form. A

standard text file was chosen as the output format, since it

is easily read by either a person or a machine.
The second program presents the data from the first in

graphical form. A useful picture is the lines of equal

potential in the region, or the equipotential lines. The

program reads the data from the text file into an array. An

area of the display device is defined to correspond to the

Vcoordinates of each element in the array, so that the output

will appear as a scaled drawing.

In the main loop the array is scanned twice, first

.. %
.1':~ N NU
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through the r-coordinates and then through the z-coordinates.

The value of the potential at each element is checked to see

if it compares to the desired equipotential line spacing.

When a match is found, a dot is placed on the output device at

the coordinates of the element. To provide a more detailed

output, linear interpolation is made to estimate the potential

between array elements if a match is not made to an element.

After the array has been scanned in both directions, the

output dots form a rough picture of the equipotential lines.

Computation Results

The boundary conditions for the region analyzed are shown

in Figure 3.1. The source is a constant potential block at

the bottom of the chamber. The chamber walls and substrate

are at ground potential, while the source and screen are at

the maximum acceleration voltage, 10kV.

The motivation for writing the computer programs was to

aid the design of the screen and to verify its effect. After

the relative geometry shown in Figure 3.1 was decided upon,

information was needed to decide on a proper mesh for the

screen. A solid screen was undesirable because it would block

the source from view, so four meshes were tried: 4, 2, 1, and

O.5in. The graphical output for these four conditions is

shown in Figures 3.2 through 3.5. The electric field between

the source and the substrate is most evenly spaced for the lin

and 0.5in meshes. A 0.5in mesh screen was chosen because of

% %.. *~* . ~ -
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chamber ceiling

screen (shown as solid)

substrate

centerline

source

base of screen

chamber floor

Figure 3.1. Geometry of the acceleration region
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an availability of materials--0.5in stainless-steel screening

is commercially available.

The ionized clusters will tend to follow the electric

field lines, or lines of electric force, which run

perpendicular to the equipotential lines. By visually

approximating the perpendiculars to the equipotential lines in

Figure 3.5, it can be seen that the screen forces the ionized

clusters toward the center of the substrate. This is an

advantage as it increases the deposition rate and the

acceleration effects.

-
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CHAPTER IV. EXPERIMENTAL IONIZED-CLUSTER BEAM
DEPOSITION SYSTEM

The ICB system used for the depositions is a combination

of a commercially purchased ion source and a custom-built

process chamber. The system is completed by the substrate

handling facilities and the process monitors.

Ion Source

The ion source is mounted at the bottom of the process

chamber on an eight-inch (outside diameter) UHV flange. The

mounted source is pictured in Figure 4.1. The source was

purchased from Eaton Corporation, Beverly, MA, and represents

their second-generation design. Seven feed-throughs on the

mounting flange permit electrical power to be applied to the

source. The three feedthroughs for the acceleration and

ionization are rated for high voltage and low current. The

two crucible heater feedthroughs are rated for high voltage

and high current. The source cooling feedthroughs are rated

for high voltage.

The crucible heating region uses a graphite picket heater

to radiatively heat the crucible. The heater is surrounded by

multiple layers of molybdenum shielding, which is further

surrounded by a water-cooled casing. Above the crucible, a

graphite baffle provides heat shielding and prevents material

from evaporating from the heating region and contaminating the

film.

. % % -'.'.'. '. --- ..- " '- 6 AI% '%I A -"- ..." - ' ".--.-.- ¢ '
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The ionization region uses two tungsten filaments to emit

electrons for electron bombardment. Surrounding each filament

are two concentric cylinders with slots cut axially on the

side facing the cluster beam. A negative voltage is placed on

the filament and inner cylinder with respect to the outer

cylinder so that the electrons are extracted and accelerated

toward the cluster beam.

The acceleration region is the 25cm distance from the

ionization region to the substrate. The source is biased at

the positive acceleration voltage and the substrate is kept at

ground potential.

Four separate power supplies are required to run the ICB

system. A time-proportioning a.c. supply is used for the

crucible heater. Two d.c. switching supplies are used to

provide the high voltages for acceleration and ionization. A

third d.c. switching supply provides the current for the

ionization filament. The rated capacities for the supplies

are given in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1. Source power supply capacities

Supply Voltage Current

Acceleration 10kV lOmA

Ionization Supply 500V 400mA
Ionization Filament 25V 25A
Crucible Heater 40V 150A

The power supply interconnections are shown in Figure

4.2. The crucible heater power supply is connected to the

' "- ".". ' - . "' . -e ," '- -e" - :
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Acceleration+
10kV, lOmA

Ionization Supply

500V, 400mA

Ionization Filament - _c°

25V, 25A

Crucible Heater I
40V, 150A

Figure 4.2. Source power supply interconnections
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source using 15kv 2AWG cable; RG8A/U coaxial cable connects

the ionization and acceleration supplies.

Process Chamber

The process chamber is a custom-built ultrahigh vacuum

(UHV) chamber with a water-cooled exterior surface. The base

pressure of the chamber is about 2x0-8 pa. Two pumping

systems are used--the primary pump is a 10001/s turbomolecular

pump, with additional pumping achieved through the use of a

20001/s titanium sublimation pump (TSP). The TSP is mounted

in a special chamber that is positioned perpendicular to the

process chamber; the TSP chamber is cooled by a water jacket.

The turbo pump is mounted on the lower side of the TSP

chamber.

Mounted on the floor of the process chamber is the4

acceleration screen. A 0.0625in thick circular stainless-

steel base 15in in diameter is supported above the chamber

floor by four ceramic insulators. A 7in diameter hole in the

center allows the source to pass through. The screen is

constructed of heavy-gauge stainless-steel wire with a 0.5in

mesh. The screen extends from the base to about 0.5in below

the height of the substrate.

Substrate Handling Facilities

The substrate is held in a boat made from stainless-steel

sheet metal. Within the process chamber the boat rests on a

0.0625in thick stainless-steel track that is supported by

' e r V e-"?14
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threaded rods extending down from the ceiling of the process

chamber. The track is fully adjustable for height and tilt.

A stop on the track positions the boat so that the substrate

is centered over the source; a three-inch diameter hole is cut

in the track to expose the substrate to the cluster beam.

Three infrared quartz heating lamps are mounted above the

substrate, providing a total heating power of 3600W. Behind

the lamps is a reflector made of a single layer of molybdenum

sheet metal. The'entire heating assembly is built in a

stainless-steel frame. A tube extends through the frame and

the reflector to allow a thermocouple to be positioned on the

back side of the substrate.

Below the substrate is a shutter designed to protect the

substrate from the cluster beam but to leave the process

monitor sensors exposed.

Separated from the process chamber by a gate valve is a

high-vacuum chamber used to introduce the substrate without

cycling the process chamber to atmosphere. A magnetically-

coupled manipulator arm is used to move the substrate boat

between the two vacuum chambers. The load lock is equipped

with a 501/s turbomolecular pump.

Process Monitors

Two sensors are installed in the process chamber to

monitor the vacuum--an ionization gauge and a residual gas

analyzer (RGA). The ionization gauge gives an indication of

.%
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the total pressure, while the RGA uses an r.f. quadrupole mass

filter to determine the partial pressures of the gases in the

vacuum.

The characteristics of the cluster beam are monitored by

two sensors. A Faraday cup is used to measure the current

density of the ion beam, while a second sensor measures the

accumulated thickness of deposited material. The Faraday cup

is a cup-shaped cylinder enclosed in a grounded casing. The

ions collected in the cup cause a current to flow from the cup

to ground. The current density of the ion beam is calculated

by dividing the current by the collection area, 0.71cm2 . The

Faraday cup sensor is mounted on the shutter to allow the

sensor to be positioned in the center of the ion beam. The

deposition rate sensor is mounted to the side of the

substrate; this sensor is a quartz-crystal resonator. The

shift in frequency of an oscillating circuit incorporating the

resonator is calibrated into a thickness signal. By

differentiating the thickness signal with respect to time, the

average rate of deposition is also obtained.

The temperature of the substrate is monitored by a

thermocouple positioned so that it rests on the back side of

the substrate. A manipulator raises and lowers the

thermocouple so that the substrate can be slid in and out.

The signal from the thermocouple is used as feedback to a

temperature controller that adjusts the power to the heating

lamps, maintaining the substrate at a constant temperature.

-.
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CHAPTER V. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The experimental procedure consisted of preparing the

substrate, choosing the deposition parameters, and depositing

the film. The changes made in the system are also described,

with an explanation of how the operating procedure was altered

after each change. A detailed listing of the steps used for

substrate preparation and system operation is given in

Appendix D, so only a brief description is given here.

Substrate Preparation

The substrates were cleaned using a standard cleaning

procedure. Silicon substrates were cleaned in organic

solvents followed by a weak hydrofluoric acid etch to remove

any native oxides, while gallium arsenide substrates were

cleaned in organic solvents followed by a planar etch (221.

The clean substrate was placed in vacuum as quickly as

possible.

Choosing Deposition Parameters

The main parameters to be set during an ICB deposition

are the acceleration voltage, the substrate temperature, the

ionization voltage and current, and the crucible temperature.

The deposition parameters are discussed more fully in Chapter

VI.

Because of the limited number of depositions performed,

the parameter values were adapted from previously reported

P 0
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values and a limited number of theoretical calculations.

Previous attempts by Yamagishi et al. to deposit germanium

films using ICB deposition indicated that low acceleration

voltages and substrate heating resulted in the best

crystallinity of the deposited film (9]. For these

depositions, higher acceleration voltages (2.4kV) without

substrate heating were initially tried. Later attempts used

lower voltages (0.5kv) and substrate heating. The ionization

voltage and filament current were set to maximize the emission

current, to ionize the highest percentage of the clusters

possible.

To determine a suitable crucible temperature, the

germanium vapor pressure curve (Figure 2.2) was fitted to an

equation as described in Chapter II. The values used are

listed in Table 5.1. The coefficients obtained for the

equation are given in Table 5.2. Using these coefficients,

the crucible temperature was chosen to be in the range 1775-

19000C (2048-2173K), corresponding to a germanium vapor

pressure in the range l-3torr. Initially the crucible

temperature was adjusted until a certain rate of deposition

was obtained; for later depositions, the crucible temperature

was set without regard to the deposition rate.

System Operation

Despite the changes made in the system, the basic steps

to perform a deposition remain relatively unchanged from the

00 '%-'%- - % % . "% % '"% . -%- - -"" '' ' '" "' " ""' ' '""""" "" 'e
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Table 5.1. Vapor pressure of germanium [16]

1670 0.01

1830 0.1
2050 1.0
2320 10.0
2680 100.0

Table 5.2. Germanium vapor pressure coefficients

oefficient value

A -5.06638668673 x105
a -1.58059487121 x103

C 3.18516683619 x10 -1
D -2.4434021124 x10 - 5

E 4.93140675383 x10 3

first procedure used. Before anything is begun, it is

important to check all the cooling systems--water cooling for

the process chamber, ion source, and deposition monitor, and

forced-air cooling for the ion source feed-throughs. After a

I substrate is in place in the process chamber, the substrate

• temperature controller is set to the desired temperature.

• This is done so that the substrate is as clean as possible;

i the heat treatment ensures that contaminants such as water

will be minimized.

while the substrate is heating, the ion source is warmed

up. The crucible heater is set directly to the desired

current. Due to the large time constant of the picket heater

the crucible warms up slowly, reaching an equilibrium

temperature in about 15 minutes. The acceleration and

Ir
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ionization supply voltages are also set directly to the

desired voltage. After the ionization supply is set, the

ionization filament can be adjusted for the desired emission

current.

Once the system has reached equilibrium, the deposition

conditions can be adjusted to obtain the desired parameters.

Deposition rate, Faraday cup current, and ionization current

are the most important parameters. After everything is as

desired, the shutter is opened and the deposition begun. All

the parameters are recorded; Figure 5.1 shows a form useful

for this. The form has sufficient columns to allow the

4P

conditions to be recorded at the start and end of the

deposition and at two intermediate times. This is important

in case the conditions change, either by operator adjustment

or by system instability.

After the deposition, the shutter is closed. The

substrate heaters are shut off first, to prevent any undesired
4

*. annealing of the film. The ion source is ramped down by first

turning off the crucible heater; again, the time constant is

large enough that the heater can be shut off without any

delay. The ionization filament is shut off, followed by the

ionization supply and the acceleration supply. The system is

allowed to cool for several hours after which the cooling

systems are shut off. The substrate can be removed at any

time, but to minimize thermal stress it is best to leave it in

the process chamber until it has cooled.

I12
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IONIZED CLUSTER DEAN DEPOSITION

Sample ID: Material/Substrate:

Date: Operator:

Acceleration V V

SI A

Ionization V V

I mA

Filament V v

I I A

Crucible P kV

I A

T SC

Substrate T "C

Pressure Pa

Deposition Rate A/s

Elapsed Time m:s

Thickness* A

Notes:

FdFigure 5.1. Form for recording deposition conditions
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System Configurations
During the sequence of depositions performed, several

system configurations were used. Each configuration change

was due either to a breakdown, such as a burned-out filament,

or to an improvement, such as a better substrate thermocouple

arrangement.

After three germanium depositions, the ionization

filament was replaced. The new filament operated similarly to

the original one. Prior to beginning the germanium

depositions, the ion source had been used for aluminum

depositions; after eight germanium depositions the source was

partially cleaned, removing an accumulation of aluminum and

germanium. After eight and ten depositions, the crucible

nozzle was cleaned to remove deposits of germanium that had

condensed in and around the nozzle, effectively plugging it.

None of these changes aflected the operating conditions.

Finally, after twelve depositions, the substrate track was

completely reworked to allow the Faraday cup to be attached to

the shutter. This was done so that the ion current could be

measured in the center of the ion beam; the change did not

affect the operating conditions.
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CHAPTER VI. DEPOSITION PARAMETERS AND CONDITIONS

The important parameters for ICB deposition are divided

into information about the particles, the deposition

conditions, and the system configuration [20]. With complete

information about these parameters, it is theoretically

possible to duplicate the conditions and reproduce the

deposition. The first three sections of this chapter discuss

these parameters; the last section summarizes the conditions

for the germanium depositions.

Important Parameters

Of primary importance in ICB deposition are the

particles. To totally characterize the deposition,

information on the neutral flux, the ionized flux, the size

distribution, and the energy of the particles must be known.

Measuring these quantities, however, is not trivial. For

example, a technique such as time-of-flight mass spectrometry

can be used to determine the size distribution of the ionized

particles, but this is not necessarily the size distribution

of the neutral particles. Larger particles might be more

likely to become ionized.

Using the data available with the present system,

estimates of the average particle size and the energy per atom

can be made. The first calculation requires the rate of

deposition, the Faraday cup current, and an estimate of the

%- .............. ...
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ionization percentage, while the second calculation requires

the rate of deposition, the Faraday cup current, the crucible

temperature, and the acceleration voltage.

Average particle size
The current density (A/cm2 ) is the effective atomic

charge for a particle in the cluster beam (C/atom) multiplied

by the atomic flux at the substrate (atoms/s-cm2 ). The

effective atomic charge is simply given by:

p
effective atomic charge - q (6.1)

n

where p is the ionization percentage, n is the average cluster

size (atoms), and q is the electronic charge (q-l.6xlO-1 9C).

The atomic flux at the substrate is the rate of deposition

divided by the volume of a single atom. The atomic volume

(A3 ) is calculated using the material density, d (g/cm3), and

the atomic mass, M (amu):

1.661x10-24 g 1 10 2 4A 3

atomic volume - V - x M x - x

amu d cm 3

M
or V - 1.661 --. (6.2)

d

Therefore, the atomic flux is:

r 1016A2

atomic flux - - x (6.3)
V cm2

where r is the deposition rate (A/s). Multiplying equation

6.1 and equation 6.3 gives the current density, J:

..- '
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p 1016 rd
J -- q (6.4)

n 1.661M

Rearranging leads to:

p i
- - 1.661xl0- 6 - 1 (6.5)
n rdq

which gives the ratio of the ionization percentage to the

average particle size as a function of the Faraday cup current

density and the rate of deposition.

Energy per atom

Let the energy of an un-ionized particle at the substrate

be En and the energy of a singly ionized and accelerated

particle be Ei. If the units are electron volts (eV) and the

average particle size is n atoms, then:

v
Ei - En + - (6.6)

n

where v is the acceleration voltage. The effective energy per

particle arriving at the substrate is then the energy of the

ionized particles multiplied by the percentage of ionized

particles plus the energy of the un-ionized particles

* multiplied by the percentage of un-ionized particles, or:

E - pEi + (l-p)En (6.7)

where p is the ionization percentage. Substituting equation

6.6 into equation 6.7 leads to:

• - . . . . • . .. . ° . - .% . . . , . . • • • . " . , - -- ,
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P ,

* p
E - v + En. (6.8)

n

It is of note that this expression does not require the

percentage of ionization to be known, only the ratio p/n. For

molecular beams, the energy per particle is the thermal energy

(101: ",6

3 kT
En - -- " (6.9)

2 q

Substituting equations 6.5 and 6.9 into equation 6.8 gives the

desired result:

p 3 kT
E - --v + - -(6.10)

n 2 q

which relates the energy per atom at the substrate to the

acceleration voltage, the crucible temperature, the Faraday

cup current density and the deposition rate.

The energy per atom at the substrate is important because

it affects the film growth condition. If a particle is too

energetic, it will cause damage to the film or the substrate.

If a particle is not energetic enough, it will not adhere

strongly to the substrate. The optimum energy range is 0.1-

100eV/atom [151.

The second set of important parameters are the deposition

characteristics: the flux uniformity, the substrate area, the

substrate temperature, and the film thickness. All of these

are easily recorded or measured. The flux uniformity can be

% %. %
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determined by measuring the thickness variation over a large-

area substrate. The substrate area is simple to calculate or

measure. Care should be taken that the substrate temperature

measurement accurately reflects the actual substrate

temperature. The thickness of the deposited film is measured

using a quartz crystal deposition monitor, with confirmation

made by a stylus-type thickness profiler.

The third set of parameters are the system parameters.

These parameters describe the physical setup of the deposition

apparatus and the operating values for the ion source. The

dimensions of the crucible nozzle, the crucible temperature,

the ionization extraction voltage and emission current, and

the source-to-substrate separation all fall under this

category. All are easily measured.

Deposition Conditions

A sequence of 17 germanium depositions was made;

conditions for each deposition are given in Table 6.1. As

discussed in Chapter IV, the system configuration was changed

several times. Because of these changes, it was impossible to

optimize the deposition conditions.

Table 6.2 shows the ratio of the ionization percentage to

the average particle size and the energy per atom (as

discussed above) for the depositions made with the Faraday cup

installed. The cluster size estimate is based on 5%

ionization.
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Table 6.1. Deposition conditions

Acceleration Ionization Crucible
ID Substrate Voltage Voltage Current Temperature

V V MA OC

88 p-Si 2000 500 39 1800

89 GaAs 3000 500 40 1890

90 n-Si 500 500 40 1900

***** Ionization filament replaced

91 n-Si 2500 500 41 1900

92 n-Si 500 500 41 1820

93 n-Si 0 500 40 1830

94 n-Si 500 500 40 1850

95 n-Si 1000 500 40 1900

***** Crucible nozzle plugged

96 n-Si S00 500 40 1770

97 p-Si 500 500 40 1850

98

***** Crucible nozzle plugged

99 n-Si 2500 500 50 1775

100 n-Si 500 500 50 1795

**** Substrate track replaced

101 n-Si 500 500 50 1825

102 n-Si 500 500 50 1830

103 n-Si 2000 290 25 1810

104 n-Si 3000 100 1 1825

105 n-Si 500 500 50 1825

- ~ ~~ - - A- -- - -
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Substrate Rate of Faraday Cup
Temperature Deposition Thickness Current Rate

°C A/s A uA/cm 2  A/s

1.1 5000

200 1.5 5100

380 2.3 5000

400 2.3 5000

405 1.3 5000

400 0.9 5000

300 1.0 5229

300 0.5 4547

400 1.3 10760

400 1.1 5002

450 1.4 5000

500 1.6 5100

400 2.0 15600 0.45 2.5

400 2.0 4800 0.35 2.0

400 1.9 4800 3.00 1.9

495 2.5 4400 1.00 2.5

>550 2.8 6700 0.35 2.8

gj
-- ,~ S.- 5- 5
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Table 6.2. Particle size and average particle energy

ID# n/p (atoms) n (atoms) E (eV/atom)

101 394 20 1.50
102 406 20 1.47
103 45 2 44.7
104 177 9 17.1
105 568 28 1.12

The crucible used for the depositions was made of high-

density graphite with a nozzle 1mm long by imm in diameter.

Acceleration was over the entire 25cm source-to-substrate

separation. The boat in which the silicon substrates were

held exposed a 2.5in diameter opening to the ion beam,

resulting in a substrate area of approximately 32cm 2 . Due to

its smaller size, the gallium arsenide substrate only exposed

a lin diameter circle to the ion beam, for a substrate area of

5cm 2 .

_ ~~~~ ._ ._ .% . .K: : 4 § . :. ..
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CHAPTER VII. CHARACTERIZATION OF DEPOSITED FILMS

The germanium films were analyzed for both mechanical and

electrical characteristics. Visual inspection, X-ray

diffraction, and Auger electron spectroscopy were used to

determine the mechanical characteristics, while four-point

probe measurements were used to determine the electrical

characteristics. The data collected for the film

characteristics are presented in Table 7.1.4.
4.

Mechanical Characteristics

The first observation that is made about any thin film is

the surface condition. A shiny appearance indicates a smooth

surface, while a hazy appearance indicates a rough surface.

No conclusions could be made from these observations other

than the surface condition did not indicate anything about the

film quality, either mechanically or electrically.

To determine the crystalline structure, X-ray diffraction

techniques were employed. Two techniques were used--a

standard diffractometer technique and a special technique

using a Buerger precession camera that gives an undistorted

representation of the reciprocal space for both the film and

the substrate [23,241.

A standard X-ray plot of 2e is shown in Figure 7.1 for a

single-crystalline sample. Figure 7.2 is a 29 plot for a

polycrystalline sample. This technique provides a measure of

-'-.
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Table 7.1. Results of characterizations

AESa
IDt Surface X-ray Buerger X-ray Al C 0

e 8 smooth amorphous

89 smooth (100) (100) epitaxial

90 rough (100) (100) epitaxial 11/9 2

91 rough

92 rough (100) (100) epitaxial 7/x x x

*1 93 smooth (100) (100) epitaxial 10/2 2 2

94 smooth poly 16/x 2

95 rough (100) preferred 21/4 1 x

96 rough polycrystalline x/x 2

97 rough polycrystalline .1 .1

98

99 rough

100 rough

101 smooth polycrystalline 6/x 2

102 smooth polycrystalline

103 smooth polycrystalline 7/x 1 x

L 104 smooth

105 smooth (100) epitaxial

aaximum percentage listed for aluminum, carbon, and

oxygen. For aluminum, the form is surface/bulk. An "x*
indicates the level is below the AES detection level.

/ . o . .* . , ' '

.'3 ' "" "l ' * ' ' "-, - ''" ' " . .... """~: 
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Doping Atomic %
Resistivity Concent ation Dopant

mg•cm cm-

0.32 3xlO 2 0  0.7

0.32 3xlO 2 0  0.7

0.38 2xlO 2O 0.5

0.46 IX10 2 0  0.2

0.82 5X1019 0.1

0.42 1x1O20 0.3 j.
50.5 lxI01 7  0.0002

24.6 3x101 7  0,0007

1.3 2x10 19  0.05

1.3 2x101 9  0.05

1.1 2x101 9  0.05

1.2 2x10 19  0.05

0.66 7x10 9  0.2 

*~~~~~~ %. %*~ *.~-J $ ~
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Figure 7.1. X-ray diffraction plot for a single-
* crystalline film
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Figure 7.2. X-ray diffraction plot for a polycrystalline
film
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the crystallinity, in this case (100) orientation for the

single-crystalline sample and (100), (110), (111), and (311)

for the polycrystalline sample, but it does not provide

information about the orientation of the film's lattice with

respect to the substrate's lattice. For this information, the

Buerger camera technique was invaluable. A picture resulting

from this technique is shown in Figure 7.3; a diagram indexing

the dots is shown in Figure 7.4. The double dots in the

photograph are the lattice sites of atoms. The inner dot

corresponds to a germanium atom, the outer to a silicon atom.

For a polycrystalline sample, rings are observed instead of

dots.

The impurity concentration of some of the films was

measured using depth-profiling Auger electron spectroscopy

(AES). A plot of the relative concentrations versus

sputtering time (depth into the sample) is shown in Figure

7.5. The levels of oxygen and carbon are below the

instrument's detection level, as is the aluminum trace. For

the samples doped with aluminum there was typically 5-20%

aluminum on the surface but less than 1% (the resolving

capability of the AES instrument) in the bulk of the film.

Electrical Characteristics

The resistivities of the films were measured using the

four-point probe technique and the data used to determine the

doping concentrations. The doping concentrations were

--% --- %'- L% - %L L% -% - ". ". % % % % % ". '. -, . --' '% • --, .- % '- .' '. , -
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\.1

Figure 7.3. Buerger precession camera photograph for a
single-crystalline film
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Figure 7.5. Auger electron spectroscopy depth profile
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obtained using Figure 7.6, a plot of resistivity versus doping

concentration. Assuming only one dopant, the atomic

percentage of the dopant in the film is easily calculated from

the doping concentration by using the density and the atomic

mass of germanium. The density of atoms in germanium is:

5.35g 1 mole 6.022xlO 2 3 atoms
x x 4.44x102 2 cm- 3 . (7.1)

cm3  72.59g 1 mole

The atomic fraction of the dopant is then the ratio of the

doping concentration to the density of germanium atoms:

doping concentration
atomic fraction - (7.2)

4.44x102 2cm 3

The atomic percentage of dopant is the atomic fraction

multiplied by 100.

As shown in Figure 7.7, the solid solubility limit of

aluminum in germanium is less than 1 atomic percent. This

corresponds in magnitude to the values obtained by measuring

the resistivities of the germanium films. Considering the AES

data that indicates a relatively high concentration of

aluminum on the surface of the films, it is speculated that

the aluminum only dopes the films up to the solid solubility 0

limit; excess aluminum accumulates on the surface of the

sample. In actuality, the germanium probably diffuses through

the surface layer of aluminum after being deposited.

%.
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Figure 7.6. Resistivity of germanium as a function of
doping concentration [25]
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CHAPTER VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The film characteristics presented in Chapter VII

indicate that epitaxial germanium films are possible using low

substrate temperatures, if a small amount of aluminum is

present in the film. The aluminum presumably changes the

lattice parameter of the germanium, allowing it to match the

lattice of the substrate.

Films numbered 101 and greater reflect an attempt to vary

the amount of aluminum in the crucible with the germanium.

Presumably, a certain percentage of aluminum is required to

obtain epitaxy at a given substrate temperature. Another

variable was introduced at the same time as the new crucible

alloy--the substrate track was rebuilt to allow the Faraday

cup to be mounted on the shutter. The temperature of a

substrate is always difficult to measure, and there is little

confidence that the temperature readings before the reworking

are comparable to those after. An even more recent reworking

configured the thermocouple to contact the back side of the

substrate, but no depositions have been performed with this

configuration.

The results, however, indicate that excellent films were

obtained. The epitaxial films varied somewhat in quality, but

represent some of the best germanium on silicon reported. In

addition, film number 105 shows that epitaxy is achievable

using an aluminum-germanium alloy (Al-Ge, affectionately

:."-.'. "-.VL-. % L,'.i. J. k '¢i .-.-€_'" "2 ,- -- " " '-'','.,"" - -." " - ?'.','-'-. ".'-". " " J i
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dubbed "algae") for the source material. Because of this, the

results presented are an important and original contribution

to thin-film technology.

To continue this research, more films need to be

deposited with emphasis on developing a pattern in the

deposition parameters. In particular, the substrate

temperature, crucible temperature, and average energy per atom

are considered important. No conclusions can be made about

the data obtained using the Faraday cup at this point due to

the lack of information about the films and the small data

set. Further work also needs to be done to explore the role

of the aluminum in obtaining epitaxy. A study of the quality

of the crystallinity versus aluminum concentration would be

interesting. A study of the role of the aluminum at the

germanium-silicon interface would also be interesting;

lattice-imaging techniques would be very useful for this.

To really develop the ICB technique to its fullest
4-

extent, further data should be collected on the deposition

parameters. A time-of-flight mass spectrometer capable of

measuring the cluster size distribution would provide more

insight into the average energy per atom. A technique also

needs to be developed to determine if the ionized-cluster size

distribution is the same as that for un-ionized particles.

Finally, the theory needs to catch up with the practice.

The ICB technique deposits high-quality films. The technique

is currently useful, but to be fully developed, the formation

41 - r, ~...
%
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of clusters and the effect of acceleration need to be explored

and explained.

I
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APPENDIX A. ALUMINUM AND GERMANIUM THIN FILMS DEPOSITED
IN AN ULTRAHIGH-VACUUM IONIZED-CLUSTER BEAM
SYSTEM

Abstract

Aluminum was deposited on (100) p-doped silicon using the

ionized-cluster beam deposition method. Deposition was done

at 1.0kV acceleration with a crucible temperature of 1700*C in

a UHV chamber which can attain 2x10-8Pa (1.5x10-1 0 torr)

ultimate pressure. Pressure during deposition was 2.6xl0-5Pa

(2x10- 7 torr). The impurity concentrations and the interface

characteristic of the films were analyzed by depth-profiling

Auger electron spectroscopy, the crystal orientation by X-ray

diffraction, and the electrical resistivity and the thickness

variation by four-point probe measurements. The results

indicated a (110) crystal orientation and no impurity
.

concentration greater than 0.1%. The interface region

consisted of an aluminum-silicon mixture about 500A thick.

For a film thickness of 5500A the sheet resistance was

0.065/a, corresponding to a resistivity of 3.6mg-cm, about

130% of the bulk value for aluminum. The thickness variation

was 6% over the surface of a three-inch wafer. Also deposited

were thin films of germanium on (100) n-doped silicon and
-t

(100) semi-insulating gallium arsenide substrates. Crucible

temperatures were in the range 1850-19000C. Analysis of these

films is at present only qualitative, but suggests that a

substrate temperature of 400 0C and an acceleration voltage of

...

% %
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3.0kV are required for a good film, as determined by optical

inspection.

Introduction

Ionized-cluster beam (ICB) deposition is a thin-film

deposition technique first reported in 1972 by a group of

researchers at Kyoto University in Japan [1). The technique

is characterized by the ability to deposit high-quality films

at low substrate temperatures (2]. Metals, semiconductors,

and insulators have successfully been deposited onto a variety

of substrate types using the ICB process (3-7].

This paper describes an experimental ICB system recently

installed and now in operation at Iowa State University. The

system is unique because of its ability to operate in the

ultrahigh vacuum region, because of its in situ sensors, and

because of its inclusion in a unique thin-film deposition and

analysis facility. With this facility, thin-films can be

deposited and analyzed by several different techniques without

exposing the substrate or film to non-vacuum conditions.

To test the operation of the ICB system attempts were

made to reproduce some of the results reported by Takagi et

al. Therefore, thin films of aluminum were deposited onto

silicon. These films have been analyzed for crystal

orientation, impurity concentration, film-substrate interface

characteristics, thickness variation, and electrical

properties. The results of these analyses are presented here.

,, .*, , ' ' ' Z ol' ,' . . o.4''.§ .. . , . ,:- :.." " . ., . .. , . . . .- . . - - .. . . . ., . . , . ... ., ... , .. , ,_- .. .. .,-',.,..., :., , ,., ..... : .. ,,J,... r,.,,,.-.",
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In addition, thin films of germanium have been deposited onto

silicon and gallium arsenide; the preliminary results of these

depositions are also reported.

Experimental System

A schematic diagram of the ICB system is shown in Figure

A.l. The ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) chamber was custom-built.

The chamber is a stainless-steel cylinder with removable end

plates and a water-cooled exterior surface. The vacuum is

e" maintained by a 1000 liter/second turbomolecular pump and a

titanium sublimation pump. A base pressure of 2xl0-8Pa

(l.5xlO-1 0 torr) has been achieved with this system. Analysis

of the vacuum with an r.f. quadrupole mass-analyzing

spectrometer indicates that the residual gases are mainly

hydrogen and water vapor.

The ionized-cluster source used in the system was

purchased from Eaton Corporation, Beverly, MA, and represents

their second-generation design. The casing of the heating

.' section is water-cooled to minimize heat radiation from the

source into the process chamber. Heating of the crucible is

radiative, using a graphite picket heater. The heater is

capable of dissipating 6kw, corresponding to a crucible

temperature in excess of 2300 0 C. Ionization of the clusters

is by electron bombardment. The source-to-substrate distance

is 25cm. Acceleration of the ionized clusters is over this

entire distance; the source is maintained at the acceleration

%~ %. % . . . .
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potential while the substrate is grounded. The geometry of

the acceleration region was designed for linearity of the

electric field.

Ir a departure from the Eaton design, the source is

sublimation chamber

magnetic
manipulator

gate valve

Figure A.1. ICB system schematic diagram

Dt
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mounted on an eight-inch (outside diameter) UHV flange. This

arrangement permits easy installation of the source into the

high-vacuum chamber and allows interchangability of sources.

This not only lessens the down-time should a source fail, but

also permits removal of one or more sources from the triple-

source ICB now being constructed at Iowa State University

while leaving the remaining sources operational. It also

allows the use of alternative source designs, such as the

inductively-heated source now being built at Iowa State

University.

Sensors are installed in the ICB system to monitor and

control the vacuum system and the deposition parameters.

Vacuum monitoring is achieved through a residual-gas analyzer

(RGA). The RGA has an r.f. quadrupole mass analyzer and an

electron multiplier for maximum sensitivity. A deposition

monitor provides information regarding the rate of deposition

and the accumulated film thickness; its sensor is mounted next

to the substrate. A Faraday cup is also mounted near the

substrate to detect the current density of the incident

ionized clusters. If an assumption is made regarding the

percentage of ionization, an estimate of the average cluster

size can be made using the Faraday cup current and the

deposition rate. Finally, infrared heating lamps are mounted

above the substrate and permit the substrate to be heated up

to 500 0 C. Regulation of the substrate temperature is by a I
time-proportioning temperature controller.! N'

a . .
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Presently the ICB system is equipped with a high-vacuum

load lock for the introduction of substrates without the loss

of vacuum in the process chamber. The load lock is isolated

from the process chamber and from the room by pneumatic gate

valves. The load lock is equipped with a separate

turbomolecular pump, capable of attaining a vacuum of 1xl0-4Pa

(7.5xl0-7torr). Movement of the substrate transport-vehicle

is by a magnetically-coupled manipulator arm.

The load lock, however, is only the first section of the

transfer-tube system of the total thin-film facility. A

diagram of the planned facility is given in Figure A.2. When

completed, substrate preparation, thin-film deposition, and

analysis will be integrated into a single ultrahigh-vacuum

facilit.y housed in a clean room. Each section of the transfer

tube will be isolated by gate valves and will have a separate

vacuum pump; substrates will be loaded into a transport

vehicle that will be moved through the tube by remote-control

manipulators.

The substrate preparation section of the facility will

consist of a substrate loading atea and a substrate cleaning

system. The substrate loading area will be under a laminar-

flow clean bench to reduce particulate contamination as much

as possible. The substrate cleaning system will allow an

atomically-clean substrate to be prepared by sputter etching.

Since the entire transfer-tube system will be maintained at or

below 10-8Pa (10- 1 0 torr), a substrate so cleaned will remain

I.

W ~ ~ ~. . -
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relatively free of native oxides or other contaminants.

Three deposition systems are planned for the facility:

the ICB system, the triple-source ICB system, and a sputter-

deposition system. The triple-source ICB system will have

three completely independent sources and will be used to

deposit compound materials; this system is under construction.

The sputter-deposition system is operational and is currently

being tested by d.c. magnetron sputtering of aluminum.

Finally, three separate analysis systems will be

included. For surface analysis of thin films, the low-energy

electron energy loss spectrometer will be used. The LEELS

system is now operational and will be used to study the

formation mechanisms of thin films. Because of the unique

ultrahigh-vacuum transfer tube, a substrate can be moved into

the LEELS analysis chamber without oxidizing the surface of

the substrate or the film. Therefore, a very short deposition

time may be used to form small nucleation regions on a

substrate, which can then be safely moved into the LEELS

system where the nucleation mechanisms can be studied. The

depth-profiling Auger electron spectrometer is for

compositional analysis of the deposited films. Because of its

three-dimensional scanning ability, detailed information about

the film content and the film-substrate interface region can

be obtained. This system is also operational. Due to its

high resolution, the secondary-ion mass spectrometer (SIMS)

will be used for thin-film dopant analysis when it is
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installed.

In addition to the separate analysis systems, several in

situ analysis systems are planned for the ICB deposition

systems. Work is being done on a high-speed ellipsometer that

will allow real-time analysis of the film thickness and

dielectric constant during deposition. Also planned is a

reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) instrument

for each of the ICB systems. This will allow crystallinity

information to be obtained during deposition. Finally, a

time-of-flight mass spectrometer is being designed to measure

the cluster sizes during deposition. This should provide a

greater understanding of the cluster formation mechanisms and

the effect of cluster size on the deposited film.

Experimental Procedure

All of the films were deposited onto substrates with

(100) crystal orientation. For the aluminum depositions,

three-inch diameter p-doped silicon wafers with a resistivity

in the range 0.1-30Q-cm were used. The wafers were cleaned

using a standard cleaning procedure consisting of an organic-

solvent cleaning followed by an etch in 10% hydrofluoric acid

(HF) to remove native oxides. Immediately after the HF etch,

a wafer was placed into the transport vehicle in the load lock

and pumped to high vacuum.

The procedure for the germanium depositions was very

similar. For the depositions onto silicon, three-inch
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diameter n-doped wafers with a resistivity in the range 5-

9Q-cm were used. The preparation of the wafers was identical

to the above procedure. The depositions onto gallium arsenide

were onto one-fourth of a two-inch diameter wafer. The

cleaning procedure for the gallium arsenide wafers consisted

of the organic-solvent cleaning, followed by a three-minute

planar etch [8]. Again, the substrate was immediately placed

into the transport vehicle and pumped to high vacuum.

During depositions, the crucible was maintained at a

constant temperature, corresponding to a pressure within the

crucible of several torr. In the region of interest, the

vapor pressure versus temperature curves can be fitted to a

general equation of the form [9]:

A
logl0 p - - + Bxlogl0T + CxT + DxT

2 + E (A.1)
T

where p is the pressure in torr and T is the temperature in

degrees Kelvin. Five data points were used to determine the

coefficients A, B, C, D, and E, covering the region from

0-2 torr to l02 torr. The coefficients for aluminum and

germanium are given in Table A.l.

Table A.I. Vapor pressure coefficients

Aluminum Germanium

A -5.0366653535 -5.06638668673 x10 5

B -1.85288160827 -1.58059487121 x10 3

C 4.38665343031 3.18516683619 x10-1
D -3.94690713839 -2.4434021124 x10- 5

E 5.64958363239 4.93140675383 x10 3

. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .
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While depositing material, the chamber pressure was

maintained as low as possible, but due to outgassing rose as

high as 3xl0-5pa (2xlO-7 torr). Even at this pressure,

however, the resulting film was free of impurities as measured

by Auger electron spectroscopy. Difficulty was encountered in

maintaining a lower pressure during depositions because of the

frequent cycling of the vacuum chamber to atmospheric

pressure. As will be noted below, problems with the crucible

during the aluminum depositions led to the venting of the UHV

chamber after every deposition.

The remaining parameters varied were the acceleration

voltage and the substrate temperature. The acceleration

voltage was varied from 0-1.0kv for the aluminum depositions

and from 0.5-3.0kV for the germanium depositions. The

substrate was not heated while depositing aluminum but due to

the thermal heating effect of the energetic clusters and

radiative heating from the ion source the substrate

temperature typically rose to about 150 0 C. Three substrate

temperatures were used during the germanium depositions:

183 0 C (maximum), 200 0 C, and 4000C.

Analysis and Results

Aluminum

Aluminum on silicon is of technological interest for

metallization of semiconductor devices. However, due to

difficulties encountered with molten aluminum in the graphite

-.--
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crucible, few films of aluminum could be deposited. Molten

aluminum is highly reactive with graphite, leading to the

formation of aluminum carbide and the plugging of the crucible

nozzle. Figure A.3 shows a polished cross-section of a

plugged crucible nozzle at 50x magnification. The nozzle is

filled mostly with aluminum, but grains of some other material
V.

are plain. These grains are believed to be aluminum carbide,

formed by the reaction of the hot aluminum with the carbon

walls of the crucible.

Figure A.3. Cross-section of plugged crucible nozzle

Growth conditions for the best aluminum film obtained are

presented in Table A.2. Analysis was performed by four

techniques. The crystalline orientation of the film was

0-

,.°

°-
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determined by X-ray diffraction. Depth-profiling Auger

electron spectroscopy was used to measure the impurity

concentrations and to analyze the silicon-aluminum interface.

A stylus thickness gauge was used to confirm the thickness

data from the deposition monitor. The resistivity and thick-

ness variation of the film were measured using a four-point

probe. The thickness variation was determined by assuming a

constant resistivity across the surface of the deposited film.

Table A.2: Aluminum deposition conditions

Acceleration Voltage 1.0 kV
Ionization Voltage 500 V
Ionization Current 100 mA
Crucible Temperature 1700 0C
Substrate Temperature (maximum) 155 OC
Deposition Rate 3.7 A/s
Thickness 5500 A

The results of the analysis for these deposition

conditions are shown in Table A.3. The use of these depo-

sition conditions resulted in an aluminum film with a smooth

surface. Optical microscopy showed no surface roughness. The

(110) crystal orientation of the aluminum film corresponds to

the orientation observed by other researchers [10].

Table A.3. Aluminum film characteristics

Crystal Orientation (110)
Impurity Concentration < 0.1 %
Sheet Resistance 0.065 Q/0
Resistivity 3.6 MQ'cm
Thickness variation (3" wafer) 6 %

% e.
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Of particular interest is the silicon-aluminum interface

region of 500A. This interface region is probably due to the

shallow-implantation effect of the ICB technique [11]. Auger

electron spectrometer maps of the interface are shown in

Figure A.4 and Figure A.S. The darker regions correspond to

the presence of the element being observed. Figure A.6 shows

the aluminum and silicon concentrations versus depth

(sputtering time) into the interface. The concentrations of

oxygen and carbon are also shown. The peaks at 9 and 24

minutes are anomalies of the Auger system and are not

significant. The interface region is important because it

provides the high concentration of recombination centers

necessary for ohmic contacts, but eliminates the need for

high-temperature annealing which can lead to the Kirkendall

effect [121.

Also of note is the low impurity concentration of the

aluminum film. There were no impurities detectable by the

Auger electron spectrometer. As seen in Figure A.6, the

concentrations of oxygen and carbon, the two elements most

likely to be found in the film, are below the detection limit

of the Auger spectrometer, less than 0.1%. The low value of

resistivity is also significant. The value indicated is about

130% the bulk value of resistivity for aluminum. This is

important for low-resistance interconnections of devices.

.1
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Figure A.. Auger electron spectrometer map for alicn
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Germanium

Thin-films of germanium on silicon have technological

interest as a lattice-matching intermediate layer between

silicon and gallium arsenide. As previously mentioned, the

practical interest in germanium deposition was due to

difficulties encountered with aluminum in the graphite

crucible. No problems have been encountered with germanium in

the graphite crucible. After several depositions, the

crucible lid was easily removed; no interaction of the

germanium with the graphite could be observed.

Typical deposition conditions for germanium are given in

Table A.4. Although complete analysis of the germanium films

has not been undertaken yet, a few generalizations can be

made. As determined by X-ray diffraction, films grown at the

lower substrate temperatures (2001C or less) were amorphous.

Films grown at the lower deposition rate were smooth-surfaced,

while the films grown at the higher deposition rate were hazy

due to surface roughness. For a film grown at the higher

deposition rate and 0.5kv acceleration, Auger electron

spectroscopy indicated an abrupt germanium-silicon interface.

No difference has yet been observed between films grown on

silicon or gallium arsenide substrates.

Conclusions

Further analysis of both sets of films is needed. The

aluminum should be studied to determine time and temperature

-. " .'.' ., " .. " . " . €; -" . ,. -, • . . . .*. .. . - -, . - . .. -. . .. .. ",. ,,,.. , .. . , , . . - '.*' , . . - . "
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Table A.4. Germanium deposition conditions

Acceleration Voltage 0.5-3.0 kV
Ionization Voltage 500 V

Ionization Current 40 mA
Crucible Temperature 1850-1900 0C
Substrate Temperature 200,400 0C
Deposition Rate 1-3 A/s
Thickness 5000 A

stability. In addition, tests should be made to see if the

aluminum is epitaxial, as reported by Yamada et al. [10]. To

continue deposition of aluminum, a non-graphite crucible will

be obtained, probably one made of boron nitride. The

germanium films are being studied to determine their potential

as an intermediate layer between silicon and gallium arsenide.

To be useful, the gallium arsenide would have to be able to be

grown epitaxially.

The goal of the Iowa State University thin-film facility

ionized-cluster beam deposition systems is to study the

general low-temperature ion-assisted growth process. The

combination of state-of-the-art analysis equipment and the ICB

systems into a single ultrahigh-vacuum system will allow much

to be learned about the mechanisms associated with these

growth processes.

This work was sponsored by the Air Force Office of

Scientific Research.

, I".
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APPENDIX B. GERMANIUM THIN FILMS DEPOSITED BY THE Il

IONIZED-CLUSTER BEAM TECHNIQUE

Summary Abstract

Thin films of germanium have been deposited on silicon

substrates using the ionized-cluster beam (ICB) deposition

technique. The deposition system consisted of an Eaton

Corporation source mounted in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber.

The crucible was made of high-density graphite with a nozzle

imm long by 1mm in diameter. Acceleration of the ionized

clusters was through the entire 25cm source-to-substrate

separation. The substrates were (100) n-doped three-inch

silicon wafers with a resistivity in the range 4-9Q2cm.

Table B.1 summarizes the deposition conditions for five

films. The first four films have a small amount (0.1-1.0

atomic percent) of aluminum mixed with the germanium; the

fifth film was deposited with the aluminum source removed.

The films were analyzed by four techniques: visual

inspection, X-ray diffraction, Auger electron spectroscopy,

and four-point probe measurements. The results of these

analyses are also summarized in Table B.1. Visual inspection

was used to determine the surface condition; for deposition % A

rates of 1.OA/s or less, the surface of the films were smooth.

The mechanical and electrical characteristics of the films,

however, were not affected by the surface condition.

X-ray diffraction was used to determine the crystal

I
. .. -. .- 5 ".. '4 *4 . .- . %

~ .~.*4****~%** ~5* 4".~ , ---. '%*
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Table .l. Deposition conditions and characteristics

Sample I.D. 1 2 3 4 5

Deposition Conditions

Acceleration Voltage 500 500 0 500 500 V

Ionization Voltage 500 500 500 500 500 V

Current 100 100 100 100 100 mA

Deposition Rate 2.3 1.3 0.9 1.0 1.3 A/s

Substrate Temperature 380 405 400 300 400 0C

Thickness 5000 5000 5000 5000 10760 A

Characteristics

Surface Conditiona s-r S s r

AES Percent Aluminum <1.0 <1.0

X-ray: Standard (100), (100) (100) poly

Precession epi epi epi poly

Resistivity 0.32 0.38 0.46 0.82 50.5 mQ-cm

Atomic Percent Aluminum 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.1 10- 4  %

ar - rough, s - smooth.

. . -... -.. ... * .%. % - . 5...'""V . ''-"","- ". "" "<" '.'. '"'""'-" '.v -,. "v.'. ." .... " *..-.'.-. ..- d.*....-..'-... ".. . ... ;-''- .,-, , .-.
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structure. Two techniques were used--a standard

diffractometer method and a new technique that uses a Buerger

precession camera. The latter technique produces a photograph

of the reciprocal space for both the substrate and the film

(1,2]. The diffraction technique indicated the film

orientation to be either (100) single crystalline or (100),

(110), (111), and (311) oriented polycrystalline. Precession

camera photographs taken of the single-crystalline films

showed that they were epitaxial.

Depth-profiling Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) was

used to determine the impurity concentrations in the films.

The first four films showed less than 1 percent aluminum in

the bulk of the film. The fifth sample showed no aluminum in

the bulk. To further determine the doping concentrations,

four-point probe measurements were made to determine the

electrical resistivity. The aluminum-doped samples had

resistivities in the range 0.3-0.8m2.cm. The fifth sample had

a much higher resistivity--5OmQ.cm. Using data on heavily-

doped germanium collected by Trumbore and Tartaglia [3], the

resistivities were converted to doping concentrations, which

were then used to calculate the atomic percentage of aluminum

in the film. From these calculations, the first four samples

are doped with 0.2-0.7% aluminum, whereas the fifth is only

doped with 10-4% aluminum.

In summary, thin films of aluminum-doped germanium have

been deposited on silicon using the ionized-cluster beam

----------------
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technique. Substrate temperatures during deposition can be as

low as 400 0C to obtain epitaxy. The films have low

resistivity.

Acknowledgement is made to J. T. Martin for the X-ray

diffraction measurements, to R. D. Horning and J. -L.

Staudenmann for the precession camera photographs, and to A.

J. Bevolo, L. M. Seaverson, and R. Shinar for the AES data.

This work was sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific

Research.
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Pascal (Rev 3.0 6/ 4/843 MESHER.TEXT 21-Apr-86 09:42t:33 Page 1

2:0 9 program field(Input, output);
3:D I cost
4:0 1 h a 0.25;
510 1 error a Ilo
6:01 -aa_ 52;
71D 1 mam z a 118;
B:D 1 accel - 109"1
9D I title - 'IC9 interior potentials bith *.5in mesh screen';
18:D 1 type

t:D I grid a arrayC1..ma ez,..malir] of integer;
12:D I pp ,i grid;
13:D I word - striM9140];

14:D I var
;5.D -42 I filenasee : word;
16.:D -38 i, j, Counte,-, change A integer;
,7:D -_E2 phi s Ptr;
18:S
19-S
'O :D 1 procedure init_boundary_Condlt ions (var pi1 ptr) ;

- .:D -s 2 i,j : integer;
23sC 2 begin
24:C 2 for i:- 7 1 to 95 do
25:C 3 for j:,,l to 11 do
26zC 4 phi^[i,j3 i- accel;

271C a for J:012 to 31 do
283C 3 phiN[95,J] :0 accel;
29:C 2 for I:-39 to 94 do
30:C 3 phi^Ci,31] to accel;
31C 2 erJ;
32: S
330 1 function boundary(i, j : integer) : boolean;
34:C 2 begin
35,C 2 if ( (ImI) or (lolls) or (j52) or
3U:C 3 ((1=39) and (j in 12.. 113)) or
37:C 3 ((1 in (71..953) and (j in C2.. 11)) or
38:C 3 ((i=95) and (j in [12..3t])l or
39:C 3 ((i in 39..943) and (j-3 1))
40:C 3 then
41:C 3 boundary :a true
42:C 3 else
43:C 3 boundary :- false;
44tC 2 eOdl
45:S
46:D I procedure finite diff(var phi : ptr; i,j integer; va&r cange

I integer);
47tD 2 var
48"D -4 2 nphi : integerl
49:C 2 begin
50:C 2 if j-1 then
51:C 3 nphi :- (phi^[i-l,j] + 2*ph%^ti,j*l , phi^[i*l,jj) div

4
52:C 3 else
53:C 3 nphi :- (phi-1i-l,j3 * phi^[i.l,j1 - phi^ij-1] * phliL

ij.l) div 4
54C 3 * (phli^C,j+13 - phi^[C,j-lj) div (B(j-1));
551C 2 if abs(nphi - ph ij]) ) change then
56:C 3 change :- abs nphi - phi[l,j)

571C 2 phi'i,j] in nphi;
58:C 2 end;
591S
%6#3: D :procedure update(change a integer; counter z integer):
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Pascal [Rev 3.6 6/ 4/843 MES)4ER.TEXT 21-Apr-86 09:42:33 Page 2

611C 2 begin
6,2 sC 2 wr Ito In (chr(Q12), chr (128), chr(140))
63tC a writeInj writaln('Extendod run in progress. Program runni

64 1C 2 writein; wvitalnC'Se. Scott PMcCalmont for more information

65,C 2 wrtein; writali writein;
66sC 2 writaln('fMaximum change - ',chang&ed6);
67.C 2 writeli oriteln('counter - ', counter:B);
643C 2 writaln; writoln; writeln(txtle);

69.C2 writalneIOutput file - ,filename);

M2C 2 end;
71:S
,2.D Ipro~cedurea fileout(var filename : wiord; var counter :itgr

var phi i ptr);
73:D 2 var
74;D -6E.4 2 outfile : text;
75:D -672 2 i, j:integer;

76tC 2 begin
77:C 2 retorite(outfile,filename);
78.C 2 writain~outfie, 'h * , h:5t3, ' counter ', ounte,

79.-C 2 Odriteln(outfile, ' ,title);

80:C 2 for 1:1I to U&ax1 do begin
811C 3 for j:wl to maxw.y do begin
82:C 4 write(outfile, phi-Ei,j3:8)l
83:C 4a if jmod 9 -0then

34C5 writoln(outfile);
B~:C 4a end;
86:C 3 writelm(outfile);
67:C 3 end;
8C 2 clooe(outfilo, 'SAVE')-
89:C 2 ered;

921C 1 begin
493:C A write(chr,(12),'Output file: 0);

94aC1 roadlIn (f IIenase);
951C I '-w (phi);,
961C 1 for 1:-1 to maNx: do
37:C 2 for j:mI to maxr do
981C 3 phxi(C.,j3 :- 6;
93tc 1 init~boundaryconditions(phi);
'642C I counter :- 6; change :- -1;
I1:C I update(changs, counter);
162:C 1 repeat

121: change m6

104:C 2 counter :*counter + 1;
It05:C 2 for i:u2 to (max-z - 1) do
106zC 3 for j:in1 to (maxur - 1) do

,7:C4 if not boundary (i,j) then finite diff(phi, It j, c
hangs);

I vi: C2 update(change, counter);
109:C 2 if Counter mod 100 a 0 then~

I*O:C3 fileout(f'iloname, counter, phi);
111:C 2 until change ( error;
12Z:C I fileout(fileaame, counter, phi);
113:C I writeln(chr(128;
i114:C 1 end.

No0 errors. No warninvgs.

% -
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Pascal CRev 3.0 6/ 4/843 CONTOUR.TEXT 21-4pr-S6 98213:l2 page 1

2:0 a program Contour-jines(I"Out, output);

1:0 -31 d*Soet Mchar;m My18

19:0 1 p0reved istaNovr a98 :0) )

720 -661 cnam srnge

23:0 -7 1 2 dsa 3;trnCB

154:0 -88 2 rimax2, ax, i, jro integer;

12.C - 2 1 k rea .uax :a)

29:D 2 arealcae
%32:D 66 2 rne extam)

22:D-68 2 wnie : anl *' d bg
23:DC76 3 wrd :sinile wods)
243:D 378 2 wraitzelniJerorrditeer
25:C 3 bend
26:C 2 writ*l('Ra is the dta' points...')
27:C 2 frasnl to z max)do
26:C 3 wrtorWa if. toe nput do .* )

30tC I. readcinfile, ariajJ)
39sC 2 wrhi init; o ei
32:C 2 dsspaysn(isl, wor error)
33:C 2 ii rror n( then
34C 3 andt-, )
3C 2 seit alnpectadnginth dt pins.. )
36:C 2 eond; lt zaxd

383C 1 prcareadwinowva r^i.r, z, 2 ntge)
37sC 2 egnhx*int
40:C 2 cslea~ nx (diplal)eror)

%41:C 2 ifrolnr 0l hen
42:C 3 writ ada: rinrax )

43tC 2 retalnrl, r2);9)
44:C 2 wrtenaild;enzmx )

4:C 2 en~zZ
48tC 2 Ci r~2-zlA(2-l tw

49-z a)) * 8.0. 75)12)

52:C 3 readnsieZ

54:C 3 roalntl viZ2(.25SS5S37-221.rZri)

59:C 36.7.z-1)(.r-If
601C 2 ewndwrr,2z)

N
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Pascal CRev 3.0 6/ 4/843 CONTOUR.TEXT 21-Apr-86 *8:19s2 Page 2

61tC 2 move(rlzl);
62C 2 line(rl,z2) ; lIn(r2,z2)! Ilin(r2,:l) ; I1ne(rl,zl);
63sC 2 end;
64 :S
650 -a4 I procedure range(al, a2, k i real; var min, max I rea; va r o-

a boolean);
66tC 2 begin
671C 2 if al ( &2 then begin
68a:C 3 min to all
69tC 3 max o a2;
70:C 3 end
71:C 3 else begin
72:C 3 min 1- a-2
73tC 3 max :0 &1;
74aC 3 end;
75:C 2 min t- k * (trunc(min/k) - 1);
76sC a if (min) max) or (al a a2) then
77:C 3 ok a- false
78:C 3 else
79:C 3 ok s- true;
BeaC 2 end;
81:s
82:D -8 1 procedure axial scan(var a j grid; rl, r2, zl, z2 :nte;er; k

real);
83:D -8 2 var '*

84tD -16 2 r, z : integer;
85:D -48 2 min, max, g, P : real.
86:D -49 2 ok : boolean;
87:C 2 begin
88aC 2 for r :- rl to r2 do
89:C 3 for z :- zl to z2-1 do begin
90:C 4 range(a^Czr], a^z+1,r], k, min, Max, ok);
91:C 4 g :m min;
92:C 4 if Ok then repeat %

93:C 6 p :- z + ((g-a^Cz,r]) I (a^[z 1,r]-a^tzr]));
94:C 6 move(r,p);
95tC 6 line(r,P)l
96:C 6 g :" g + k;
97:C 6 until g ) max;
98:C 4 end;
"tc 2 end;-

10@:S
161:D -8 1 procedure radialescan(var a a grid; rl, r2, :I, z : integer;

kc real);
162:D -8 2 var
103:0 -16 2 r, z t Integer;
104:D -48 2 mmn, max, g, p : real;
105:D -49 2 ok : boolean.
106:C 2 begin
107:C 2 for z :- zl to z2 do
IS8aC 3 for r : rI to r2-1 do begin
1091C 4 range(a'Cz,r], a^[z,,-13, k, min, max, ok);
lla6C 4 g 1- mini
11A:C 4 if ok then repeat
112:C 6 p : r * ((g-&^[z,rl) / (a^[z,r+l]-a^t:,r ;
113:C 6 move(p,z)"
114,C 6 lne(p,z);
115 C 6 g : g * k;
116tC 6 until g ) ma l-
li7sC 4 end;
I18aC 2 end;
119:S
I 20:6S

. ... °..

lasts.

. .. . . + .. . . . . . . . -. . . . . ". . . . . •A
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Pascal CA.v 3.6 6/ 4/843 CONTOUR.TEXT a1-Apr-86 OSS1'3:12 Page 3

1212C 1 begin
1223C 1 Ibe(ph L) I
1231C 1 initiaize(phi);
1241C 1 repeat
125:C 2 window(ri, r2, zt, z2);
1261Ca wtite('What is the contour line spacing) ')I

127:C 2 rvadln(k)l
128:C 2 axialsan(ph'i, ri, r2, zI, =2, k)j
129SC 2 radialscan(phi, rl, r2, zi, z2, 6);
1308C 2 wvite('Do you voont another view5 (Y/N) 1);
131sC 2 radln(donefl
132:C 2 until done in C'N', I'32
133:C 1 graphics term;
134:C 1 and.

No errors.. No warnings.

% % 1
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APPENDIX D. PROCEDURES FOR SYSTEM OPERATION

Substrate Cleaning

Silicon

• Store the 1,1,1-trichloroethane (TCA) in a Teflon bottle.
Use a separate glass petri dish for each organic solvent.

* Dispose of all chemicals properly.
* Substrate should not dry off during the procedure.

1. Rinse the substrate with TCA using a Teflon squirt bottle.

2. Hot (boiling) TCA for about 10 minutes.

3. Thoroughly rinse with acetone using a squirt bottle.

4. Hot (boiling) acetone for about 5 minutes.

5. Rinse with methanol using a squirt bottle.

6. Hot methanol.

7. Rinse in D.I. water (at least 10MQ2cm) until water
"sheets" on the wafer surface.

8. Etch substrate in a weak hydrofluoric acid solution (about
10% HF) for 1 minute.

9. Rinse in D.I. water.

10. Blow dry with compressed N2.

Gallium arsenide

Store the l,l,1-trichloroethane (TCA) in a Teflon bottle.
• Use a separate Teflon beaker for each organic solvent.

DispoF: of all chemicals properly,
Substrate should not dry off during the procedure.

1. Rinse the substrate with TCA using a Teflon squirt bottle.

2. Hot (boiling) TCA for about 10 minutes.
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3. Thoroughly rinse with acetone using a squirt bottle.

4. Hot (boiling) acetone for about 5 minutes.

5. Rinse with methanol using a squirt bottle.

6. Hot methanol.

7. Rinse in D.I. water (at least 10MQ.cm) until water
"sheets" on the wafer surface.

8. Place the substrate in sulphuric acid.

9. Mix a 5:1:1 H2 SO4 :H2 02 :H2 0 solution and heat on the
hotplate.

10. Etch the substrate for 3 minutes in the hot acid solution.

11. Thoroughly rinse in D.I. water.

12. Blow dry with compressed N2.

Substrate Loading

1. Trn off the ioaa lock ionization gauge and RGA filaments.
Allow the filaments to cool for 5 minutes before venting.

2. Check that the substrate boat is in the load lock and that
the gate valve separating the load lock from the process
chamber is closed.

3. Close the valve to the turbo pump (located on the top of

the load lock); turn the turbo pump off. Leave the fore
pump running unless an extended shut-down is anticipated
(longer than that required to load a substrate).

4. Check that the nitrogen pressure is at about 4psi. Open
the venting valve.

5. Close the venting valve when the pressure of the nitrogen
line reaches Opsi.

6. Open the gate valve separating the load lock from the room
and prop it open.

. ,. .1

"-" " . " " ." " " .? ' -'< '/ . .' '-" . -' - " '- '." - ' -- --" . . .' .. ' " L " . , . -.- ".. - . ' - - - '- ' . -. I.
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7. Wearing polyethylene gloves, remove the substrate boat;
place the substrate in the boat and replace the boat.

8. Remove the prop and close the gate valve.

9. Slowly open the valve to the turbo. It will still be
spinning rapidly (up to 90000 r.p.m.) but will slow down
quickly when opened to atmosphere.

10. Restart the turbo.

11. After the turbo reaches full speed the vacuum 7 gauges can
be turned on. Let the pressure reach the 10- torr range
before continuing.

12. Open the gate valve to the process chamber.

13. Use the magnetic manipulator to slide the boat into the
process chamber. Retract the manipulator and close the
gate valve.

14. Check the substrate position and the operation of the
shutter.

Deposition Procedure

1. Close the valve to the RGA (located directly above the
sublimator chamber).

2. Check that the chamber cooling is on; the Ti-Ball should
be on and in the stand-by mode.

3. Turn on the source water cooling, the feedthrough cooling

(forced air), and deposition sensor water cooling.

4. Set the Ti-Ball to 0.01g/hr, continuous mode.

5. Turn on the high voltage power supply (HVPS) controller,
the three HVPS circuit breakers, the deposition monitor,
and the substrate temperature controller. The Fluke 1720A
computer must be on for the deposition monitor to pass the
RS-232 test.

6. Adjust the power supply setpoints to zero!

17 :-.7:
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7. Set the temperature controller to the desired temperature.
Verify that the heaters are working and that the shutter
is closed. The current to the heaters can be controlled
using the motor-driven autotransformer; adjustment is made
using the buttons on the panel in the lower right side of
the equipment rack.

8. Turn on the power supplies using the buttons on the HVPS
controller. The LEDs on the front of each supply should
be lit.

9. Adjust the HVPS outputs: acceleration to setpoint
voltage; ionization supply to setpoint voltage; slowly
ramp the ionization filament to 10A; crucible heater
current to setpoint current. Slowly ramp the ionization
filament to obtain the desired emission current.

10. Wait for the substrate temperature and crucible
temperature to reach equilibrium.

11. Set the deposition monitor for the correct film. Film #2
is germanium. Put the CRT display on mode 8 (data
display).

12. Start the deposition: Press "zero thickness", then
"start" on the deposition monitor; open the shutter;
record the deposition parameters.

13. Allow the desired thickness of material to be deposited.
The RGA valve may be opened briefly to monitor the vacuum,
but to reduce contamination of the sensor head, it should
not be left open for an extended period.

14 After the desired thickness has been deposited, close the
shutter and record the deposition parameters.

15. Turn the substrate heaters off. Turn the HVPS outputs
off: crucible current to zero; slowly ramp the ionization
filament current to zero; ionization supply and
acceleration voltage to zero.

16. Leave the supply breakers on until the supplies cool.
Leave the source and deposition monitor sensor cooling on
for at least one hour to allow the system to cool.

17. Remove the substrate by reversing the loading procedure.

A
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THE DEPOSITION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF

LITHIUM NIOBATE THIN FILMS

I. INTRODUCTION

Lithium niobate (LiNbO3) is a widely used dielectric

material in integrated and guided wave optics. A

ferroelectric crystal, lithium niobate exhibits large

birefringent, pyroelectric, piezoelectric, electro-optic,

elastic, photoelastic, and bulk photovoltaic effects.

Lithium niobate is a synthetic material which does not exist

in nature. Of the many important properties of LiNbO 3, its

piezoelectric properties were of primary interest for this

investigation.

Lithium niobate was first discovered to be

ferroelectric in 1949 (1). A ferroelectric material is one

in which the relationship between the electric field and

induced polarization is not linear, but rather shows a

hysteresis loop. Lithium niobate is also piezoelectric

since all ferroelectric crystals are piezoelectric, although

the reverse is not true. Piezoelectric materials have the

ability to convert mechanical energy into electrical energy

or vice versa. This is done by inducing polarization with

applied stress. The converse (or inverse) effect in

piezoelectric crystals is a strain caused by an applied

.

I' ' , ' % % , '., ''% . ". / .. € ". . ' , " " . - . ". ' - '.
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electric field.

At present there are over 400 known piezoelectric

.1 materials. One of the most technically promising of these

materials is lithium niobate, with piezoelectric

coefficients several times larger than quartz (the best

known and most utilized piezoelectric material). The first

investigation of the piezoelectric effect in LiNbO 3 was done

by Nassau et al. (2), on single crystals synthesized at Bell

Telephone Laboratories in 1965. One year later this work

led to a cornerstone series of five papers on lithium

niobate (3-7). Also in 1966, the first determinations of

the elastic and piezoelectric constants for lithium niobate

single crystals were made at Bell Labs (8) and the

Electrical Communications Laboratory in Tokyo (9).

In order to investigate the piezoelectric response in

lithium niobate, the material must be in single crystal

form, or at least in a highly oriented polycrystalline

state. Single crystals of LiNbO 3 have been produced using
the Czochralski method of pulling the crystal from a melt

(2,10). Often an electric field is applied during or after

growth to pole the material. The boule of single crystal

LiNbO 3 is then usually sliced into thin wafers. More

recently it has become desirable to develop single crystal

LiNbO3 on a substrate of another material for waveguide or

transducer applications. This has led to various attempts

4
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to grow single crystalline LiNbO3 in thin film form.

Attempts to produce LiNbO 3 by direct vacuum evaporation

were not successful. A successful method for producing

single crystal films, epitaxial-growth-by-melting, was

reported in 1973 (11). Chemical vapor deposition has also

been used successfully (12). Other methods such as rapid

quenching (13) only produced amorphous material. By far,

however, the majority of attempts to produce thin film

lithium niobate have been by various methods of sputtering.

One of the first attempts to sputter LiNbO 3 for thin

film transducer application was partly successful. In 1968,

Bell Laboratories produced amorphous and polycrystalline

LiNbO3 through diode sputtering (14). Although single

crystal thin films were not produced, piezoelectric response

was still noted in the highly oriented polycrystalline

films, with the piezoelectric coupling factor being about

one half that of single crystal LiNbO 3 . In 1974, the

Electrochemical Laboratory, in Tokyo, reported producing

single crystal LiNbO 3 thin films by r.f. sputtering (15).

However, these films were only intended to be used as

optical waveguides, and as such were only deposited to a

thickness of 1800 Angstroms, far too thin to be used for

transducers or resonators. Most attempts to sputter lithium

niobate have been done to study its properties in the

amorphous state. The feasibility of using r.f. sputtering

• C " - ," + . ." . j j-
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to deposit single crystal lithium niobate thick enough for

resonator or transducer application is unknown. This was

the main goal of this investigation.

The objective of this work was to deposit LiNbO 3 onto

substrates using an r.f. planar magnetron high vacuum

sputtering system, from a target of LiNbO 3. Sputtering

parameters would then be adjusted to determine the optimal

conditions for producing the best quality films. Those

films would then be characterized to determine their quality

and suitability for use in piezoelectric applications. This

leads to the secondary goal of this research--to test the

resulting films for piezoelectric response. This was to be

done by using the best films obtained to construct composite

resonators following the construction of Lakin and Wang

(16).

The composite resonator is constructed by depositing a

piezoelectric material, in this case lithium niobate, onto a

thin membrane of silicon supported by the bulk of the

silicon wafer. The piezoelectric material is usually a

micron or more thick, and the membrane several times that.

Both the top and the bottom of this construction are

metallized, with the top being patterned to a known area.

The piezoelectric film excites acoustic waves in the

composite structure. Using a network analyzer for

measurements, this structure can be used to determine if the

"I

. i
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sputtered lithium niobate is showing any piezoelectric

activity. If it is, the "coupling coefficient" can be

determined. This structure can also be used to determine

the relative dielectric constant of the film at various

frequencies.

A summary of the crystalline and physical properties of

lithium niobate is given in Chapter II. Chapter III

concerns the deposition technique. General mechanisms of

sputtering and thin film formation are given along with

specifics concerning the sputtering apparatus, parameters,

and procedures used for the deposition of LiNbO3 for this

investigation. Sample characterization methods are

described in Chapter IV. Chapter V details the experimental

procedure for the development of the parameter optimization,

and describes the sample characterization results during and

as a result of the optimization attempts. Chapter VI then

summarizes the results and the potential of this method of

depositing LiNbO 3 for practical transducer or resonator

application.

5,

.1i
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II. LITHIUM NIOBATE SUMMARY

A. Crystal Structure

The structure of lithium niobate below its

ferroelectric Curie temperature of approximately 1210*C

contains planar sheets of oxygen atoms arranged in a

distorted hexagonal closed-packed arrangement. The

interstitial sites formed in this arrangement are filled one

third by lithium atoms and one third by niobium atoms, while

one third remains vacant. Considered in the +c direction,

these follow the order of Nb, empty, Li, Nb, empty, Li,...

(5). This is depicted in Figure 1. Above the Curie

temperature, lithium niobate is in the paraelectric phase.

Here the lithium atom lies in a oxygen plane, while the

niobium atoms are equally spaced between oxygen planes.

These positions result in the phase being non-polar (7).

This is shown in Figure 2. As the crystal is cooled from

its Curie temperature, elastic forces in the crystal force

the lithium and niobium ions into the positions of Figure 1.

This shift of ions relative to the oxygen octahedral results

in a charge separation causing spontaneous polarization.

Therefore, at temperatures below 1210 0 C, LiNbO 3 is known as

a displaced ferroelectric.

Referring to its ferroelectric phase for the rest of

this description, LiNb0 3 is a member of the trigonal crystal

-% *. *.. .. . . .. . . .- . . . .- . .%
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Positive
Dipole End

+C Li thi um
axis

'J
Niobium

Figure 1. The arrangement of lithium and niobium atoms with
respect to the oxygen planes of lithium niobate
in the ferroelectric phase
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Neutral

Lithium

figure 2. The arrangement of lithium and niobium. atoms with
respect to the oxygen plane of lithium niobate inthe paraelectric phase
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system. It exhibits three-fold rotation about its c-axis,

and exhibits mirror symmetry about three planes 600 apart

along the c-axis. Thus, LiNbO 3 is considered a member of

the 3m point group (17). Two unit cells can be chosen to

structurally describe LiNbO 3 , hexagonal and rhombohedral. .

The rhombohedral unit cell has parameters aR - 5.148 A and

- 55.867* , while the more commonly referenced hexagonal

unit cell has parameters aH - 5.148 A and c - 13.863 A (5). N

The hexagonal unit cell with axis lengths and interatomic

spacings indicated is seen in Figure 3.

B. Physical Properties

In describing the physical properties of lithium

niobate in tensor form, a cartesian system is used rather

than a rhombohedral or a hexagonal coordinate system. The

z-axis (or x3-axis) is chosen parallel to the c-axis while

the x-axis is chosen to be along any of the equivalent

aR-axes. The y-axis is then chosen to form a right-handed

coordinate system. Using this system, slices of single

crystal LiNbO 3 are referred to as being x-cut, y-cut, or

z-cut, corresponding respectively to the x, y, or z

direction being normal to the surface. Many important .

properties are described using tensor notation, including

the pyroelectric effect, permittivity, the piezoelectric

effect, the converse piezoelectric effect, the electro-optic l.

.....
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Figure 3. Hexagonal unit cell of lithium niobate
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effect, elasticity, the photoelastic effect, and the

photovoltaic effect. Of primary interest here are

permittivity and piezoelectricity.

The permittivity is involved in the relationship

between electric flux density (D) and electric field (E).

In tensor form it is written as

Di - (1)~j

where i,j - 1,2,3. The second-rank permittivity tensor has

the diagonal elements non-zero for materials such as lithium

niobate. Also, because of the symmetry about the c-axis in

lithium niobate, the permittivity would be the same in the

plane perpendicular to the c-axis for any electric field

direction. The result is that the permittivity tensor can

be expressed as,

[ll 0  0

-ij " 0 ell 0 (2)

0 0 E33

The dielectric constant, or more accurately, the relative

permittivity, is the permittitity normalized in terms of the

permittivity of vacuum (C0 ).

The relative permittivity of lithium niobate has been

shown to change with frequency (4). Below the mechanical

resonance, the crystal is considered to be in a mechanically

free (unclamped) state. Here the stress (T) in the crystal
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is zero, and the relative permittivity (cT/co0 ) is fairly

constant. Above the mechanical resonance, the crystal is

considered to be in a clamped state. Here the strain (S) in

the crystal is zero, and the relative permittivity (CS/c 0 )

is also fairly constant, but not with the same value as

CT/C 0 . Accepted values for the relative permittivity are

I11T/ 0 - 84 . 3 3T/c0 - 30

ellS/c0 - 44 C3 3 S/ 0 - 29 (8).

The variation with frequency is shown in Figure 4.

The second main area of interest is piezoelectricity.

As stated previously, the direct piezoelectric effect is

induced polarization from applied stress. This

relationship, in tensor notation, is

Pi "i;kdijkujk,  (3)

with i,j,k - 1,2,3 representing x,y,z. Pi is the induced

polarization vector. Here, vjk is the second-rank stress

tensor, and dijk is the third-rank piezoelectric tensor.

The stress tensor is symmetrical, Ojk - Okj. This dictates

that the piezoelectric tensor contains 18 independent

variables, so it can be written as a 3 x 6 matrix, with the

jk subscripts reduced to a single subscript: I11 .0 1 23, 32*4

22 * 2 13, 31 * 5 (4)

33 * 3 12, 21 * 6.

l I
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Figure 4. Dielectric constant as a function of frequency
after Nassau et al. (4)
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The tensors describing lithium niobate must have at least

the symmetry of the 3m point group. When the reduced

notation and the symmetries are applied to the piezoelectric

tensor, the result is

0 0 0 0 d1 5 -2d22

dijk - -d-22 d22 0. d15 0 0 (5)

d31 d3l d33 0 0 0

Therefore, only four independent coefficients, d15 , d22 ,

d31, and d33, are needed to describe the piezoelectric

effect in lithium niobate. Accepted values for these

coefficients are

d15 - 6.8 x 10-11 Coulombs/Newton

d22 - 2.1 x 10-11 C/N

d31 - -0.1 r 10-11 C/N

d33 - 0.6 x 10 - 1 1 c/N (8).

The converse piezoelectric effect is a strain resulting

from an applied electric field. The coefficients that

connect this strain and electric field are identical to

those connecting the polarization and stress in the direct

effect. Thus the relation, in tensor form is

Sjk - ;dijkEi (6)
1w

where Sjk is the second rank stress tensor.

The ability of piezoelectric materials to convert

mechanical energy to electrical energy or vice versa is

or% ,'. . P ' "- -, e '' . - . .. " . ._%.
V ~ h- e.v .
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expressed by an electromechanical coupling coefficient K.

This is defined equivalently as

K2 - mechanical energy converted into 
electrical energy

mechanical energy input

for the direct effect, or.

electrical energy converted into mechanical energy
K-

electrical energy input

for the converse effect.

To determine the coupling coefficient of the LiNbO3

thin films produced in this investigation, the composite

resonator construction was used. In a resonator

configuration, K2 can be determined from the series and

parallel resonant frequencies, using

K2 - Os/tants  (7)

where *s - (i/2)n(fs/fp)" In a thin film composite

resonator, the same formula is used to define an effective

coupling coefficient.

t-'
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III. SPUTTER DEPOSITION

A. Mechanisms

Sputter deposition is the formation of a deposit (thin

film) by the condensation of atoms or molecules formed by

sputtering. Sputtering is the ejection of atoms from a

surface by momentum transfer f-rom high energy particles

bombarding the surface. Sputtering is one of the most

common thin film deposition methods. There are several

unique advantages to sputter deposition including uniform

coating of surfaces, a constant deposition rate, good

adhesion of film to substrate, ability to deposit alloys and

compounds as well as elements, and the ability to reactively

sputter elements to produce compounds. While some

materials, such as gold and aluminum, are very easy to

sputter, others such as active semiconductor, ferromagnetic,

or ferroelectric films can be extremely difficult. Lithium

niobate is one of the latter.

A schematic of a basic sputtering system is shown in

Figure 5. The important components include a vacuum

chamber, a source of sputtering material (the target), a

substrate for the sputtered material to deposit on, a source

of gas, usually argon, to derive the high energy particles

from, and a power supply to form an electric field from the

target to the substrate region. The argon gas is injected

!V.
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into the chamber at a certain flow rate. The electric field

then acts to accelerate electrons into the argon atoms. The

atoms are ionized, forming Ar+ and more electrons, creating

a plasma. The Ar+ particles are then accelerated by the

electric field into the target. Upon contact with the

target several things could happen. The incident particle

could simply be reflected from. the surface, probably

neutralized in the process. The impact could lead to a

series of collisions within the target material, known as

collision cascade, possibly imbedding the incident ion or

ejecting a target atom (18). This ejected atom is

considered a sputtered atom. Secondary electrons can also

be ejected in this process. These are then used to sustain

the plasma. The atoms of the target material which are

sputtered tend to scatter in random directions, some

striking and condensing on the substrate. When repeated

again and again this results in a thin film coating.

Sputtering systems using r.f. power supplies, such as

the one used in this investigation, are often needed when

the target material is insulating. If an insulating target

is used in a DC system the constant bombardment by positive

ions would build up a positive charge on the target, thereby

reducing the electric field and the ability of more positive

ions to contact the surface. If an r.f. power supply is

used, the alternating field causes the target surface to be

.i
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alternately bombarded with positive ions and electrons,

avoiding charge build-up. Due to the large velocity

difference between electrons and positive ions bombarding

the surface, the target will charge up more slowly due to

ion bombardment then due to electron bombardment. The

result of this, plus the alternating field, is a self bias

(or a DC offset) resulting in almost continuous bombardment

of the target by positive ions. Another advantage of r.f.

sputtering is the reduction of possible arcing. Since the

applied field is sustained inone direction for less than

one cycle, it is much more difficult for arcing to occur.

Most r.f. sputtering systems operate at the FCC allowed

frequency of 13.56 MHz.

Another feature of many sputtering systems is a

magnetron assembly in the target holder. The magnetic

fields produced are intended to make more efficient use of

the ionization effect of the electrons. The electrons are :

trapped near the target as a result of the magnetic fields,

increasing their ionization effect in that area, while

reducing the possibly damaging effects of electron

bombardment of the substrate.

When sputtering a multicomponent film, such as lithium

niobate, it is likely that the target can be sputtered in

both a molecular species form and in atomic form (18).

Since it is not sputtered in a completely molecular form, it

41'
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is quite likely that the resulting stoichiometry of the thin

film would be different than that of the target material.

The resultant material is usually lacking in the gaseous

element. When sputtering an oxide, such as lithium niobate,

it is often found that the thin film is lacking in oxygen.

This can be compensated for by adding several percent of the

deficient element, such as oxygen, to the sputtering gas.

With oxygen, the plasma environment provides opportunity for

energetic electrons to disassociate the molecular oxygen

into its chemically more active form. This is a form of

reactive sputtering. Although reactive sputtering usually

involves the deposition of a compound different from the

target material by chemical combination with an element in

the gas phase, this is still reactive sputtering for

compensation purposes.

B. Lithium Niobate Sputtering System

The sputtering apparatus used to produce the LiNbO 3

samples for this research is an r.f. planar magnetron

system. The vacuum system was built by NRC Equipment

Corporation, but it has been extensively modified. A collar

from a CVC Products vacuum system has been added to allow

for the introduction of r.f. power from the side. The A

matching network, needed to provide optimum power

dissipation in the plasma and to reduce reflected power, is ON

jk % .''O% t*
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also from CVC. The vacuum chamber itself, along with the

target assembly, is water cooled.

Within the sputtering system, the target assembly rests

on the bottom of the chamber, thus allowing for a sputter-up

configuration. The assembly is designed to hold an eight

inch diameter sputtering target. Above the target, a large

stainless steel plate is positioned. The substrate holder

rests within a four inch hole in the center of this plate.

The vertical position of the plate is adjustable to allow

variation of the separation between the target and the

substrate. The substrates are held onto the substrate

holder by means of a thin stainless steel plate which screws

into the holder. Mounted directly onto the back of the

substrate holder is a resistive type heater. This permits

the variation of the substrate temperature up to 7500C. A

stainless steel shutter is available to protect the

substrates during the presputter period. Presputtering is

used to clean the target of contaminants formed there when

exposed to atmosphere. The shutter also has adjustable

vertical positioning.

The r.f. generator provided with this system, is a

13.56 MHz generator made by Plasma-Therm Inc. Although the

generator is capable of power output of up to 3 kilowatts,

it was never used at greater than 750 watts. Even at that

power, the target can become heated to the point of glowing.
%
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The DC bias voltage produced in this system varied from 200

volts to 600 volts, depending on the parameter settings.

The pumping system for the chamber consists of an oil

diffusion pump backed up by a belt-driven mechanical pump.

A liquid nitrogen cold trap and a water-cooled baffle are

provided above the diffusion pump to prevent the

backstreaming of oil into the chamber. The mechanical pump

operates continuously to maintain a vacuum in the region

below the main chamber, separated from the chamber by the

main throttle valve.

The sputtering gases to be used for the sputtering

process are introduced through the collar at the base of the

chamber. The flow of the gases is regulated by means of a

NUPRO toggle valve followed by a NUPRO needle valve in each

gas line. To backfill the chamber with nitrogen following

the sputtering runs, a third gas line in the chamber base is

provided.

To monitor the pressure of the system, two ion gauges,

two thermocouple gauges, a pirani gauge, and a capacitance

manometer are provided. The ion gauges are positioned

directly below the main throttle valve and midway up the

chamber. One of the thermocouple gauges is located in the

foreline, between the diffusion pump and the mechanical

pump, while the other is located in the chamber roughing

line. The pirani gauge and the capacitance manomter are
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both located in the collar at the base of the chamber. The

ion gauge controller is a MKS Type 290 Controller. The

thermocouple gauges are controlled by a NRC 720 Controller.

The pirani gauge meter is a CVC GP-310, and the capacitance

manometer was manufactured by MKS. The substrate

temperature was monitored by a thermocouple connected to a

Temp-Tender Pyrometer.

The materials used in this sputtering apparatus were a

lithium niobate target and gases of argon and oxygen. The

target was manufactured by Cerac, Inc. and was composed of

99.9% pure powered lithium niobate sintered into a disc

8.030 inches in diameter and 0.300 inches in thickness. The

gases were high purity Ar and 02 from Matheson.

C. Thin Film Formation

During the sputter deposition process, the sputtered

material arrives at the substrate surface in atomic or

molecular form. These atoms, or molecules, diffuse around
the substrate in a manner dependent on the binding energy of

the particles to the substrate. This is influenced by the

nature of the substrate and the substrate temperature. As

atoms join to form doublets and triplets, a process called

nucleation, quasi-stable islands are formed. Eventually

these islands coalesce to form a continuous film (18). If

the substrate is a single crystalline material, the islands

. , :- .,'.', //. .. ",'.,...'. ". .... /....-.. -.......... ... '..... ............... ... ... '...................... .....- ..-.. '
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will have an orientation determined by the substrate crystal

structure, so that coalescence could lead to a single

crystal film.

Heating the substrate increases the mobility of the

sputtered atoms on it. With greater mobility, these atoms

stand a better chance of finding a position of low energy in

the growing film. This is consistent with crystal growth.

Crystal growth is also enhanced by low deposition rates,

since it takes time to find a low energy position.

In order for these two processes to work well together-

-the substrate determining the initial structure of the

film, and atoms seeking positions of low energy within that

film--it is important that the crystal structure of the

substrate closely coincide with the natural crystal

structure of the growing film, particularly as far as

lattice parameters are concerned. This growth process is

called epitaxy, and the ability to closely match lattice

parameters of the substrate and film is vital.

D. Relevant Parameters

In order to successfully and reproducibly sputter a

thin film, Mattox (19) lists the following variable

parameters which need to be empirically established and kept

constant:

System geometry.

S %%
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Initial system vacuum.

Substrate/target distance.

Target and system preconditioning.

Substrate/target geometry.

Sputtering gas purity (in chamber).

Sputtering gas pressure.

Sputtering gas flow rate.

Target voltage and current.

Target temperature.

- System gas throughput.

Substrate bias.

Substrate temperature.

Sputtering time.

Surface conditioning of target.

Cleanliness of vacuum target.

Exact procedure used for deposition.

For the deposition of LiNbO 3 in the vacuum system already

described, some of these parameters are not variable, others

are not applicable, and others are not monitorable, while

several important parameters are not listed here. The most

important factors to consider in the deposition of lithium

niobate in the available system are the following:

Type of substrate.

Temperature of substrate.

Radio-frequency sputtering power.

- k '> <.i - b>;***- p --- , '- .,<</-,','.-.- ., -. ,-,- -:.<'.-
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Target-substrate separation.

Sputtering pressure.

Oxygen percentage of sputtering gas.

Each of these will now be examined in terms of their

importance, possible choices in relation to the available

system, and results of. past attempts at varying these

parameters to sputter-deposit lithium niobate.

The importance of substrate choice for the growth of

single crystal films has already been pointed out. The

crystal lattice parameters of LiNbO3 were given in Chapter

II as aH - 5.148 A and c - 13.863 A. In order to truly aid

in the thin film crystal growth, a substrate of similar

parameters should be used. Sapphire has been chosen as an

excellent choice for a substrate (15), with parameters

aH - 4.758 A and cH - 12.991 A (20). Single crystal lithium

tantalate (LiTaO3 ) has also been used as another excellent

choice, with parameters aH - 5.154 A and cH - 13.784 A (21).

Several researchers have used glass as a substrate, but that

almost always resulted in an amorphous film (22,23,24,25).

For economic reasons a possible choice is (111) oriented

silicon. This can be considered to have possible matching

parameters of a - 7.681 A and c - 10.959 A. This is not as

good of a match, but the crystals are less expensive than

sapphire or lithium tantalate. Another point which must be

considered is that in order for these films to eventually be

.' [ L ., ¢ .'. . '." 'o'.' ' . ..' ''. . .- .. -,- . .-, . . . . . . . . . . . ... . -. . . . .' '-%p
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used as the piezoelectric material in the composite

resonator described in the Introduction, they must be

deposited on (100) silicon, to be able to form the membrane.

This is a very poor lattice match along the c-axis, since

(100) silicon is cubic with a - 5.43095 A (26).

The temperature of the substrate is important in

determining when epitaxial growth might take place.

Researchers who have attempted to deposit LiNbO 3 in single

crystal or polycryst-tline form have reported the need for a

substrate temperature in the range of 3250C to 5000C

(15,21,27). This temperature is dependent on the deposition

rate, because for each deposition rate there is an epitaxial

temperature, above which single crystals can possibly be

grown. This deposition rate is determined mainly by the

radio-frequency sputtering power and the target-substrate

separation.

As stated previously, a slow deposition rate is one of

the factors in determining crystal growth. Unfortunately,

since the sputtering power is related to the total target

size, it is difficult to make comparisons between the system

used in this investigation and reported sputtering attempts

in regard to applied sputtering power and target-substrate

separation because of different target sizes or other

unreported information.

The sputtering pressures used in past attempts to

II
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sputter single crystal or polycrystalline LiNbO 3 have been

in the range of 10 - 20 mtorr (15,21,26). However, if these

were the optimal pressure values was not made clear. Only

one of these attempts (15) utilized r.f. sputtering, which

allows for a plasma to be sustained at lower pressures.

The last of the important variable parameters is the

oxygen percentage of the sputtering gas. The importance of

utilizing oxygen for compensation reactive sputtering to

restore the proper stoichiometry in LiNbO 3 has already been

pointed out. The amount of oxygen reportably needed to

achieve this has been extremely variable in past attempts to

deposit LiNbO3 . Everything from 5% - 10% reported by Foster

P (26) in 1968, to 60% reported by Okada (21) in 1975, has

been used.

E. Deposition Procedure

For the production of the samples used in this

investigation, the substrate wafers were cleaned according

to the following procedure:

Hot Trichloroethane (10 min).
Acetone (2 min).
Methanol (2 min).
10% Hydrofluoric acid (2 min).
Deionized water rinse (5 min).

The hydrofluoric acid step was omitted when the substrate

used was an oxide (sapphire). The cleaned substrate was

then mounted to the substrate holder-heater assembly and

%!
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placed in the sputtering chamber. The shutter was

interposed between the substrate and the target, and the

heater was connected to its controller. The chamber was

then roughed out by the mechanical pump alone to a pressure

of 0.15 - 0.20 torr. At this point the main throttle valve

was opened, and the diffusion pump was allowed to pump the

chamber down to approximately 1 x 10-6 torr.

, The argon and oxygen were then injected at the

Nappropriate ratio with the chamber pressure monitored by the

* capacitance manometer. The pressure above the diffusion

pump was also monitored by the ion gauge located there, to

prevent the pressure there from approaching the diffusion

Npump oil backstreaming region of about 5 x 10-4 torr. The

main valve was then throttled off and the pressure in the

chamber allowed to rise to the 10 - 20 mtorr range needed to

ignite the plasma. The r.f. generator was then turned on

and the plasma ignited.

At this point the substrate heater was turned on and

A the temperature controller set to the desired temperature.

Meanwhile the main throttle valve was slowly opened,

allowing the chamber pressure to drop to the desired level.

As the pressure dropped to the desired level and the plasma

stabilized, the matching network needed periodic adjustment

to prevent large amounts of reflected power. This time for

plasma stabilization was also needed for the temperature of

N %* - - -. . ~ .V 
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the substrate to rise and stabilize at the desired value.

This usually required an hour, and also served as an

excellent presputter time for cleaning contaminants from the

target.

When everything had stabilized, the shutter was opened

and material was deposited on the substrate for the desired

time, after which the r.f. power was turned off. The

substrate was usually allowed to cool down in vacuum, then

removed from the system following nitrogen backfilling. The

sample was then ready for analysis. In all, this procedure,

or a close variation, was used to produce 155 samples for

this investigation.
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IV. SAMPLE CHARACTERIZATION METHODS

A. Physical Appearance

The first means of characterizing the LiNbO 3 films

produced in this investigation was by optical microscopy.

This was primarily to check the uniformity and smoothness of

the sputtered films. Most of the films were thin enough

that they exhibited an interference color based on the

thickness. Olympus Vanox microscopes were used for this

aspect of the characterization. One of the microscopes is

equipped with a Nomarski interference contrast feature which

helped determine the surface roughness of the samples.

*Another purpose the microscopes served was as a means of

determining the thickness of the thin films. A sodium lamp

could be used as the light source for the microscopes.

Since the edges of the sputtered films sloped down to the

substrate gradually, rather than being sharp steps, light

and dark interference fringes could be observed along the

edges of the films when viewed with the sodium lamp. Using

P 2nd - mX, with the wavelength of sodium light being 5889 A,

and taking n to be the average of the ordinary (n° - 2.305)

and extraordinary (ne - 2.212) indices of refraction of

lithium niobate (28) at the wavelength of sodium light, then

the thickness of the films per fringe is determined to be

1305 A.

.4
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Another method for determining the thickness of the

films was to use a Tencor Instruments Alpha-Step surface

profiler. This uses a stylus moved across the surface of

the substrate and film to determine the film depth.

However, the accuracy of.this instrument was not very good,

and often in doubt, so it was used for depth measurement

only periodically as a check against the method of counting

fringes. The fringe counting method proved quite accurate

despite the fact that if the deposited film was not exactly

LiNbO 3 , the chosen values for the refractive indices would

be incorrect. The Alpha-Step profiler was valuable though,

as a tool for determining the surface roughness

quantitatively. The Nomarski microscope allows only

qualitative evaluation of surface roughness.

B. Infrared Analysis

To assist in the determination of the degree of

crystallinity of the films produced, infrared transmission

spectra were taken for several of the samples. The scans

were made and the resulting curves were then compared with

the results of Nassau et al. (29) seen in Figure 6. The

range of the wavenumbers in the reference scan is greater

than in the scans taken for this research, but it is enough

to easily distinguish whether a sample more closely

resembles the glass (amorphous) or the crystalline state.
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Figure 6. Infrared scans of LiNbO 3 after Nassau et al. (29)
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The broad absorption band in the region 900 - 300 cm- 1 is

due to the vibration of NbO6 units within the material. A

representative infrared scan is seen in Figure 7.

C. X-ray Diffraction
N1

X-ray diffraction was used to determine the degree of

, crystallization and the orientation of the crystal

structure. A single crystal material would display a peak

on an x-ray diffraction pattern corresponding to the surface

plane. A polycrystalline material would show many such

peaks. An x-ray pattern of a powdered polycrystalline

sample of lithium niobate is seen in Figure 8 for reference.

Because of the applied electric field which is present

during the sputtering process, it is expected that the

lithium niobate would grow orienting itself with its c-axis

normal to the substrate. Thus the final thin film should

appear as a z-cut of LiNbO 3 when x-rayed, if it is a single

crystal. Of course a peak from the single crystal substrate

structure would also be present in the pattern. The (006)

peak in the diffraction pattern corresponds to the c-axis of

lithium niobate. In the powdered polycrystalline LiNbO 3

diffraction pattern, the (006) peak is only 4% of the

strongest peak (012).

In order for the films produced in this investigation

to have a chance of displaying a piezoelectric effect, the

. -
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Figure 8. X-ray diffraction pattern of polycrystalline
LiNbO 3
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x-ray pattern should reveal only a prominent (006) peak.

Polycrystalline material could also exhibit a piezoelectric

effect if it is highly oriented. Thus if other peaks are

present, as they would be in a polycrystalline material,

they must be small in intensity compared to the (006) peak.

The x-ray equiptment used to make these measurements

was a Rigaku Geigerflex. A representative x-ray diffraction

pattern appears in Figure 9.

D. Auger Analysis

A few of the samples in this investigation were

examined using Auger electron spectroscopy. This involves

the analysis of outer shell electrons ejected from a

material with energy gained by another electron, as that

electron fills a core level vacancy caused by ionization.

This analysis determines the elements and their

concentrations present in the material. For the samples in

this investigation, Auger analysis could determine if the

lithium, niobium, and oxygen were present with the proper

stoichiometry. Impurity elements present could also be

identified and measured.

Carbon is the impurity most commonly found in sputtered

films. Oxygen and nitrogen are also common impurities in

sputtered films, but in LiNbO 3 oxygen would not be an

impurity. The most common problem found with the

.i
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stoichiometry of sputtered LiNbO 3 films is a lack of oxygen.

The Auger examinations were done in two Perkin-Elmer Auger

systems. A representative element concentration depth

profile from Auger analysis appears in Figure 10.

E. Network Analyzer Measurements

A Hewlett-Packard 8505A Network Analyzer and a Hewlett-

Packard 8510T Network Analyzer were used to determine the

dielectric constant (relative permittivity) and the

piezoelectric response of the sputtered lithium niobate

films. To make these measurements, LiNbO 3 films were

deposited onto membranes of (100) silicon to form composite

resonators, as described in the Introduction. The top

metallization pad was a 400 um x 400 um pad of aluminum.

This metallization pattern was also used on films deposited

on silicon without membranes to determine the dielectric

constant of the LiNbO3 films from two sources--structures

with and without membranes.

The relative permittivity of the films was determined

by taking reflection coefficient measurements of the

aluminum pattern samples using the network analyzer.

Capacitive reactance (Xc ) values can be determined from the

Smith Chart at various frequencies, an example of which can

be seen in Figure 11. The relative permittivity can be

determined from the capacitive reactance, the frequency, the
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thickness of the film, and the area of the metal pad.

Capacitive reactance can be expressed by

X c - 1/wC - l/2nfC. (8)

The capacitance is

C - EocrA/d. (9)

Therefore,

d
XC - (10)

2nfeo~rA

or

d
Cr - (11)

2ff~oXcA

The dielectric constant measurements in this

investigation were made at low frequencies (10 - 50 MHz),

well below the resonant frequency for films of the thickness

sputtered here. Since it has been shown that the thin films

produced appear as z-cut LiNbO 3, if properly oriented the

expected relative permittivity is E33T/o - 30.

The resonant frequency of a z-cut thin film lithium

niobate resonator is determined as follows. The wave

velocity for a longitudinal mode propagating in the z

direction is 7.33059 x 103 m/s (30). For the fundamental

resonance, the frequency is given by f - V/2d. Thus for a

one micron thick piece of z-cut lithium niobate, a frequency

of 3.67 GHz would be expected. If the one micron layer of

lithium niobate were on top of a layer of silicon several
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times that thickness, the wave excited by the lithium

niobate would propagate through the thicker silicon layer,

reducing the frequency to a more easily measurable value.

The coupling coefficient in this composite resonator can be

determined from the formula defined in Chapter II,

KEFF 2 . 4S/tan 4s (7)

where ts M (1/2)n(fs/f )" The parallel and series resonance

frequencies can be determined from the electrical impedance

(Z) of the composite resonator. The series resonance is

defined as the minimum of Z, and the parallel resonance is

defined as the maximum of Z. This relationship is sketched

in Figure 12.
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Parameter Development

In determining the optimal parameter values for the

r.f. sputtering of lithium niobate for this research, it was

not always a case of determining the parameter values that

would produce the best qualityfilms. This was especially

true for the choice of a substrate and the choice of applied

r.f. power. As was previously pointed out, choosing a

substrate with a good lattice match would be of little value

in using the film in a composite resonator. Also, substrate

cost is an additional consideration. Therefore, most of the

samples in this investigation were deposited on either (100)

or (111) silicon, and the remaining parameters were varied

to produce the best quality films on the silicon. The

applied r.f. power also had a constraint placed on it which

possibly prevented the determination of the actual optimal
value. It was impractical in the unautomated sputtering

system used in this research to deposit for an extended

period of time. A deposition rate of less then 1000 A/hour

could not be used very often. Since the applied power is

directly related to the deposition rate, r.f. power values

of less than 250 watts had to be avoided. This was

unfortunate since it has been suggested that deposition

*rates on the order of less than 500 A/hour are needed for

¢ J;el'.''.''q ;.' .'.." e; .' L# ; * *2 C C * - I
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single crystal LiNbO 3 films (15,21).

The remaining four variables also had constraints

placed on them, although these constraints probably did not

affect the optimization of the parameter values. The

separation between the target and the substrate could not be

less then 4 cm, since below that value the plasma would not

ignite easily. The separation could not be more than 10 cm,

since the deposition rate would become too low for practical

sputtering. It was stated in Chapter IV that the sputtering

power could not be used higher than 750 watts because of

overheating problems. The sputtering pressure had limits of

approximately 0.5 mtorr and 25 mtorr. Below 0.5 mtorr the

plasma could go out, and above 25 mtorr stability in the

plasma and stability in maintaining a constant pressure

could be problems. The substrate temperature had limits of

approximately 200*C and 7506C. The lower limit was set by

the heating of the substrate by the plasma, while the upper

limit was set by the maximum ability of the resistive

heater. The ratio of argon to oxygen gas had no

restrictions. This information is summarized in Table 1.

Optimization of the parameters was a matter of varying

one parameter while attempting to hold the others constant.

Difficulties arose when more than one parameter influenced a

film growth property. For example, both the applied power

and the target-substrate separation would influence the

VNI
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Table 1. Range of permissible parameter variations
-p

Parameter Range

-S Type of substrate ---

Temperature of substrate 200 0C - 750 0C

Radio-frequency sputtering power 250 watts - 270 watts

Target-substrate separation 4.cm - 10 cm

Sputtering pressure 0.5 mtorr - 25 mtorr

Oxygen percentage of sputtering gas 0% - 100%

, *,,.'..,%,.4... .....' ..': '. + ''+.w; ' a . 2 2N. %p • .. .. ..... S.. '
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deposition rate. One separation would result in one optimal

applied power setting, while another separation would result

in a different optimal applied power setting. In this

respect, the optimal parameter values obtained in this

research were only optimal relative to each other.

To begin this optimization procedure, initial values

for some of the parameters were taken from similar attempts

by others to sputter deposit LiNbO 3 . A temperature of

approximately 500 0 C was indicated (15,21), as was an oxygen

content of about 40% (15). An initial sputtering pressure

of 1 mtorr to 3 mtorr was chosen after several initial

sputtering runs were done for qualitative assessment.

The determination of the quality of the lithium niobate

films was based on the degree of crystallization and the

crystal orientation. X-ray measurements were best suited

for this determination. Throughout most of the x-ray

measurements made in this investigation, three peaks of

lithium niobate dominated the patterns. The (006), (012),

and (104) peaks were most consistently present in the

patterns. Intensity data were taken of the three peaks in

the diffraction patterns, with the intent of finding

parameter settings which most enhanced the (006) peak, while

reducing or eliminating the (012) and (104) peaks. This

defined the highest quality films producible.

The first parameter to be determined was the sputtering

,.
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power. The target-substrate separation was arbitrarily set

and the other parameters were set as given above. X-ray

patterns at 500 watts and 700 watts showed distinctly

lithium niobate polycrystalline peaks but with poor

orientation. At both power settings the (006) peak was

smaller than the (012) or (104) peaks. An example of this

can be seen in Figure 13. In the pattern of the 700 watt

sputtering, the (006) peak was barely visible. This is

consistent with high deposition rates resulting in poorer

crystal structure. Setting the r.f. power at 300 watts

resulted in the (006) peak being the dominant peak, and

since much below this power setting resulted in an

impractical deposition rate, 300 watts was chosen as the

optimal r.f. sputtering power for the system used in this

research.

The next parameter to be determined was the target-

substrate separation. X-ray patterns taken of samples with

a separation of 10 cm revealed the (006) peak was no longer

the dominant peak. x-ray patterns of samples with the

separation from 4 cm to 6 cm displayed a dominant (006)

peak, but also displayed numerous other peaks not associated

with LiNbO3 . These can be seen in Figure 14. Diffraction

patterns of films produced using a target-substrate

separation of 8 cm showed a dominant (006) peak and few or

no peaks not belonging to LiNbO 3 . Therefore, 8 cm was

%
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chosen as the optimal target-substrate separation associated

with an applied r.f. power of 300 watts. These two

parameters, combined with the area of the target, resulted

in a power density of 0.12 watts/cm 3 .

The next parameter to be optimized was the sputtering

pressure. With the applied power and the target-substrate

separation held at their determined values, and the

substrate temperature and oxygen content being approximately

500*C and 40%, respectively, the sputtering pressure was

varied from 1 mtorr to 20 mtorr. A portion of the x-ray

results can be seen in Figure 15. For this figure, the

amplitudes of the three peaks, (006), (012), and (104) were

measured as a function of pressure. The intent was to

determine a pressure that maximized the (006) peak, and

minimized the others. These criteria were only met at 3

mtorr. Below that value, all three peaks dropped off

rapidly. Above 3 mtorr, the amplitude of the (006) peak

dropped off, while the amplitudes of the other peaks

increased. Thus, a sputtering of 3 mtorr was determined as

the optimal pressure associated with an applied power of 300

watts and a target-substrate separation of 8 cm.

The optimal oxygen content was determined next. Using

the same procedure as was used to determine the sputtering

pressure, the amplitudes of the diffraction peaks were

plotted as a function of percent oxygen content in Figure

.4
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16. This plot indicated a desirable oxygen content of 50%.

Although anything between 40% 02 to 60% 02 appeared

favorable. Above 60% oxygen all peaks dropped off in

intensity quickly. Below 40%, the intensity of the (006)

peak dropped off until it fell below the intensities of the

(012) and (104) peaks at approximately 20% 02. The x-ray

*diffraction patterns used to produce Figure 16 can be seen

in the Appendix. The optimal oxygen content associated with

a sputtering pressure of 3 mtorr, an applied r.f. power of

300 watts, and a target-substrate separation of 8 cm, was

determined to be approximately 50%.

The last parameter to be determined was the substrate

temperature. The other parameters were kept as determined

and the temperature was varied. Once again a peak intensity

plot was developed. This is presented in Figure 17. The

lithium niobate remained completely amorphous until a small

(006) peak appeared near 2500C. The other two peaks did not

appear until higher temperatures. The (006) peak intensity

quickly increased as the temperature increased. The other

two peaks also quickly increased with temperature. Although2I
the most intense (006) peak occurred at the highest

temperatures, this was not chosen as the optimal temperature

since the (012) peak was also very intense at those

temperatures, and peaks not associated with LiNbO 3 occurred

after 6000C. One of the extraneous peaks became a dominant

"I
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peak at high temperatures. Only around 5500C - 6006C was

the (006) peak most dominant with no non-LiNbO 3 peaks

present. Thus, the optimal temperature associated with an

oxygen content of 50% in the sputtering gas, using a

sputtering pressure of 3 mtorr, with applied r.f. power of

300 watts, and a target-substrate separation of 8 cm, was

determined to be between 550*C and 6000C.

This entire optimization procedure was constantly being

modified with slight variations in an attempt to achieve

perfect films. The numbers presented here represent the

paramenter values ultimately achieved after many such

permutations.

These resultant parameters, summarized in Table 2, were

then used to produce films on substrates of (100) silicon,

(111) silicon, and basal-plane sapphire. X-ray diffraction

measurements were then taken of these samples. The results

are presented in Figure 18. This figure shows that while

the use of (111) oriented silicon seemed to have improved

the crystallinity of the films slightly, compared to those

films on (100) silicon, the sapphire substrate, with its

excellent lattice match, made a radical improvement in the

crystalline quality of the film. The x-ray pattern of the

film deposited on the basal-cut sapphire substrate can be

seen in Figure 19.

'F
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Table 2. Optimal parameter values determined

Parameter Optimal Value

Type of substrate Sapphire

Temperature of substrate 550 0C - 600 0C

Radio-frequency sputtering power 300 watts

Target-substrate separation 8 cm

Sputtering pressure 3 mtorr

Oxygen percentage of sputtering gas 50%

I,. 
- ' '
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B. Characterization

The physical appearance of the films produced in this

investigation were marked by a high degree of surface

roughness. The thicker the films, the rougher the surface

became. This is illustrated, using surface profiles from

the Tencor Alpha-Step, in Figure 20. This was a feature of

all the crystalline films produced in this investigation.

The amorphous films however, those produced at low substrate

temperatures, exhibited remarkably smooth surfaces. This

surface roughness of the crystalline films presents a major

problem for the possible use of sputtered LiNbO3 thin films

as resonator material. Films of greater than one micron are

needed, and the surfaces must be very smooth for wave

reflection. This research indicates that this is not likely

with LiNbO 3 sputtered as it was here. This surface

roughndss feature of sputtered LiNbO 3 was also noted by

Nunomura et al. (31).

Thickness measurements were made of the samples during

the optimization procedures described in the last section.

The results are given here. The variation of temperature

and the variation of pressure resulted in very little

detectable change in film thickness, except for a slight

increase noted with increasingly amorphous material.

Variation of r.f. power, oxygen content of the sputtering

.5. gas, and target-substrate separation, on the other hand

.
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-
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resulted in distinct thickness changes. The relationship

between film thickness and target-substrate separation was

reasonably linear over the range investigated, while the

relationships between film thickness and oxygen percentage

of the gas, and film thickness and applied r.f. power are

shown in Figure 21 and Figure 22, respectively.

Infrared tranmission spectra were obtained for many of

the samples early in the investigation. These scans

*' however, revealed little in the way of useful quantitative

* data. All of the scans produced look remarkably similar,

revealing a crystalline structure, but giving no information

on the degree of crystallization, or crystalline

orientation. An infrared scan taken of a latter film

produced using the optimized parameters is seen in Figure

23. This figure depicts somewhat more defined peaks than

earlier attempts.

X-ray diffraction provided the information on crystal

structure that IR analysis could not, and many of the

results were presented in the last section. What must be

pointed out is that despite the optimization of the

sputtering parameters, the resulting films were still

polycrystalline. While the polycrystalline films were

oriented with the c-axis normal to the plane of the

substrate, the orientation was not that strong.

Auger analysis on early samples in this investigation

1W
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(Figure 10) appeared to indicate high levels of carbon and j
nitrogen contamination, and rather poor stoichiometry of the

film itself. Auger analysis performed after the complete 11

optimization procedure were much improved. As indicated in

Figures 24 and 25, the sputtered LiNbO 3 films appeared

almost identical to the bulk LiNbO 3 crystal used as a

reference. Figure 24 compares the lithium and niobium

content of the film with the reference, while Figure 25 does

the same with the oxygen content. The plots appear

virtually the same. The contaminant (nitrogen and carbon)

content in the films was nearly nonexistent. Figure 26 is a

depth profile of the film showing little or no change in the

composition of the film until contact with the substrate.

The network analyzer was used to determine dielectric

constant numbers and to observe piezoelectric response.

Relative permittivity values were determined from thin films

deposited on membranes of silicon, as the composite

resonator would be constructed, and on normal silicon

wafers. Surprisingly, the results differed greatly.

Measurements were taken during the parameter optimization

described in the last section, with the intent of observing

relative permittivity changes with parameter changes. This . -

was difficult because of uncertainties in the numbers used

to determine the relative permittivity. However, for the

measurements taken on wafers without membranes, trends were

'We'
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noticeable. The more highly oriented and less amorphous a

film, the lower its relative permittivity. This is most

apparent in the variation of 02 content in the gas seen in

Figure 27 (lower part of plot). Unfortunately, the relative

permittivity at the optimal parameter value (50% oxygan

contant) was only 50% of the expected value of c3 3T/Co - 30.

S. The relative permittivity measurements taken on the

samples produced on membranes revealed much higher numbers,

some exceeding 150. Trends noticeable in the films without

membranes were totally absent in those with membranes. This

can be seen in the upper portion of Figure 27. Since the

membranes were formed from a p+ silicon layer, relative

permittivity measurements were made on films sputtered on p+

layers without the membranes to check what caused the

problem, the p+ layer or the membrane. The results showed

the same problem existed on the samples having p+ layers

without membranes. This odd behavior of the films deposited

on p+ silicon layers is discouraging for the possible use of

these films for composite resonators.

Samples were checked for piezoelectric response on the

Network Analyzer throughout this investigation, both during

and as a result of the parameter optimization procedure.

Never has any response been noted. Several explanations for

this have already been alluded to. They include:

-Surface roughness. The deposited films showed a

.Z
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tendency to develop extremely rough surfaces as they

were made thicker. Films only one micron thick had

surface irregularities of 1000 A or more. Resonators

demand smooth surfaces for wave reflection. Because of

this roughness, most measurements in this investigation

had to be done on film samples less than 5000 A thick.

-Crystal orientation. Although the films produced

showed a marked orientation along the c-axis of LiNbO 3 ,

it was possibly not oriented strongly enough.

-Odd behavior of the relative permittivity when the

films were deposited on p+ silicon layers. Since the

piezoelectric measurements were made on p+ membranes,

flaws in those films would inhibit response.

Another possibility is that the films were not poled. When

LiNbO 3 single crystals are grown by the Czochralski method,

often a strong electic field is applied to pole the

crystals. It is possible that the electric field provided

by the DC offset of the sputtering system used was not

strong enough to adequately pole the deposited material.

This explanation is extremely plausible, and could also

explain the relative permittivity of the optimized samples

being lower than the relative permittivity of bulk single

crystal lithium niobate. Any or all of these could result -

in no piezoelectric response being observed in the sputtered

films.

-,' -' -* -. -. -. - - - -
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

Lithium niobate films were sputter deposited and

analyzed to determine their suitability for transducer or

resonator material. A set of sputtering parameters was

determined as being the most relevant variables in the r.f.

sputter deposition of LiNbO 3 thin films. The parameters

were then optimized with respect to each other to obtain the

best quality (in regard to crystallinity) thin films. The

optimized parameters were:

An applied radio-frequency power of 300 watts.

A target-substrate separation of 8 cm.

A sputtering pressure of 3 mtorr.

An oxygen content of 50% in the sputtering gas.

A substrate temperature of 550*C - 600 0C.

A sapphire substrate.

With these optimized parameters in effect, the

resulting films were deposited with a deposition rate of

approximately 1300 A/hour. The DC bias during the

deposition was around 350 volts. Infrared scans of the

films revealed a definite LiNbO 3 crystalline curve with

distinctive peaks (Figure 23). X-ray diffraction patterns

demonstrated that the films were highly oriented

polycrystalline LiNbO 3 (Figure 19). Auger electron

spectroscopy on these films indicated an almost identical

LA.
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stoichiometry as bulk single crystal LiNbO 3 , with little

contamination (Figures 24 and 25). The relative

permittivity of these films was determined to be 15 - 16.

No piezoelectric effect was observed using the composite

resonator structure.

Several possible explanations were supplied concerning

this lack of piezoelectric response. While LiNbO 3 deposited

on p+ membranes appears unsuitable for use as a composite

resonator, very possibly due to the p+ membrane, sputtered

LiNbO 3 could be used for other piezoelectric devices which

require thinner films and do not demand a substrate with a

poor lattice match or p+ doping. SAW devices on sapphire

would be an example.

Further work could be done on what was begun here. A

better sputtering system (more automated) could be used so

that slower deposition rates, and thus possibly better films

could be produced. An applied DC bias could be added to the

sputtering system so as to more likey pole the sputtered

" films. Another possibility would be to try an entirely

different method of sputtering lithium niobate, such as

completely reactive sputtering.

"....................' ....................
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IX. APPENDIX

X-ray diffraction patterns of Li~bO3 thin films

produced at various concentrations of oxygen in the

sputtering gas are shown in Figures 28 -36.
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